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A B S T R AC T

This thesis presents a qualitative research of language ideologies and practices in a

Danish multinational startup company based in Poland. The analysis of the recruitment process

and personnel base in the Customer Service department points to a relative uniformity of the

staff when it comes to its age and experiences to do with foreign language use. The following

analysis of language ideologies point to conflicting beliefs, whereby English is thought of as

the only possibility when it comes to international internal communication within the company

and the only common denominator among the employees. At the same time, however, many

other foreign languages continue to be employed throughout the company due to the belief that

successful and efficient communication is the most important. It is assumed in the thesis that

these language ideologies guide linguistic practices which reveal an abundance of languages

being at constant use throughout the company. All in all, the results of the analysis point

to an unstructured approach towards the language of internal communication, whereby it is

not the formal guidelines that drive the linguistic practices but rather a set of implicit rules.

The thesis also discusses whether multinational startup companies could benefit as much from

a structured and proactive approach towards the language of internal communication as well

established MNCs as is suggested by Marschan-Piekkari et al. (1999a) Finally, the discussion

examines how startup companies should approach designing its linguistic policies and practices.
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1

I N T RO D U C T I O N

After the Second World War and the invention of numerous international political and

economic organizations, such as the EU, WTO, UN to name only few, developing tight business

relationships internationally became much easier. Coupled with cheap and fast ways of commu-

nication, transport and production, companies started growing internationally and the world

has witnessed an acceleration of globalization on an unprecedented scale. All this meant the

development of many international corporations where people of various backgrounds, cultures

and languages cooperate in pursuit of common organizational goals. Interestingly, however,

the aspect of language used to communicate within international organizations was omitted

as influential to the success of businesses. The topic of language of corporate communication

only surfaced at the turn of the century as an area of interest to many researchers and an

important factor in HR management in multinational corporations. This thesis will present

a qualitative study conducted in the biggest division of the Danish startup company based

in Gdansk, Poland. Poland was chosen for this qualitative study due to a couple of factors.

Firstly, the investors’ relatively recent interest in this part of Europe. Secondly, the linguistic

history of the country and its implications on the linguistic abilities of Polish people nowadays,

consequently potential communication problems. Both these factors, as well as a description

of the case company will follow.
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1.1 why international investors choose poland?

Over the last 25 years, the Polish market has been steadily growing and so has the

number of foreign investments made in the country. The process of “globalizing” the Polish

market started after 1989 when Poland became a fully democratic country, and highly inten-

sified after 2004, when Poland became a member state of the European Union. (Villinger,

1996) Due to membership in the major international political-economic organization, it became

much easier financially and legally for foreign companies to invest in Poland. Moreover, the

country has proven to be a lucrative investment area due to constant economic growth since

1990, the GDP has increased and the market was the only one in the EU to avoid economic

recession of 2008-2009. (CIA, the World Factbook) As the foreign investors’ interest in the

Polish market accelerated its development, the Polish market was becoming increasingly more

lucrative and full of opportunities for those investors. (Villinger, 1996) Besides new opportu-

nities for investment and profit, Poland also maintains an average gross wage of around 900

euros (CIA, the World Factbook) which is significantly lower compared to western European

countries, making the area a cheap source of manpower. Moreover, Poland’s rate of population

with a completed tertiary education is steadily increasing with 27% of adults between 25-65

having a higher education degree.(OECD, 2015, p.40) These two factors make the country a

good source of qualified and educated manpower who is also relatively cheap compared to other

European markets. Therefore, not surprisingly, so many international companies have decided

to open subsidiaries in Poland.

1.2 english as a foreign language in poland

Poland also constitutes a very interesting stage for investigating English as a corporate

language due to the country’s history and linguistic background. During communism, the Polish

government, due to the country’s political and economic alliances at the time, favored Russian

over English as a foreign language.(Sliwa, 2008) Even in the 1980s Russian was still taught in

Polish schools as a compulsory foreign language. English has only been introduced in public

schools as part of basic education relatively recently, namely in the 1990s. Moreover, only

in 2008 the government introduced a reform whereby all children at the age of 7 would start
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learning English as a compulsory foreign language. (Key Data on Teaching Languages at School

in Europe, 2012) Therefore, as a result of Poland’s political system before 1990, 34% of Polish

people state that they can speak any English at all, however, only 5.5% of them claim that they

can speak the language fluently. (Eurobarometer, 2012) Moreover 41% of Poles claim not to

speak any foreign language. (Eurobarometer, 2012) These statistics point to a certain exoticism

associated with speaking foreign languages well. Consequently, linguistic skills of Poles might

create a challenge for foreign investors willing to open branches in Poland. On the other hand,

however, virtually for the first time in the Polish history a foreign language is not forced on

the Polish population and learning it does not bring negative connotations. On the contrary,

English enjoys a reputation of a useful language of business and the spread of it “takes place

under conditions of agreement, enthusiasm and active participation of the Poles.” (Sliwa, 2008,

p. 229) Moreover, an increasing number of people see the ability to speak English as a vital

skill when looking for a job in Poland, hence, English is the fastest spreading foreign language

in Poland. (Sliwa, 2008) It is important to note, however, that even though English enjoys a

good reputation in Poland, not everyone has had the same access to learning it resulting for

example in the fact that a good knowledge of English is more likely to have been acquired by

young inhabitants of big cities. (Strzeszewski, 2006) This is also likely to have an impact on the

composition of workforce in a multinational company based in Poland, where the knowledge

of English and/or other foreign language is crucial. This is the case for AirHelp, a company

researched in this paper.

1.3 airhelp - company description

The company selected for the research in this thesis is Airhelp, a Danish startup

company founded in 2013. It offers airline passengers all over the world to claim compensation

from airlines in case of delayed, canceled or overbooked flights in the last 3 years. The service

does not cost extra, rather once the customers receive their compensations, Airhelp takes 25%

of the payment. If the company does not manage to retrieve the money from the airlines, it

is not paid for its services. Even though the company is still very young and still growing the

pool of customers and services that it offers, it has already managed to establish an impressive

presence on the international market. With its headquarters in Copenhagen, Airhelp also has
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branches and international teams based in Gdansk, Warsaw, Barcelona, Hong Kong, Istanbul,

London, Oslo, San Francisco and Stockholm. (AirHelp company website) The Customer Service

department of AirHelp, which is the focus of this research, is located in Gdansk, Poland, home

to the company’s biggest division.

Airhelp is a startup company which has had a very international outreach since its

very foundation, proving an interesting object to test recent theories concerning corporate lan-

guage. Researchers have pointed out that appropriate corporate communication management is

important for the success of a company.(Dhir & Goke-Pariola, 2002) With many studies having

now been conducted in Danish companies, the conclusions on corporate language (Andersen &

Rasmussen, 2004; Lønsmann, 2015 & Forthcoming) also state that foreign corporate language

may lead to challenges in internal communication of a company. While Vecchi (2014) empha-

sizes that even monolingual companies experience problems in internal communication because

misunderstandings happen even when both sides speak their native tongue. In the case of the

Polish branches of Airhelp, the situation is further complicated because the majority of employ-

ees are Polish which means that some communication happens in Polish, all official internal

communication takes place in English, as stated by the HR department while official external

communication takes place in various languages depending on the clients’ preference. However,

the corporate language situation is much more complicated, as most employees can speak at

least two languages which they employ in different situations. Moreover, the company employ-

ees responsible for processing customers’ applications speak various other European languages.

It seems, therefore, that the company is aware of the importance of being able to communicate

in various languages with its customers in order to ensure efficiency in processing the clients’

applications. All this linguistic complexity present in the corporate communication of AirHelp

provides a very interesting case study to investigate the challenges faced by a company where

so many European languages are being used by its employees on an everyday basis.

AirHelp proves, therefore, an extremely interesting example of a company where many

languages are spoken on top of the company’s corporate language. The company’s division lo-

cated in Gdansk, Poland offers an interesting example to investigate how the company deals

with communication challenges in a linguistically and culturally rich work environment. An-

other level to the study is added when one considers that AirHelp is a startup with international
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outreach. Together with the relatively recent researchers’ interest in the field of corporate lan-

guage management, the company provides an engaging case study where it can be investigated

how new companies design their corporate communication practices and policies and what

priority such policies are given.

1.4 research questions

The research will investigate the attitudes of Polish and foreign employees towards

English as a corporate language. It will explore differences between the two groups in how they

perceive the use of English in the company, since for foreigners, it is most often the only language

in which they can communicate with all of the other employees, while for Polish people it is the

language they use specifically when communicating with foreigners or during official meetings

where foreigners are present. The company’s official stand on corporate communication will

be compared with how employees see corporate communication. That is to say, whether the

company has policies and rules in place that standardize the official language spoken within

the organization and whether employees are aware of such rules and more importantly whether

they abide by them.

This will allow to investigate the nature of the company’s approach towards corpo-

rate communication and help specify whether the approach is structured and proactive, where

structured means that there are policies and regulations in place that standardize and manage

corporate language within the company, and proactive means that the organization’s manage-

ment takes conscious steps such as language related initiatives in order to improve corporate

communication within the company. This, in turn, will lead to determining whether a struc-

tured and proactive approach to corporate language is, in fact, beneficial for the company’s

internal communication. Assessing what attitude AirHelp adopted towards corporate language

will also lead to the discussion of how a startup company should design its corporate commu-

nication policies and practices.
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L I T E R AT U R E R E V I E W

Before 2000 few studies focused on corporate language as an important factor when

considering HR Management. The first main contribution to the topic of foreign corporate

language and its implication to HR Management was by Marschan-Piekkari et al. (1999a).

The authors asserted that the introduction of a common corporate language facilitates internal

communication, reduces risk of miscommunication, provides access to important documents

across all organizational units, and provides an important unifying force. Although the authors

argue for standardization of language, they recognize that a common corporate language has

the ability to not only act as a facilitator but also as a barrier. (Marschan-Piekkari, 1999b)

Since then, many researchers took interest in language barriers and corporate language

policies and their influence on multinational companies’ (MNCs) daily activities. (Marschan-

Piekkari et al., 1999b; Piekkari et al., 2005; Frederiksson et al., 2006; Harzing & Feely, 2008;

Harzing & Pudelko, 2013 to name just a few) Most of the studies so far, have focused on

researching individual case companies (Marschan-Piekkari et al., 1999a & b;Piekkari et al.,

2005; Frederiksson et al., 2006; Lønsmann, 2015) which give a valuable view of how individual

MNCs deal with corporate language challenges in the modern global business context. Several

researchers have conducted more general studies which obtained a review of language poli-

cies and their implications in Japanese companies (Peltokorpi & Vaara, 2012), classified case

companies according to regional and cultural/linguistic clusters and compared their practices

(Harzing & Pudelko, 2013) or empirically analyzed language barriers and solutions to those

problems in various German and Japanese MNCs. (Harzing et al., 2011) Even though these

studies obtained more general views on practices in various globally distributed MNCs, they

13
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still found that depending on various language and regional/cultural clusters, different policies

and practices were adopted when facing problems in international corporate communication.

Hence, the findings underline that even within generalized clusters, there are no identical, ready

templates of how to approach communication problems in MNCs. (Harzing & Pudelko, 2013,

p.94). Other researchers also emphasize the existence and importance of an individual approach

when it comes to designing and implementing corporate language policies across organizations.

(Peltokorpi & Vaara, 2012, p. 829) Still, however diverse in their designs and approaches to

the field of international communication within MNCs, the aforementioned studies have largely

focused on Nordic (Marschan-Piekkari et al., 1999a & b;Lønsmann, 2015), Japanese (Peltokorpi

& Vaara, 2012) and German examples (Frederiksson et al., 2006) or comparisons of cases from

the above mentioned regions (Harzing et al., 2011; Harzing & Pudelko, 2013). Very limited

case studies (Villinger, 1996; Nekvapil & Sherman, 2013) have, however, to this date, been

conducted in Eastern Europe and the countries which relatively recently joined the European

Union and became important centers of international business. One of such studies (Nekvapil

& Sherman, 2013) focused on a MNC based in the Czech Republic. Their research examines

how language ideologies held by employees of the company, guide their practices and the com-

pany’s language management. The study emphasizes the linguistic diversity one can find in

subsidiaries based in low-cost locations. The authors (Nekvapil & Sherman, 2013) argue that

the local culture and language never disappear from subsidiaries, no matter how global and

international these might be.

Another important aspect to note when examining the existing literature on corporate

communication language, is that most of the aforementioned studies have focused on the cross-

border communication that takes place when two companies merge (Piekkari et al., 2005)or

on investigating communication between a company’s headquarter and its international sub-

sidiaries. (Marschan-Piekkari et al., 1999a & b; Frederiksson et al., 2006; Harzing et al., 2011)

Few studies have focused entirely on investigating corporate language policies and its effects on

internal communication in just one company unit.

As already mentioned, Marschan-Piekkari et al. (1999a) asserted that the aim of

introducing a common corporate language throughout an MNC is to facilitate communication

and to reduce the risk of miscommunication, as well as to provide equal access to important
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organizational documents and information. In fact, the authors point out the implications

that a common corporate language has on knowledge and information flow. On the one hand,

the language standardization can facilitate it, however, on the other hand, translating all of

the documents into the corporate language is costly and time-consuming. (Marschan-Piekkari,

1999a, p.385) The authors also point to other aspects that the language standardization will

have a significant impact on, namely, staff recruitment process (where linguistic competencies

have to be taken into account beside technical expertise), career prospects and mobility of

employees (since promotion and staff transfers will be considered also based on their linguistic

competencies in the company’s corporate language), language training (providing employees

with opportunities to improve their corporate language skills).

English as a common corporate language has also been called into question. Since

international business is dominated by that language, it is often set by default as a common cor-

porate language. (Marschan-Piekkari et al., 1999a) Many researchers agree with that statement

especially when it comes to companies which have their Headquarters based in English-speaking

and Nordic countries (Harzing & Pudelko, 2013), although some MNCs choose English also in

companies that are not based in an English-speaking country nor in a Nordic country, typically

due to the language’s global status or in order to promote equality for example in a situation of

a merger. (Piekkari et al., 2005, p.334) Other authors draw attention to the faults in the view

that English is the only possible option when it comes to international corporate communica-

tion. (Bellak, 2010) In fact, Marschan-Piekkari et al. (1999b) point to a phenomenon called

language nodes which can be viewed as a consequence of introducing a standardized common

corporate language. Language nodes are employees, often expatriates, who have high linguistic

competencies in two or more languages and act as translators connecting two units of the same

company. Meanwhile, other authors point to the fact that a simple introduction of a corporate

language policy and establishing English as a common language in MNCs, does not mean that

the language is shared with the same consistency throughout the whole company. As found in

the study of Siemens (Frederiksson et al., 2006), even after introducing English as a common

corporate language, several languages continued to be used while two languages, English and

German, dominated.
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Moreover, each company is different and so allows a different level of flexibility regard-

ing a corporate language policy as found in the study by Peltokorpi & Vaara (2012). However,

when researching employees’ attitudes towards English as a corporate language, Lønsmann

(2015) found that English is not only seen as the only choice when it comes to international

business communication but also that people attach to it international importance, prestige and

power. In contrast, employees attributed small-scale and unimportance to the native language,

Danish, of the majority of people employed at the company. Moreover, the study (Lønsmann,

2015) reveals that the interviewees do not even consider or mention any other language as a

possible corporate language besides English and Danish, even though some of the informants

admit that they use other languages at work regularly. (Lønsmann, 2015, p.351) In fact, when

describing a typical European business context, Charles (1998) introduced the term “multilin-

gual reality” to emphasize the fact that even after introducing a common corporate language,

different languages continue to be used throughout an organization. While, as demonstrated

above, most researchers call into question the view that English is the only choice, when it

comes to international business communication, Sørensen (2005) doubts that the aforemen-

tioned purposes behind introducing common corporate language. According to the author,

after the introduction of a common corporate language, the opposite has been accomplished,

namely the translation cost has increased, knowledge and information flow has slowed down

and translating documents and manuals increased the risk of miscommunication.

While studying the implications of corporate language on the company’s employees,

many of the researchers emphasize in particular certain employees acting as above mentioned

language nodes. (Piekkari et al., 1999a & b; Welch et al., 2005; Peltokorpi & Vaara, 2012) The

authors point out that being skillful in a company’s corporate language or in a subsidiary’s

host country language is often also a source of power. These language nodes can influence the

content of formal communication, as well as other employees depend on language-abilities of

a certain minority. Language as a source of power also comes in the form of improved career

perspective or hierarchical importance,(Marschan-Piekkari et al.,1999a & b) since top man-

agers being graduates of business schools have on average high English language competencies.

(Harzing & Pudelko, 2013) Interestingly, however, the study by Harzing & Pudelko (2013) indi-

cates that the view of language as a source of power is felt more acutely by non-native English
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speakers when interacting with native-speakers of the language. While in companies based in

English-speaking countries where, according to the study (Harzing & Pudelko, 2013), English

is not only a host country language but also a corporate language of the company, it is not

considered a source of power.

Dhir & Goke-Pariola (2002) focus on the language planning processes. The authors

state that corporations like other organized groups of people, such as nations or communities,

seek to improve the efficiency of communication and operation and they do it by adopting a

standardized language. Dhir & Goke-Pariola assert that language can be viewed as a repos-

itory of knowledge, therefore, it should be treated as an asset and when in use (exchange of

knowledge) as a capital, and companies that learn how to proactively plan and manage that

capital, gain competitive advantage on the global market. The authors (Dhir & Goke-Pariola,

2002) emphasize that companies need to find the balance between employees’ practices and to

what extent these practices can be managed in order to derive as much unity and efficiency

in collaborative language use in a company. When introducing a corporate language many

companies use more formal ways to do so, namely by corporate language policies. Peltokorpi

& Vaara (2012) state that the implementation process of language policies does not only occur

top-down, where policies are simply introduced by the management and incorporated by the

subsidiary, nor do they only stem from local specifications. Such a process of implementation

and a resulting set of practices emerge from an interplay of both top-down instructions and

local preferences. The authors, therefore, underscore that the mix of languages and how they

are used are going to vary across units of an organization. In line with this view is the model,

presented by Welch et al. (2005), of layers of language: everyday spoken and written language,

company “speak” and technical/industry/professional language. A subsidiary is, therefore, not

only an interplay of local language policies but also of company “speak”, specific to the unit jar-

gon, and of technical language specific to the industry, field etc. Adding to the implementation

process of new corporate language policies, Lønsmann (Forthcoming) comes to the conclusion

that employees are more inclined to embrace a new language policy only if it is relevant and

if following it in their daily lives makes an immediate sense to them. While in a local busi-

ness context, they are more apt to communicate in Danish because they see communication in

English between Danes as artificial.
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In addition to these arguments, Bordia & Bordia (2015) present a model of employ-

ees’ willingness to adopt a foreign functional language. According to which, when creating a

new language policy, one must consider different factors such as linguistic landscape, language

exposure, linguistic identity, knowledge of other foreign languages and enhancement seeking.

All of these factors, according to the authors, are interrelated and will all make it more or less

probable that an employee embraces a new language policy.

Most studies so far have focused on the processes of introduction and implementation

of corporate language policies in well established companies that decide to change corporate

language policy due to international expansion, merger or acquisition. However, no research

has been conducted in a startup company whose very existence is based on international com-

munication both externally (with globally dispersed customers) and internally (international

employee base). Moreover, no research has been done on the priority that language policies

receive within international human resources management.



3

M E T H O D O L O G Y

This paper presents a single case study’s in-depth analysis of the biggest division of

the Danish startup company, AirHelp. Methods used in the data gathering process are focused

around the qualitative research. The research’s goal is to try understand the behaviors and

activities undertaken by different members of the company as seen from their point of view.

In an attempt to answer the research questions, the study was designed to analyze certain

organizational features when it comes to the choice of a corporate language, hence, qualitative

methods of data collection were favored due to their thesis-generating nature. (Silverman, 2011,

p.5) This means that instead of assuming and testing a certain position which characterizes

quantitative research, this study’s goal is to enter the company without preconceptions and as-

sumptions, which will lead to generating ideas from the data gathered. Language practices and

the beliefs behind them depend on many factors such as an employee’s nationality, background,

education, work environment and so on. It is, therefore, difficult to generalize them. Conse-

quently, for this research qualitative methods were chosen because their analysis allows the

personal perspectives of each interviewee to be understood (Peltokorpi & Vaara, 2012, p. 812),

which allows for an image of the whole company to be generated. While employing only quan-

titative methods would allow to create arguably more objective, however, also generalized and

to some extent superficial understanding of the internal situation of the company. (Silverman,

2011, p.5)

The data gathering process was based primarily on interviews and was supplemented

by a short observation of the daily routine in the company, audio-recordings of the interviews

19
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and an attempted access to internal documents of the company. An attempt was made to also

gain access to an internal meeting and shadowing of a member of the company, however, these

methods did not meet the approval of the company. As a supplement to the qualitative research,

a quantitative method was also employed, namely a quick survey was conducted which is to

give a more general overview of the employees’ linguistic competencies.

3.1 methods’ specification

3.1.1 Interviews

During the data collection process, a total of 8 interviews were conducted. Due to

the fact that the researched company’s division is located in Poland all of the interviews were

conducted in a period of 4 consecutive working days. At the demand of the company, all of

the interviews were to be conducted outside of the employees’ working hours. It was, therefore,

arranged that the interviews be conducted during lunch breaks, before the interviewees started

working and after they have finished for the day. Due to this restriction, no particular order was

applied as to when each individual was interviewed, since it resulted from their availability at

a given time and day. This also affected the initial design of the methodology section because

the first interview was ideally to be conducted with an HR specialist in order to establish an

overview of the formal approach towards corporate communication. However, the HR specialist

was not available to talk to until the end of the first day of the research, therefore, two other

employees were interviewed that day during lunch break. Except for the HR specialist, all of

the interviewees held the same position at the company; Junior Claim Specialist. As such their

tasks in the company were the same, namely contact customers in order to help them with

their claims for compensation and offer new services. The Junior Claim Specialists worked

on different so called markets, depending on which language they specialized in, they served

customers predominantly in their specialized language.(Table 1)

Because of the interviewer’s (Marta) own nationality and linguistic competences the

interviews could be conducted in either Polish or English. Language choice was not presented

to the informants since it was the only possibility that with non-Polish speakers the interview
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Informant’s Interview Interview Interview Informant’s Informant’s
name date duration language nationality position

Olena 4.04.2016 18 min Polish Ukrainian HR Specialist

Sini 4.04.2016 13 min English Finnish Jr Claim Specialist
on the Finnish market

Silvia 4.04.2016 17 min English Italian Jr Claim Specialist
on the Italian market

Sabina 5.04.2016 14 min Polish Polish Jr Claim Specialist
on the Italian market

Marysia 5.04.2016 13 min Polish Polish Jr Claim Specialist
on the Italian market

Monika 5.04.2016 20 min Polish Polish Jr Claim Specialist
on the Portuguese market

Jesus 7.04.2016 12 min English Spanish Jr Claim Specialist
on the Spanish market

Pablo 7.04.2016 11 min English Spanish Jr Claim Specialist
on the Spanish market

Table 1: Summary of the interviews

language would be English. While with Polish speakers Polish was the natural choice. Conse-

quently, four of the interviews were conducted in Polish. For three of those interviewees, it was

their maternal language, while for the HR department employee, it was her second language,

however, her fluency, command and accent in Polish were all advanced. The other half of the

interviews were conducted in English, which was the second language to all of the interviewees

and the interviewer, therefore, it must be taken into account that some of the informants had

difficult to understand accents as well as they made occasional mistakes while speaking English.

The interviews were mostly carried out in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere, since all intervie-

wees voluntarily agreed to participate in the study. The language of the interviews can also be

characterized as informal English/Polish indicative of a friendly peer conversation.

The first round of interviews was conducted with two employees, first one with Sini

from Finland and the second one with Silvia from Italy. They took place on the 4th of April,

2016 and were both conducted in English. The interviews lasted approximately 13 and 17

minutes respectively. The second round of interviews took place the day after, on the 5th

of April, 2016. In this round three Polish employees, Marysia, Sabina and Monika, were
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interviewed sequentially at different times of the day. The conversations took place in Polish

and lasted 13, over 14 and over 20 minutes respectively. On the 7th of April, 2016, the final

round of interviews took place and it included two interviews with two Spanish employees, Jesus

and Pablo, each interview lasting over 12 and 11 minutes respectively. As mentioned before,

an interview with an HR specialist, Olena from Ukraine, was also conducted. It took place on

the first day of the research, the 4th of April, 2016 and lasted 18 minutes. (see Table 1 for

interviews’ summary)

The interviews were prepared in three sets. The first set of questions was prepared in

Polish and English for an HR specialist, since before the data collection it was not known to

the interviewer what nationality the HR specialist would be. The second set of questions was

written in Polish and was intended for Polish employees of the company and the last set was

prepared in English and was intended for non-Polish speakers employed at the company. (for

each set of questions see Appendix 10.1, pp. 81-84) It must be noted that the sets of questions

were not simple translations from Polish to English or vice versa. It was, rather, intended

that some of the questions asked of Polish and English speaking informants be different in

order to understand their differing perspectives on their language practices and beliefs at the

company. Moreover, it is crucial to note that the interviews were semi-structured, hence, each

set of questions was a frame which was constantly adapted to each of the interviewees during

the interview itself. The interviewer’s task, then, was not to passively ask questions but it was

rather to ask and actively listen to the responses. The result was that none of the interviewees

was asked the exact same set of questions. It should also be remarked here that the interviews

varied considerably in duration because the structure and amount of questions each informant

was asked resulted from their talkativeness and a certain ease of conversation. The more

talkative and the easier the flow of the conversation, the longer the interview. Some of the

informants were interviewed during their lunch breaks while others were interviewed after they

had finished working for the day. Those interviews conducted during lunch breaks were usually

shorter and more hurried due to the time limit, while those conducted at the end of the working

day were more relaxed and longer because the interviewer had the time to ask more spontaneous

questions.
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3.1.2 Observation

As part of the data collection process, a short observation was conducted on the 7th

of April, 2016. The observation was very brief and lasted one hour due to lack of approval to

continue the research. The results of the observation are, therefore, limited, although valuable.

3.1.3 Audio-recordings of the interviews

Audio-recordings of the interviews are separately mentioned as a method employed in

this study due to the fact that they did not only serve to transcribe the interviews, but they

are also important sources of information when it comes to the employees’ attitudes and their

linguistic capabilities in English. That is to say, it can be assessed from the audio-recordings how

comfortable the informants are when answering various questions in English, how correct the

language they use is and how easy it is to understand them by the interviewer. The interviews

with Polish-speaking informants were conducted in Polish, therefore, there are no samples of

the English language competencies from the Polish interviewees. Nevertheless, those obtained

from the non-Polish-speaking informants present valuable source of information on some of the

informants’ English language competencies, hence, should not be ignored.

3.1.4 Survey

As mentioned above, a quantitative method was adopted, namely a survey (Table

2). It was done among the interviewees. Its goal was to obtain a general overview of the

linguistic competencies and situation at Airhelp. After their interviews each of the Junior

Claim Specialists was asked to list and rate the languages they could speak as well as list the

languages they used (whether for official or private communication) daily while at work. This is

especially valuable when understanding the variety of languages being employed at the company

on an everyday basis. The survey(Table 2) also helps to illustrate the spectrum of levels of
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the English language among the interviewees. The survey is also valuable for comparison with

the results of the audio-recordings. In the survey, informants were asked to self-rate their

language competences. These self-ratings can, therefore, be compared to their actual English

language competences as obtained from the audio-recordings. Unfortunately, this can only be

done with the informants whose interviews took place in English, since no sample of English

ability has been recorded from the Polish informants. Moreover, Neeley (2013) argues that

self-rated language skills are not necessarily accurate description of a person’s actual linguistic

competences, they might be helpful in understanding a person’s behavior, such as for example

a person’s high rate in English skills might make her or him more willing to use that language

for corporate communication.

3.1.5 Company’s internal documents

The company claims not to have any documents containing rules or policies describ-

ing how and under what circumstances what language should be employed. Therefore, even

though there is no document to analyze here, the lack of any formal piece regarding corporate

communication is an important aspect of the company’s approach towards communication and

should not be overlooked.
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R E C RU I T M E N T P RO C E S S A N D B O R D I A & B O R D I A ’ S M O D E L

A P P L I C AT I O N

The analysis to follow is based on the idea presented by Schein’s model of organiza-

tional culture, (Schein, 1983). According to the model there are three levels of organizational

culture. At the bottom of the model, there are assumptions which are the most basic ideolo-

gies and beliefs, invisible to the outsiders and held unconsciously. The middle level are values

and beliefs which are also not readily visible to the outsiders but which explain what people

think and do. At the top of the model, there are artifacts which stand for readily observable

manifestations and practices based on the deeply held beliefs and assumptions. The model

forms the basis for the analysis of this study. In other words, the first part of the analysis

will look into the most basic beliefs of the employees and their experiences which have shaped

them, this will be done by applying a Bordia & Bordia model (2015). The second part of the

analysis will focus on values and beliefs (language ideologies) held by employees when it comes

to the various languages they employ while working at AirHelp. Finally, the last section will

analyze the readily observable practices which will be contrasted with the ideologies held by

the informants of the research.

AirHelp is a startup company and thus it is a newly started company and that is a

type of business that is growth- and development-oriented. As alluded to in the introduction,

from the very beginning the company has displayed a significant international outreach and

therefore, used English as one of the main communication languages since its launch. That

means that part of the company’s identity is English because new employees have to be able to

26
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communicate not only among themselves but also with the company’s management. In many

papers (Marshan-Piekkari et al. 1999a&b, Piekkari et al. 2005, Frederiksson et al., 2006),

authors research the concept of introducing a foreign corporate language and its implications

for HR management in well established MNCs. In the case of AirHelp, however, a foreign

corporate language has always been part of the company, affecting the company’s recruitment

process and the type of employees hired by the business.

In this section of the analysis the Bordia & Bordia’s (2015) “Model of employees’

willingness to adopt a foreign functional language” will be applied in order to understand the

experiences that shaped the informants’ views on language use. This will later help understand

what type of employees is preferred at AirHelp and why. Moreover, the validity of the claims

made by the model will also be evaluated later on in the Discussion section of this paper.

However, first, this section will offer a description of the company’s recruitment process. This

will be done in order to deepen the understanding of how a foreign corporate language and the

job description of a Claim Specialist influences the employee selection process.

4.1 recruitment process description

In order to be hired at AirHelp for the position of the Junior Claim Specialist, a

potential employee undergoes a series of interviews. However, even before that the company

publishes a job advertisement online. An important feature of this advertisement is that even

though the position offered is located in Poland, the announcement is in English. As Sini

recalled in her interview (Sini’s interview, appendix 10.2.7, p.132):

“I was searching for an English-speaking position (...) the announcement was in

English.”

While Monika described her first impression as (Monika’s interview translated from Polish,

appendix 10.2.1, p. 86):

“Well: most of these companies that: somehow, let’s say surpass the Polish market,

then the website was translated and in the offer it was stated that the requirement

is English plus some other language.”
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Both examples show how the company from the very beginning targets people who at least

understand written English. Moreover, the announcement specifically states that the knowledge

of English and another specific language is required to be considered for the Junior Claim

Specialist position. Interested applicants are then selected for the first interview. Olena, the

HR specialist, describes the purpose behind the first interview (Olena’s interview translated

from Polish, appendix 10.2.8, p. 139):

“We try nowadays to do it in such a way that we speak in English straight away

(at the interview), because this serves as sort of a sieve. If we talk in English and

the person can’t handle easy questions then he or she for sure will not be able to

answer customers’ questions if there is such a need.”

However, the linguistic qualifications are not checked only in English but also in another lan-

guage, in which the potential employee specializes in and in which he or she will serve customers.

The screening of the competences in this additional language are even more strict since they

involve not only a language test but also a conversation with a native speaker of that language

who assesses the candidate’s competences.

The above description of the company’s recruitment process for the position of a Claim

Specialist clearly shows that the screening of the language competences are strict. Although

they appear much stricter in the additional language than in English, since the candidate is

not necessarily checked by a native English speaker. As a consequence, the Claim Specialists

are people with wide linguistic competences as can also be observed in the survey (Table 2) in

which all of the languages they use daily are listed.

4.2 the bordia & bordia’s (2015) model application

The Bordia & Bordia’s model (2015) presents a framework where six factors decide

whether a person is more or less willing to adopt a foreign functional language. The factors

include 1. Linguistic Landscapes, 2. Language Exposure, 3. Linguistic Identity, 4. Threat to

Linguistic Identity, 5. Proficiency in a foreign language, 6. Enhancement seeking.(Figure 1)
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Figure 1: Model of employees’ willingness to adopt a foreign functional language (Bordia &
Bordia, 2015).

4.2.1 Linguistic Landscapes

Linguistic landscape refers to whether a person is exposed in public spaces to foreign

language use. Local linguistic landscape means that there is small or no exposure to a foreign

language while global landscape is likely to occur in big metropolitan cities. Moreover, Cecchini

& Scott (2003) assert that global access to media and internet has prompted the spread of global

linguistic landscape especially among young people who use the internet on daily basis.

All of the informants at AirHelp showcased experience living abroad whether for work,

study or both. For example Sabina said:

“I lived in Italy for five years.”

(Sabina’s interview translated from Polish, appendix 10.2.5, p.119) Such an experience shows

global linguistic landscape since while staying abroad she was surrounded by foreign language

use. Moreover, all of the interviewees mentioned starting to learn English at school at an early

age, such as for example Marysia said:
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“(I started learning English) at school at the beginning. (...) Already in Primary

school.”

(Marysia’s interview translated from Polish, appendix 10.2.4, p.111) and Sini said:

“In Finland it’s compulsory (to learn English) from first, no, from third grade of

primary school”

(Sini’s interview, appendix 10.2.7, p.135). The examples show how early the interviewees started

learning their first foreign language which in most cases was English. This points to some degree

of global linguistic landscape which started already in the informants’ childhoods no matter

what country they came from.

The examples show that all of the informants had a global linguistic landscape because

they started learning a foreign language already in their school. Later in their lives they also

chose to live for some time abroad, where they were surrounded by foreign language use.

4.2.2 Language Exposure

Linguistic landscape influences the amount of language exposure which, in turn, refers

to opportunities to use a certain language. With those opportunities and ongoing practice grows

comfort when using a language. Therefore, global language exposure indicates that you have

opportunities to communicate in not only your own local language but also a foreign language.

At AirHelp all Polish informants showcase that during their stay abroad they were

exposed to a foreign language on a daily basis. Moreover, the Polish employees were hired at

AirHelp due to their fluency in a foreign language, and while none of them stated that their

level of English, the company’s functional language, was advanced, all of them had university

degrees in other modern languages (Spanish, Italian, Portuguese). When it comes to the non-

Polish speaking informants, the sole fact that they are working in Poland, exposes them to

opportunities to use a foreign language. While none of them claimed to speak good Polish,

they communicated in English in their daily lives. Moreover, some of the non-Polish speakers
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also admitted that they had worked outside of their countries of origin before moving to Poland,

while one of them had lived in English-speaking countries. For example Silvia said:

“And then (.) I lived in Finland and I did my Master’s in English.”

(Silvia’s interview, appendix 10.2.6, p.128) while Jesus said:

“(...)later I moved to England for 9 months and 2 years later I moved to Australia

for two mon ehh for 6 months.”

(Jesus’ interview, appendix 10.2.2,p.99) The examples show that also the non-Polish employees

have previous experience working and studying in foreign countries prior to moving to Poland.

All of the examples above indicate the global linguistic landscape that the AirHelp

employees were exposed to at some point in their lives. The examples also point to the original

and foreign language exposure because all of the informants have had opportunities to commu-

nicate in a foreign language, whether it was English or other languages, all resulting in great

comfort when communicating in foreign languages.

4.2.3 Linguistic Identity

As Bordia & Bordia (2015, p.420) state,

“Linguistic identity refers to a self-definition based on perceived membership of a

linguistic group.”

The linguistic identity of a person is built on the basis of linguistic landscape and language

exposure described above. Therefore, people, who live surrounded by a local linguistic landscape

and whose language exposure is also more local, are more likely to develop a strong original

linguistic identity. These people do not feel comfortable speaking a foreign language because the

only language they feel truly comfortable communicating in is their original, native language.

On the other hand, people who have lived in global linguistic landscapes and have had global

language exposure often develop a multilingual linguistic identity which means that they feel

as comfortable using their native language as they do using foreign languages they know.
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All of the AirHelp employees showcase a multilingual linguistic identity. As mentioned

above, Polish employees are hired at the company for the Claim Specialist position due to their

fluency in a foreign language. All of the Polish interviewees studied a foreign language at

university. Monika said in the interview:

“Well I finished (at university) philology ehh Hispanism so Hispanic Studies but I

specialized in Portuguese language.”

(Monika’s interview translated from Polish, appendix 10.2.1,p.91) Since all of the Polish employ-

ees indicate enough fluency in a foreign language, coupled with the aforementioned experiences

of living abroad, they can be said to showcase a multilingual linguistic identity.

The non-Polish employees, on the other hand, showcase a multilingual linguistic iden-

tity through the ease with which they speak and describe their competences in English. Pablo

said in the interview:

“I have like diploma (in English) of B2 for my university in Spain (...) but I think

that it’s higher, I suppose because I can talk with people, I always talk to working

here and in Poland so I need my English to everything so I think that it’s higher

level.”

(Pablo’s interview, appendix 10.2.3,p.104) When asked about whether he had any problems

communicating in English, Pablo also said:

“The truth is not, I: usually: (.) if I don’t know this word I or if I have problem to

explain to:.”

(Pablo’s interview, appendix 10.2.3.,p.103) The examples showcase how comfortable Pablo feels

speaking English because he says that he never has any problems communicating in this lan-

guage as well as that his level is in fact higher than what his most recent diploma certifies. It is,

however, important to note that the fact that people can have a multilingual linguistic identity

does not mean that they feel the same identity in each of the languages, it rather means that

they develop more than one such identity and they differ depending on the language and the

relationship with the language. It is also interesting to note a significant difference when one

compares Pablo’s self-rated competence (Table 2) which he rated as advanced to his actual

competence one can read in the transcript of his interview and the audio-recording. Both the
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transcript and the audio-recording reveal that he makes many mistakes while speaking English

as well as his pronunciation is, in fact, hard to understand. It is intriguing, then, that the lin-

guistic identity is not an objective concept, it is rather a deeply subjective feeling one develops

over time.

4.2.4 Threat to Linguistic Identity

Linguistic identity, in turn, influences how people perceive foreign languages. If people

have a strong original linguistic identity, they are likely to also see other languages as a threat to

their native language. This feeling can also be aggravated if one’s linguistic identity is ignored or

diminished, then a holder of a strong original linguistic identity can feel the need to defend his

or her language and the identity built on it. This phenomenon can also happen in organizations

where a new functional language is introduced, in the process diminishing the importance of

the employees’ original language and thus their identity. On the other hand, people holding

a multilingual linguistic identity are much less likely to perceive a foreign functional language

as a threat to their identity even if the language is one they do not know. (Bordia & Bordia,

2015)

Example 1. (appendix 10.2.1, p.92) (Translated from Polish)

marta And how do you feel in this international environment at work?

monika ehh I actually feel good (...) I just prefer to look at people as human
beings, right? It doesn’t matter what language they speak, in general,
for me, it’s a bit (...) as if in reality, there is no such thing as a
language, rather there are dialects so different varieties of the same
language which (.) sound a bit like different melodies of the same, so
ehh (.3) it suits me.

The employees at AirHelp do not see a foreign functional language as a threat to their

identity. In this example (1) Monika says that she in fact does not even perceive languages as

being all that much different because for her they are all variations of the same language. She,

therefore, does not see any language as a threat, because they are simply different melodies

but of the same. This statement also indicates her multilingual linguistic identity, since she
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does not want to rate languages according to their importance or status. This is also reflected

in her saying that she prefers to look at people as human beings discarding, all together, the

differences in languages or cultures, she also adds in the end that this multilingual environment

in which she works suits her.

Example 2. (appendix 10.2.2, p.97)

marta Yeah, so how do you feel when (.) ehh people speak a language that
you don’t speak?

jesus Yeah well if that would be like in Spain and they would be speaking
Polish even in my presence And they wouldn’t try to (.) let’s say,
integrate me, I would be offended. But like taking into consideration
that I’m living ehh in Poland and they speak Polish,I try to integrate
within the (...), for me it’s normal. Nothing to worry about.

marta Okay, so you: you don’t (.) like (.) you don’t think that it’s anything
weird or:

jesus No, not at all, why should I. We’re in Poland, right?

Here (example 2), Jesus indicates that even though he does not understand Polish,

he understands why Polish people speak Polish even in his presence and he does not see it

as offensive towards himself. Here it can be argued that Polish, the language he does not

understand, does not pose a threat to his linguistic identity. Instead he understands the realities

of an international and multilingual company and does not see it as a problem when others do

not always speak English when he is present.

The examples (1 and 2) above show that the AirHelp employees do not see foreign

languages as posing threat to their own linguistic identities. Since, they themselves have mul-

tilingual linguistic identities, they perceive speaking other languages as normal.

4.2.5 Proficiency in a Foreign Language

Bordia & Bordia (2015, p.423) state that
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“proficiency in a foreign language may have a direct effect on willingness to adopt

the foreign functional language”

They continue to say that people who are already proficient in a foreign language are more likely

to adopt a foreign functional language in the company than those who are not proficient in any

foreign language. This argument seems logical since people who have the ability to communicate

well in another language, as argued above, are likely to have developed a multilingual linguistic

identity and they do not perceive a foreign language as a threat to that identity. Instead they

see multilingualism as something completely normal.

As showcased in all of the above examples, all of the informants at AirHelp are pro-

ficient in at least one foreign language and on top of that all of them also stated having some

knowledge of other foreign language (see Table 2) which would indicate that they are also more

likely to adopt a foreign functional language in the company they work in. However, AirHelp

presents an interesting and unique example because in reality the hiring conditions present

themselves differently when the two groups (Poles and foreigners) are compared. On the one

hand, Polish people hired at the department of Customer Service are required to be proficient

in a language on top of being able to communicate in English, while non-Polish speakers are

required to be proficient only in their native language while their competences in English are

not measured up to the same standard. This indicates a certain dissonance because Polish

employees are proficient in Polish and in one other foreign language, while non-Polish speakers

only have to be proficient in their own native language. None of the Polish informants indi-

cated that their level of English is better than that of their other foreign language (see Table 2).

While most of the non-Polish interviewees indicated that even though English is their second

language, it is also not on the advanced level.

Example 3. (appendix 10.2.7,p.135)

marta So how would you describe your level of English?

sini ehh (.4) I’m not really good ehh: I don’t know if I’m even average
because when I came here for me it was very difficult. I searched for
a position since I wanted to get better in my English so I came here
to improve it.
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This example (3) shows that Sini does not even consider her level of English to be

on an average level, but she is still able to work at AirHelp because the language that the

management requires her to be proficient in is her native Finnish. Therefore, it is clear that

even though English is the corporate language of the company, proficiency in it is not required

of the employees, exposing it as second priority to the management.

4.2.6 Enhancement Seeking

Finally, the last element that makes employees more willing to adopt a foreign func-

tional language is enhancement seeking. This means that some people seek to develop new

skills or knowledge through, for example, learning or improving language competences in order

to enhance one’s status within the company. These people might be more willing to adopt a

foreign functional language because if, for example, they are better in the language than others

they see it as an opportunity to fast track their career or to gain a position in the company

followed also by economic gain.

At AirHelp informants indicated that a better knowledge of the corporate language

of the company will improve their social status or career prospects, for example Sini said:

“I feel more comfortable in Finnish than in English. So I searched for an entry level

position, maybe in the future when I’m better I can search for a job that requires

more English.”

(Sini’s interview, appendix 10.2.7,p.135) Here Sini notices the importance of the English lan-

guage more generally on the business market, indicating that she in fact believes that improved

skills in the language will help her get a better position or altogether a better job in the future.

Moreover, Silvia mentions an English native speaker saying:

“Even sometimes I also have, I don’t know, English customers can happen. Or any

customer who’s not Italian. And I have to write e-mail in English and I for example

ask our native speaker to check so that the e-mail sounds very professional because

even though I can write in English, I’m not sure if it will be correct, completely one

hundred percent.”
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(Silvia’s interview, appendix 10.2.6.,p.125) This passage exemplifies how a native English speaker

enjoys a certain respect due to his English language competences, therefore, his status enhance-

ment clearly derives from better corporate language skills than those of the other employees.

The additional respect and better career prospects attributed to the advanced knowledge of

English, according to the model (Bordia & Bordia, 2015) make the employees at AirHelp more

willing to adopt this language as corporate.

4.3 summary

As described in the recruitment process part of this analysis, potential employees are

carefully screened when it comes to their linguistic competences, especially those in their market

language. It is clear, then, that since the company is a startup, its language requirements no

doubt influence what all Claim Specialists have in common. With the application of the Bordia

& Bordia model (2015), it has been showcased that all of the informants had been exposed

to a global linguistic landscape. As stated by Cecchini & Scott (2003), one can look for a

connection between this exposure to global linguistic landscape and the spread of media and

internet use especially among the young people. This connection is also visible when looking

at the informants, since they are all young (under 30 years old). All of the informants also

reveal original and foreign language exposure. Which also leads to them having developed a

multilingual linguistic identity. All of the informants can communicate comfortably in at least

one foreign language. It is interesting to notice that a good knowledge of English is generally

considered an advantage and something to strive for. Even though the fluent command of the

language seems to be of second priority to the HR among the Customer Service employeess.

Moreover, none of the informants expressed any sort of discomfort or discontent with

the fact that the corporate language in the company is English. The application of the model

and the description of the recruitment process were employed as methods to understand the

characteristics that the majority of the informants share. They are all young and speak several

languages. They also have a lot of travelling and living abroad experiences. They all started

learning English as kids and most of them had previously worked in international companies

where they had to speak a foreign language such as English. It is visible, then, that the fact
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that AirHelp is a startup allowed the company to, in a sense, design its employee base. The

requirement for ability to speak at least two languages has shaped that base making it relatively

uniform in its characteristics. This is very important to note when analysing further employees’

beliefs about languages and their linguistic practices at the company.



5

L A N G U AG E I D E O L O G I E S

In the first part of the analysis, recruitment process was described and investigated in

order to understand how the fact that AirHelp’s corporate language is English, influences the

process of employee selection. Following was an application of Bordia Bordia’s (2015) model

to understand the employees’ experiences regarding languages and language learning. All was

done to investigate the backgrounds and obtain a better understanding of the employees’ basic

beliefs and assumptions. In this section, the focus is shifted to language ideologies held by the

company’s employees.

Language ideologies have been defined in various ways. Silverstein defined them as

“sets of beliefs about language as a rationalization or justification of perceived language structure

or use” (Silverstein, 1979, p.193-248). Rumsey offers a more general definition that describes

ideologies as “shared bodies of commonsense notions about the nature of language in the world.”

(Rumsey, 1990, p.346) Yet another definition by Heath (1977, p.56) offers a more aware look at

language ideologies describing them as:

“self-evident ideas and objectives a group holds concerning roles of language in the

social experiences of members as they contribute to the expression of the group”.

The definition adopted in this study is closest to that of Silverstein’s definition. It

is important to note here that ideologies are sets of beliefs, which are not always consciously

held but rather they are ways in which people think about language, without always being able

to directly express these attitudes. That is why it is worth analyzing what people say about

39
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language use in organizations as it offers a way to look at their language ideologies, meaning

their beliefs about how languages should and are used within the organizations. Even more

importantly it offers a way to understand people’s attitudes towards certain languages which

is important when creating and implementing language policies. (Lønsmann, Forthcoming)

Therefore, the forthcoming analysis of language ideologies in AirHelp will help to understand

how people see the use of languages in the company linguistic practices. This, in turn, will

further the analysis and contrast the company’s approach towards internal communication

management with the employees’ attitudes.

5.1 “english is the only option”

It is a common phenomenon that in multinational companies English is often seen as

the only option when it comes to choosing and introducing a corporate language. (Lønsmann,

2015; Marschan-Piekkari et al. 1999a) The common corporate language is most often introduced

in order to enhance a company’s internal communication and the flow of information, equalize

access to information, and knowledge and to reinforce a company’s culture.(Marschan-Piekkari

et al. 1999a)

At AirHelp the case is different because the company is a startup. This means that

the company has not grown internationally and did not introduce a new corporate language.

Rather, since its launch it has been employing people from many different countries and estab-

lishing branches all around the world. Due to such an international expansion from the start,

the company adopted English as a common corporate language in order to make its internal

communication possible in the first place. The tendency to choose English as a corporate lan-

guage is especially visible in Anglophone and Scandinavian companies as showed in the study

by Harzing & Pudelko (2013).

Example 4. (appendix 10.2.8., pp.137-8) (Translated from Polish)

marta Are there for example documents that describe the way in which
and in what circumstances English language should be used? Is it
standardized in any way?

olena No, we are a startup and we don’t have any standardization. But
we mainly try so that everything that comes out, from us or from
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the management, so that it is all in English. Otherwise it’s harder to
communicate later on. Because the management, it’s mostly Danes
and they also sometimes write or speak among themselves in Danish.
We here as well, when I talk to a Polish person it would be weird to
not speak in Polish, right? The same goes when a Spaniard talks to
a Spaniard in Spanish. But if we speak outside and if it is an official
communication then we speak English. There’s no other rule here.

marta But are there no official documents?

olena So far we don’t have any and I don’t know if we’ll at all need any,
because after all we are just such an international company, where
we have 21, in general we serve in 14 languages, right? We are on
the market in various places, so ehh there’s no other option than this
English, right?

In the example (4) above, the HR specialist, Olena, says that there is no other option

than speaking English because there are too many nationalities and languages being spoken

throughout the company. Her belief is, then, that English is the only choice. She also expresses a

conviction that all official communication should and in fact does happen in English. Therefore,

from this viewpoint it can be assumed that English is the most widely spoken language in the

organization, at least when it comes to the official communication. After speaking to other

employees, it is clear that English is the most widely spoken language in the organization, as

Silvia puts it

“If we have some communication going on between the departments and we know

that it’s not a person that can understand the language of the client, we need to

translate everything into English because it’s the common language.”

(Silvia’s interview, appendix 10.2.6., p.127), English is the one language that everyone in the

company must speak and understand. That might also be why the conviction that English is

the only option when it comes to international internal communication is so prevalent not only

among the management but also among other employees.

Example 5. (appendix 10.2.8.,p.137) (Translated from Polish)

marta So in general would you say that most of the communication happens
in English?

olena Yes.
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marta But would you say that official or unofficial?

olena Official official, for sure. The official one happens generally only in
English because there is no other possibility.

In this example, (5) it is again clear that Olena, the HR specialist, not only believes

that English is the only option but also that all of the official company communication, by

which is meant all statements and updates issued by the HR or the management happens in

English. However, if we extend this definition of official communication so that it does not only

include documents and updates available to AirHelp employees online but that it also includes

all of the written and spoken communication among the employees, one regarding the cases

and customers that they are dealing with, it becomes clear that English is in fact not the only

option. To the contrary, as becomes evident from further analysis, official communication (one

inclusive of all communication regarding serving customers) happens in many various languages,

and the language is set according to the context and employees involved in it.

While, as stated above, English is the most widely known language throughout the

company, it does not seem to be the most used language throughout the organization. Olena

notices (example 4) that if she speaks to a Polish person, they use Polish while a Spaniard will

speak Spanish with another Spaniard. Sini in her interview also notices:

“If there are two Polish speakers, they speak Polish and if there are two Finnish

speakers they speak Finnish. And So ehh you set language according to people who

you’re talking to. In my market there are (.) Spanish speakers around so I speak

Spanish to them. So I speak language according to person.”

(Sini’s interview, appendix 10.2.7.,p.132) The belief expressed here is that the communication

language should be chosen according to parameters including which language people feel most

comfortable speaking and which language all speakers, involved in a given situation, can speak.

This belief, however, goes against the ideology that the only common denominator among the

AirHelp employees is English. In a sense there are many local common denominators since each

person has the freedom to use whichever language they prefer in order to communicate with the

other person. And as showcased by the examples above, the common language is not always

English. In fact, the common language varies considerably because there are many people of
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various nationalities employed in the company and many employees state they are able to speak

more languages than just English and the market language they work on. (Table 1 & 2) It can,

thus, be seen that employees hold a set of beliefs some of which can conflict with one another.

The ideology expressed in the above examples (4 and 5) is that English is the only

possible corporate language because it is the common denominator among all of the company’s

employees, however, interestingly the belief is also that everyone should set a language according

to their abilities and preferences, which in most cases is actually not English. Most of the

interviewees stated that they do not speak English more than 20% of the time. (Table 2) This

clearly stands in opposition to the perception that English holds the dominant position within

the company.

5.2 “make myself understood”

As already stated, employees share the belief that the choice of the internal commu-

nication language is a matter of individual preferences and abilities. It is very much connected

to another interesting belief shared by the informants of the study, namely their focus on be-

ing understood by others. This desire to be understood plays a crucial role on their choice of

language.

Example 6. (appendix 10.2.8.,p.138) (Translated from Polish)

marta And do you speak Polish to Polish people?

olena Yes. Usually when I need to make myself understood to a Pole I
won’t use English. That would be rather sort of awkward.

In this example (6), Olena, the HR specialist, expresses her belief that if she were to

speak to a Polish person in English it would be awkward. In the earlier example(4) she also says

“When I talk to a Polish person it would be weird to not speak in Polish, right?” Because Olena

repeats this statement in the interview, it can be interpreted as an ideology that she actually

believes in very strongly. It seems that when it comes to language choice when needing to speak

to another employee, it is important to the employees that the language choice makes sense to

them individually.
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When talking about their language beliefs, the Polish-speaking informants use the

verb “dogadac sie”. The word is hard to directly translate into English as it has many meanings

depending on the context in which it is employed. However, in the context of the interviews, the

Polish-speaking interviewees used it to mean “to make oneself understood”. The focus of the

verb lies on being understood and on the successful transfer of information. Its employment can,

therefore, be interpreted as paying particular attention to efficiency in language use, because

of the successful and fast information transfer implied in the meaning of the verb. For the

Polish-speaking informants the language employed has to make sense and the sense is seen in

this successful and efficient transfer of information.

However, it has to be noticed, that language efficiency is very individual because no

two employees have the exact identical language skills even if they do speak the same languages.

In his interview, Jesus explains how he sees this efficiency of communication:

“there is some like natural instinct when you have, like, someone that is of your

nationality and speaks your languages (.) you switch to Spanish, some, some lan-

guage that you can communicate better in, and you can have more efficiency (.)

and accuracy of what you’re actually trying to say.”

(Jesus’ interview, appendix 10.2.2.,p.97) In Jesus’ understanding, it is again not only efficiency

but also accuracy that drives the language choice in which to communicate with another person.

He goes as far as to say that there is a certain instinct that will lead a person to speak in a

language that two interlocutors feel as comfortable as possible in a given situation because their

goal is to make themselves understood and accurately transfer information. At AirHelp there

are no strict documents, as mentioned in the Methodology section of this paper, that standardize

communication and inform employees which language to use and in what circumstances. Even

though certain company-wide information need to be expressed in English due to the fact

again that it is the only language that all of the company’s employees can speak, the employees

are given a considerable amount of freedom when it comes to their language choice when

communicating with others internally. Hence, the employees choose the language which they

feel is the most efficient for them to communicate in. this personal efficiency does not, however,

necessarily translate to company-wide efficiency.
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5.3 “it’s an unspoken rule”

In example 4, Olena, the HR specialist, says that there in fact are no official regulations

or a code of conduct regarding internal communication of the company. In the example Olena

states that such regulations do not exist because the company is a startup. By saying so, she

implies a belief that official documents regarding internal communication are not a priority

when starting a company. As stated before, the surfacing ideology is rather the belief that

English is the only possibility when it comes to internal communication. The belief comes

from the idea, as expressed by Olena in example 4, that if official communication is in English

everyone is able to understand not only all of the employees but also the company’s Danish

management members. However, putting aside for the moment the choice of corporate language,

the ways in which the language should be used is more often expressed in the form of unspoken

rules. Everyone knows that when there is a foreigner present or during official company-wide

meetings the language used has to be that which is common to everyone, however, none of the

informants have expressed awareness of the existence of any documents explicitly stating such

rules.

Example 7. (appendix 10.2.7.,p.132)

marta Okay. Okay so are you aware of any rules that inform you of what
language is to be spoken? Have they told you, have they informed
you how to speak English? In what circumstances?

sini ehh No, but it’s sort of a common rule that if you’re some people
who (.) ehh don’t speak Polish, you must speak English and it’s
like a (.) not told rule that our official language is English and all
communication regarding to our work (.) is in English.

In the example(7) above, Sini states that there are no rules guiding the internal com-

munication language, but that it is a common rule that if there are non-Polish speakers present,

the conversation must take place in English. Moreover, Sini expresses a belief that it is an

unspoken rule that all communication regarding work happens in English. However, as proven

above and as Sini states a couple of minutes later:

“So ehh you set language according to people who you’re talking to. In my market

there are (.) Spanish speakers around so I speak Spanish to them.”
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(Sini’s interview, appendix 10.2.7.,p.132) there seem to exist yet another contradiction between

what Sini believes and what she actually does. In her belief, even though all communication to

do with work happens in English, she states that she speaks Spanish to Spanish people. This

example exposes that even though people hold certain language ideologies, their practices do

not necessarily agree with those beliefs. This belief, that it is an unspoken rule which governs

internal communication within AirHelp, is further emphasized by Olena, who in example 4

also states that she does not know whether the company will at all need to adopt any official

rules guiding the corporate communication and the corporate language. The belief expressed

by her in this example(4) is that, in fact, a structured approach to internal communication is

simply unnecessary because, in Olena’s opinion, English is the only possibility when it comes

to communicating.

As already mentioned, it is true that English is the only language that all AirHelp’s

employees are required to be able to communicate in, at the same time, however, it is not the

most used language within the company. The ideology, then, that language use does not need

to be standardized in the company and the underlying reasons seem to be in conflict with the

ideology that everyone should be able to adjust the choice of language to the people involved

in a given situation. Moreover, in her interview Monika talks about another company she

worked for, Thomson Reuters, which is a much bigger company than AirHelp but where the

language diversity is similar to that which exists at AirHelp. Namely, it is a company, where the

corporate language is English but where employees work in various languages in their respective

market-based teams.

Example 8. (appendix 10.2.1.,p.95) (Translated from Polish)

monika At Reuters, for example, it was like ehh (.) like, they paid atten-
tion a bit to whether people spoke English (.) and not those other
languages, so that nobody gets offended that he or she doesn’t un-
derstand something for example.

marta And here is there a pressure like that?

monika And here there is no pressure like that.

marta Everyone can (do) as he or she wants.

monika Exactly, as they want. (.) So if somebody just feels more comfortable
to communicate in...
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marta And nobody gets upset? Are there no conflicts, so to speak, because
of that?

monika No (.) I think that the team is too small just yet for such conflicts
to take place.

marta Okay.

monika But there (.) (Thomson Reuters) sometimes (.) sometimes it hap-
pened that somebody was bothered by it (.) they would always be
in minority, right? It’s simply quite rude.

In the above example(8), Monika compares the language practices at Thomson Reuters

and AirHelp and explains that at her previous workplace it was frowned upon to speak in various

languages which could exclude some colleagues from the conversation. Meanwhile, at AirHelp it

is not seen as a problem. By admitting that there is no pressure to always speak English at the

company, Monika points to the fact that it is indeed an unspoken rule. And while she explains

that the ’do as you like’ approach does not seem to cause any conflicts or misunderstandings at

AirHelp, she also admits that she thought at Reuters it would be rude to speak languages that

would possibly exclude others from participating in the conversation. The example exposes

the inconsistencies in the beliefs depending on different work environments. It showcases that

certain beliefs held in relation to practices in one company might not be relevant in another

company. It, simultaneously, emphasizes the need for customized solutions when it comes to

dealing with internal communication in multilingual and multicultural companies.

5.4 “communication is the overriding goal”

Another strong belief when it comes to language ideologies is that the employees of

AirHelp are very aware of how important communication is in their daily work. This belief

is underscored by the aforementioned ideology “make myself understood”. The analysis of the

“make myself understood” belief revealed the value which the employees attach to the commu-

nication efficiency and the language’s role in regards to that efficiency. As was stated above,

the efficiency in information transfer decides which language people will choose to communicate

in, because different people obtain that efficiency by using different languages, their individual

common denominator. In this part of the chapter, attention is shifted to obtaining efficiency
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and language choice in a more general sense. Namely, another language ideology seems to in-

dicate that communication is the single most important factor influencing the employees’ lives

and making the company’s activities possible.

Example 9. (appendix 10.2.1.,p.88) (Translated from Polish)

marta And do you know if there exist any regulations which (.) ehh ex-
plain which languages (.) ehh the employees should employ in what
circumstances? Is it stated (.3) more officially anywhere?

monika ehh Well, I’ve never heard about that: ehh (.2) that: that it is some-
where (.) Well, it is sort of obvious that the overriding goal is commu-
nication, right? So, if you work in a company where a clear majority
are, for example, foreigners, right? ehh then it necessarily requires
the knowledge of this: main language from you.

In the example 9, Monika makes a very important point that communication is the

overriding goal of the company. This statement shows that she understands the importance

of communication for the running of the company, whether internal or external. For her,

communication is the single most important factor in her daily work as it allows her not only to

exchange information with her colleagues but also to communicate with the company’s clients

and consequently provide services offered by AirHelp. Moreover, in the above example(9),

Monika states that since communication is the most important and since many employees

are foreigners, all of the employees are forced to be able to communicate in the company’s

corporate language. However, as noticed above, the corporate language while being the most

widely known language in the company, at the same time, is not the most used language,

since the choice of communication language among the employees is a very individual matter.

Therefore, it can be said that, yet again, two ideologies come into conflict with each other,

since according to Monika, everyone is forced to be able to communicate in English because

communication is the overriding goal. However, because communication is underpinned by

efficiency and successful transfer of information, the language used to communicate is most

often not English contrasting the “English is the only option” ideology.
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5.5 summary

In this section of the analysis, various language ideologies expressed by the informants

of this study were analyzed and compared. Firstly, it is clear that to all of the interviewees

efficiency of communication is crucial. All of them emphasized that the language which they

employ in order to communicate with their colleagues not only has to make sense to them but

also it has to be the one language in which the communication will happen as smoothly and

comfortably as possible. However, interestingly, still most of them also expressed the belief

that English is the only possible option when it comes to internal communication in the very

international work environment one can find at AirHelp. This, in turn, brings a conflict which

exists in the beliefs of the employees, that the English should be the most spoken language

in the company when in fact, it seems that while English is the most widely spoken language,

it is not the most used language. All of these beliefs are underpinned by the awareness of

the importance of language choice in internal communication of the company. The beliefs

also show on the one hand an overwhelmingly unstructured approach to corporate language of

the company since there are no documents guiding the language choice. On the other hand,

however, the corporate communication seems to be structured based on a set of well known,

yet unspoken, rules.
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L I N G U I S T I C P R AC T I C E S

Having discussed the language experiences and characteristics that the people pre-

ferred by AirHelp share and having analyzed their beliefs about the language use in the com-

pany, it is time to turn the focus to the practices. As stated by Nekvapil & Sherman

“there is a casual connection between language ideologies and linguistic practices

(...) language ideologies guide, influence or underlie various aspects of the process

of language management.”

(2013,p.112) Following that, it is also assumed in this paper that the linguistic practices are

grounded in the deeply held assumptions, experiences and beliefs. These practices will also be

contrasted with the employees’ beliefs and assumptions in order to obtain the true picture of

the company’s communication policies and practices. The analysis will also look at whether the

practices are in line with the management’s intentions and whether the company’s approach

towards internal communication is in any way proactive. Studying the implications of the

communication practices at AirHelp will determine whether their current procedures regarding

the language of internal communication constitute an approach that is beneficial for a startup.

6.1 language diversity

As explained in the previous section, one of the main ideologies held by the company’s

employees is that language use has to make sense. This sense is identified as the efficiency with

which a group of people can communicate, meaning that it makes sense that people can choose

50
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themselves in which language they all feel comfortable enough to successfully transfer informa-

tion in a timely manner. As revealed in the observation, even though the official language of the

company is English, at the same time, it is not the most important nor the most used language

throughout the company. During the observation and the interviews, it became obvious that

even though employees work in so called open space, they are seated according to their language

expertise and market which they serve. During their work, the employees often contact one

another. Since it is an open space office, most of the communication happens electronically

through Skype chats in order not to disturb the rest of the staff. Although part of the employee

communication also takes place orally.

The languages employed for such communication differ to a big extent throughout the

company. If the people involved in a conversation work in the same market-based team, their

most frequent language is that of their market, as Silvia stated in her interview:

“If an issue is very important I asked directly to the person and that will be in

English. Unless it’s someone from my own team, like, if I have to ask something

about the: Italian market, of course I will be talking in Italian.”

(Silvia’s interview, appendix 10.2.6.,p.127) However, if both participants of a conversation are

Polish, they choose to speak their native language, since as pointed out by Olena in example

6, it would be awkward otherwise. In general, then, if interlocutors belong to the same team,

they choose to communicate in their market language because if they are not Polish, they are

native speakers of their market language. All of the Polish interviewees stated that their market

language proficiency is higher than their knowledge of the company’s corporate language (Table

2) pointing to a higher chance of them employing their expertise language over the company’s

corporate language.

If the participants of a conversation are employed in different markets, then the lan-

guage used will be most probably English, unless as stated by Sini:

“In my market there are (.) Spanish speakers around so I speak Spanish to them.”

(Sini’s interview, appendix 10.2.7.,p.132), the participant speaks well enough in the other partic-

ipant’s native language. Sini’s example also shows the importance of the seating arrangements

in the office. Since she is seated next to employees from the Spanish market, if she is not
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choosing to talk to another person in Finnish, she is likely to speak Spanish. Only if neither of

the conversation participants speaks Finnish nor Spanish is she likely to employ English.

This is especially visible for the Polish employees who, even though the company

employs increasingly more foreigners, still make up a significant part of the staff base. Polish

employees are most likely to choose to speak either Polish (to other Polish language speakers) or

their market language. Only if their interlocutor does not speak neither their market language

nor their native language, are they likely to choose to speak English. However, it must also be

noted that if one of a conversation’s participants speaks the other participant’s native language

well enough, that will be the language they will most probably choose to speak. Nevertheless,

if none of the participants can speak the other person’s native language, the conversation will

most likely take place in English because it is the only common denominator.

These language choice preferences will also change the bigger and more diverse the

group of people involved in a conversation. That is to say that if there are many international

people involved in a conversation, this pool of languages to choose from becomes smaller and

smaller. The same can be said if the people involved in a conversation come from different

countries and are hired at different markets. Therefore, the more unified a group of people, the

more likely they are to communicate in their market or native language, and the more diverse

a group of people when it comes to their country of origin or the market they work on, the

more likely they are to choose English to communicate in.

6.2 translations

Due to this linguistic diversity present in the company, the employees are constantly

involved in the process of translating things they say or write from one language to another.

Because the official database, which contains all of the cases that the company has been working

on, is in English, the employees must feed information into the system in English even though

the case is being realized in another language.

Example 10. (appendix 10.2.6.,p.127)
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silvia But if I need an advice or just what another person would do in my
case, I can also ask to (.) other people in English. [Just translate it.

marta [Okay. Yeah.

silvia Because the fact is: since we have so many markets like Spanish
market, Danish market, Italian market, many, many (.)

marta mhm

silvia If we have some communication going on between other departments
and we know that it’s not a person that can understand the language
of the client, we need to translate everything into English because
it’s the common language.

marta Right.

silvia So every time, we have to do a small translation or even if we have
to call the client to make a small transcription (.) in English. And it
will not be in Italian, for example, even though the client is speaking
to me in Italian.

In example 10, Silvia emphasizes the linguistic diversity of the workplace and goes on

to explain that even though she works on the Italian market, if she has questions about the case

and has to ask a member of another department or team, she has to translate the details of the

case into English in order for the other person to understand and be able to help her. She also

states that every time she has communication with a client, she has to provide an annotation in

English to the case. This example(10) shows that even though employees work on cases using

their market languages, they are constantly involved in translations of their conversations or

potential problems into English or Polish in the case of the Polish employees.

This differentiation between the Polish speaking employees and foreigners is important

to be recognized here. The two groups are involved in slightly different translation processes.

Foreigners employed at AirHelp report communicating the majority of the time in either their

market language, which is also their native language, or in English when talking to members

of other teams. Some of them also report (like Sini from the example above) regularly using

another language if they feel comfortable enough in it, to communicate with native speakers

of that language. Polish-speaking employees report communicating most of the time in their

market language which is not their native language. Besides that, they state that they use

English and Polish roughly in the same proportions throughout the day.(Table 3) There is,
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therefore, a clear difference in communication practices between the two groups (Polish speakers

and foreigners) the members of the first one report communicating mostly in their native

language, while the members of the latter mostly employ a foreign language in which they

specialize.

Another difference in communication patterns between Polish speakers and foreigners

is that, as stated in the Language Ideologies section, the non-Polish informants admitted that

it often happened that Polish people spoke Polish in their presence. As mentioned in the

previous section, it does not seem to bother some foreigners because they understand that they

live in a foreign country and that the company employs a lot of Polish people. Even though,

it does not seem to bother some foreigners, it does, however, create an important implication

for Polish people. That is because when Poles are joined by non-Polish speakers, not only do

they most often switch to English, but also have to introduce the foreigner into the topic of the

conversation by providing him or her with a little summary of what has been said. The Polish

speakers, hence, engage in another process of translation of their casual conversation which do

not necessarily concern the company. However, this type of ad hoc translation concerns not

only casual conversation because it also takes place during more official meetings.

Example 11. (appendix 10.2.6.,p.123)

marta So it’s ehh, so if you have a meeting, somebody can say something in
Polish?

silvia Yes, of course. (.) Of course it’s possible and then the person will
also say it in English. So it will be used in double language. And it’s
the same if I say something for example with another agent (.) who
is responsible for the Italian market, in Italian I would also say it in
English.

marta Okay.

silvia So that everybody would understand.

Example 11 shows that this sort of ad hoc translation does not only occur during

casual conversations but also during official meetings. Although during such meetings, it seems

that not only Polish people have to make such translations but also foreigners are affected.
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On the other hand, it has not been stated in any of the interviews that foreigners switch to

English when Polish people join casual conversations. It might be that foreigners are most often

already speaking English or that they are talking about private things which do not concern

everyone in the room. There appears, however, to exist a sort of a double standard that when

Polish people are joined in a room or a conversation by foreigners, they should translate and

summarize their conversation so anyone can understand the context. The gathered data has

not offered an example of the same situation applying to foreigners except for when they have

an official meeting and everyone must understand what is being said. There seems, therefore,

to exist a double standard in that Polish people when joined by foreigners switch to English as

explained by Sini:

“when I walk into the room they might finish the conversation and switch into

English”

(Sini’s interview, appendix 10.2.7.,p.134). On the other side, none of the informants gave an

example of how a foreigner showed the same courtesy to the Polish people.

It is also important to notice that, as mentioned in the Methodology section, foreigners

were asked a different set of questions. One of the questions asked of foreigners was about

whether they have experienced Polish people speaking their native language in the informant’s

presence. The goal of this question was to find out whether, since Polish people make up a

significant part of the staff, foreigners feel comfortable in a Polish working environment and

whether Polish people took into account the fact that many of their colleagues did not speak

Polish. This is when foreigners most often explained that Polish people offered them a summary

of their conversations or switched to English in their presence. It should, then, be noticed that

the statement of the double standard to translate from Polish to English but not the other

way around, might be influenced by the differing set of questions asked of foreigners and Polish

informants. It is, however, still an interesting phenomenon worth exploring.

An important implication of the need for constant translation is the fact that certain

words are very difficult or even impossible to translate from one language to another. Each word
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in a language is charged with a set of meanings as well as cultural and historical connotations.

Thus, words in one language most often do not have identical equivalents in another language.

Example 12. (appendix 10.2.6.,p.126)

silvia I also need to do sometimes a small translation from English to Italian
for our company just to check and we don’t have such word (.) in
Italian, for example, so it’s very complicated because once I had (.)
we had a new product

marta Aha

silvia and I have to answer a call and we have like a small: a paper with a
summary in English

marta Aha

marta but I had to answer the phone in Italian so I had the paper in English
even though I perfectly understand I still had this word ’disruption’,
for example, and I wanted to say, like, yes if you have any kind of
problem and I wanted to say disruption but I can’t, [but I’m so used
to it that I

marta [Right, right, right.

silvia it was like a small moment but I was like, well how would I say it in
Italian even though I’m a native speaker.

In example 12 Silvia presents an instance of a situation where she had to answer a

phone call in Italian and talk to the client about a new product, but she wasn’t sure how to

translate the word ’disruption’ into Italian because she couldn’t think of a word that would

mean the exact same thing in her native language. She described the situation as a little

confusing and she admitted she was not able to translate the word in the end. The example

proves that employees are involved in ongoing translations and the implications of this include

inability to always exactly translate certain expressions or words correctly. In this process of

constant translations, especially the Polish employees admit to be making mistakes on occasion.

Example 13. (appendix 10.2.1.,pp.88-9) (Translated from Polish)

marta And do you have any problems (.) ehh in communicating in foreign
languages, especially in English, for example ehh (.2) does it happen
that somebody doesn’t understand something or maybe you don’t
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exactly understand something, or you don’t know how to precisely
say something, do such situations occur?

monika ehh (.3) It happens ehh (.) for example if you are very focused on your
own language, for example if I work in Portuguese and I’m very (.)
ehh I think a lot in this language, then I also need a moment in order
to sort of leave that one language and switch to another one, right? It
can also influence the fact that if I write (.) an internal message, some
sort of annotation, then I might write something, change the order,
then these sort of overlaps, [linguistic calques [between languages.

marta [Aha, yes. [yes, yes.

monika So sometimes ehh my comment might be a bit confusing to another
person who is just looking at some communication and suddenly gets
some internal message.

In the example(13) above, Monika talks about how when she is thinking and working

in her market language she is more prone to making mistakes in English because she might

change order or use the wrong word. She admits that it might be confusing to another person

reading what she has written and lead to further confusion. In her interview, Marysia also

admitted:

“after all we have to use these three languages (market language, English and Polish)

and after a couple of hours, I think that everyone would feel a kind of fatigue. (...)

While we have to constantly change between these languages. (...) It can possibly

cause some, I don’t know, maybe some mistakes or something.”

(Marysia’s interview translated from Polish, appendix 10.2.4.,p.113) This example also empha-

sizes the aforementioned difference in communication practices between the Polish speakers and

foreigners. In the example, Marysia admits that it is tiring to be not only working in a foreign

language but also to switch between two foreign languages throughout the day. She says that

it might cause problems such as mistakes, however, she also does not feel like it is a significant

problem in communication practices in the company. Another implication of having to engage

in the process of translation is the need for different programs or features. In the example 14

below Silvia talks about the need to use universally accessible application Google Translate.

Example 14. (appendix 10.2.6.,p.130)
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marta Is there any, like (.) consistent problems that you can think of? Like,
misunderstandings that happen?

silvia Well, there are:, well not exactly misunderstandings sometimes if
ehh, for example we have to handle claims (.) you will have a small
description what happened to the client, that the client can fill in if
[he likes.

marta [mhm

silvia And: sometimes ehh not with English, most of the times, but with
other languages like in Italian. If the person doesn’t, for example
use Google Translator who doesn’t ask directly, it would miss the
opportunity to understand what is written and maybe they are useful
information.

marta Okay.

silvia (...) But it’s the same because even if I do, for example, some Danish
or Swedish or Dutch and I use Google Translator, I can see that
sometimes it doesn’t make any sense. (.) An-and if in that moment
I cannot ask to the agent because she’s busy or he’s busy, I have to
base my judgment on what I can understand.

In example(14) the informant talks about the fact that it happens that she has to deal

with the initial stage of a claim made by a client in a language that she does not understand. In

such situations, especially if an agent, speaking the language in which the claim is written, is not

available, another claim specialist has to use translation programs in order to understand the

description of the situation provided by the customer. From the example (14) above, it is evident

that AirHelp does not provide any translation tools or applications, therefore, its employees

rely on online, widely accessible programs such as Google Translate. In the example (14) above,

the informant points out that using the program is tricky due to its generic translations that

often do not make sense. The solution in such situations is that the employees try to make

sense out of the translation using their common sense and personal judgment. The example(14)

shows, hence, how employees also engage in the process of translation from languages they do

not know and the company does not offer any customized tools to facilitate such translations

or to make them more understandable to the employees. In this sense, it can be argued that

the company’s approach is not proactive since the data does not imply that the company is

aware of the problem or is doing anything to prevent it.
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6.3 historical perspective

When analyzing the linguistic practices at Airhelp, it is worth also looking at the

development of these practices from a historical perspective. Of course the company is a

startup, therefore, it is still a very young organization, however, due to demand for its services

it has also grown significantly in the last year. The HR specialist, in her interview said:

“On average, we hire between 17-20 people every month.”

(Olena’s interview translated from Polish, appendix 10.2.8.,p.137) This shows a great influx of

the number of employees during the last year. This was also visible among the informants for

this study, since most of them stated to have started working at Airhelp relatively recently -

between 1 and 4 months ago. The informant who has worked at the company the longest, has

only worked there for a year and four months. It is clear, then, that the company is very young

and has been experiencing a significant expansion.

The company has not only grown significantly in general, it has been trying to hire

more foreigners than in the past. Olena, the HR specialist, explains how important for the

company is this deep knowledge of the language and why it is important for them to hire

foreigners:

“(...)quite often it’s that the agents are either native speakers, if we can find a person

who is a native speaker, then we usually prefer native speakers. Because it’s also

a question of mentality, right? Well, communication culture, the way of expressing

oneself, right? ehh and well, many things, right?”

(Olena’s interview translated from Polish, appendix 10.2.8.,p.138) Olena explains in this ex-

ample that the company prefers to hire native speakers if they can find them, because the

knowledge of language that they seek in their employees preferably also covers the cultural

implications such as the way of communicating in a given language. She claims this to be

of importance because the agents deal directly with customers and the knowledge of culture

behind a language is recognized to positively influence the customer satisfaction rating.

The company’s preference to hire native speakers and the growth at a significant rate

means that even though the company is a startup, its communication practices managed to
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change rather drastically over a relatively short period of time of just a few months. Monika

in her interview talks about how this changed the atmosphere in the company.

Example 15. (appendix 10.2.1.,p.94)(Translated from Polish)

marta And at the beginning you spoke more Polish, when you started (work-
ing here)?

monika eeh At the beginning we spoke a lot Polish, because the team, in the
team there were more Polish speaking people. Later on other people
started joining, people who well...

marta And how would you describe these two situations? (.2) How do you
see that it is now and how it used to be?

monika (.4) Well, the way in which we joke has definitely changed (.), right?
Because (.) sense of humor is very specific in (.) every culture and:
and this definitely changes, doesn’t it? Besides I sit in the part of
the office where there are a lot of Spanish speaking people (.) so we
often just switch to Spanish and some people from outside might not
understand us, right?

In example 15, Monika compares what it is like now and what it used to be like. In

the past there were more Polish people in the company, therefore, linguistically it was a more

uniform work place where the language use was not as much of an issue. Nowadays, there

are more foreigners which means that different languages are used more often. She describes

what effect that kind of change has on the company’s culture. She points out that the sense of

humor changed a lot due to internationalization of the workplace. She also points out that her

linguistic practices have changed significantly. While earlier she used to speak a lot more Polish,

nowadays, she speaks much more Spanish because she is sitting next to Spanish speaking people.

She also points out that the new environment is much more linguistically diverse which leads

to situations where employees often do not understand what other people in the open space

office are talking about.

Looking at the linguistic practices at the company from this historical perspective, it

becomes clear that the company’s rapid expansion and internationalization of the staff signif-

icantly influence the employees’ linguistic practices. However, as mentioned in the ideologies

section, example 4, Olena, the HR specialist, does not acknowledge that the company’s expan-

sion and more international staff mean that the company needs to officially standardize, in
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the form of documents and rules, the linguistic practices. On the contrary, the management

still sees English as the only option for internal communication and therefore sees no need for

further stating of the obvious. This points to the company’s not only unstructured approach

to the language of internal communication but also to its passivity in the face of company’s

changing work environment and culture.

6.4 language classes

English is AirHelp’s corporate language. As mentioned in the both of the previous

analysis sections (Recruitment Process Description and Language Ideologies), the Customer

Service department’s employees’ English language abilities do not seem to be a priority. On the

contrary, while candidates for the position of the Junior Claim Specialist go through a strict

screening of their market language skills, their English is checked based on a conversation (with

a non-native English speaker). Moreover, most of the informants rated their English language

level to be upper-intermediate or intermediate (Table 2), while all of the Polish employees rated

their skills below those of their market language. Therefore, even though English is needed

mostly for overall company-wide communication and occasional in promptu communication

with customers, its position in the customer service department of the company seems to be

equal to all of the other languages used for customer service.

Recognizing the fact that English skills are not a priority in the department, Olena,

the HR specialist, explains the company’s initiative to encourage the employees to continue

improving the language in their spare time, by offering them free of charge, afternoon English

language classes organized by the company.

Example 16. (appendix 10.2.8.,pp.139-140) (Translated from Polish)

marta I understand, and do you have any language initiatives?

olena Well, we have an English language course which is available for every-
one here(at the company). We’re also planning another course but
we haven’t thought just yet what kind because we simply haven’t had
the time. Some people, especially foreigners, are also asking about
for example how to learn, let’s say, Polish, right? So, then we started
cooperating with this foundation for immigrant in Gdansk and they
offer Polish language classes for foreigners. Mm Well when it comes
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to other initiatives, so far we haven’t done much more, but for exam-
ple, if I’m to be honest, we’ve only been a big group, I don’t know,
for half a year. And earlier, for example, last year around the same
time we were only 30 employees.

When asked about introducing any language initiatives (Example 16), Olena mentions

language classes. Some of the informants also attend the classes:

“our company offered us a free English course and so I joined the course because

it’s for free, it’s a nice way for, like, keep talking in English.”

(Silvia’s interview, appendix 10.2.6, p.129) the examples show that the company took interest

in their employees’ linguistic skills and decided to offer them a course for free. This sort of

initiative is not only beneficial for the employees because they have an opportunity to improve

their language, it is beneficial also for the company because in the long term the linguistic

capabilities of its employees are important and can improve the internal communication in the

company. The approach expressed in the example (16), then, is to some extent proactive since

the company offers their own language classes which benefit both sides. The HR specialist

also expressed the intention to possibly more courses in the future as well as other language

related projects. However, she also emphasized that the company has only recently experienced

significant expansion and they have not had the time to focus on any more language initiatives.

This shows somewhat a proactive approach towards the language of internal communication,

however, it also exposed that in the face of the company’s relatively recent growth and launch,

language-related projects and initiatives are not a priority at AirHelp.

6.5 summary

The above analysis of linguistic practices in the company shows just how complex

internal communication is at AirHelp. Due to an abundance of different language skills, em-

ployees at the customer service department use many different languages throughout the day.

The language choice for a given situation is individually set according to the implicit rule,

aforementioned in the ideologies section of the analysis, guiding the language of the internal

communication practices. Although the more people are involved in a given conversation the

bigger the chance of the language of communication being English. Due to the lack of rules
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guiding the language choice for internal communication and the employees being afforded a

lot of freedom in that regard, they are involved in a constant process of translation from one

language to another. These practices reveal the company’s unstructured approach towards the

corporate language. Moreover, the company’s rapid growth and increasing international staff

does not seem to convince the management of the need for a more structured approach. The

company has undertaken some linguistic initiatives such as language classes whose goal is to

benefit both the company and its employees. It is also expressing the will to undertake more

such initiatives, however, it is also clear that such projects are not a priority for the company’s

development.
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D I S C U S S I O N

The analysis was divided into three distinct parts. The first part focused on applying

the Bordia & Bordia’s model (2015) in order to see what implications a foreign corporate

language has on the hiring process and selection of potential candidates. After applying and

analyzing the model using examples found in the interviews with the AirHelp employees, it is

clear that having knowledge of English as a requirement of potential employees significantly

influences the type of people interested in the position offered by the company and preferred by

the company. First of all, consistently with the model, all employees showed global linguistic

landscape as well as original and foreign language exposure, leading them to have developed a

multilingual linguistic identity. The informants did not appear threatened by a foreign language,

on the contrary, they demonstrated content with working in a multinational and multilingual

environment.

According to Bordia & Bordia’s model, proficiency in a foreign language significantly

influences employees’ willingness to adopt any foreign corporate language in a working envi-

ronment. The analysis revealed that, in fact, all of the Polish employees are proficient in a

foreign language. However, this theory does not hold when looking at the foreigners employed

by the company. While Polish employees were hired because of their proficiency and expertise

in a foreign language (among the study’s informants, these languages were Italian, Portuguese

and Spanish), the foreigners at AirHelp were employed due to their expertise in their native

languages and sufficient knowledge of English. As exposed in the Language Ideologies section

of the analysis, some of the foreigners did not see their English skills as advanced. While others

64
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self-rated their skills in English as much better than they are in reality when compared to the

audio recordings of the interviews. It is, therefore, clear that while there might be a positive

correlation between proficiency in a foreign language and the willingness to adopt English as a

corporate language among the Polish employees, the data suggests no such thing when it comes

to the foreign employees of the company. The model (Bordia & Bordia, 2015), however, proved

valuable in understanding the profiles of the employees preferred by the company. Namely,

all informants showcase experience of living abroad and starting to learn English at an early

age. All of the informants are also young (under 30) proving that through its language policy

of foreign corporate language, the company hires mostly young people because they are more

likely to meet the company’s linguistic requirements.

The model (Bordia & Bordia, 2015) has another important limitation, namely, even

though the analysis showed a positive correlation between the aforementioned factors and the

willingness to adopt a foreign corporate language, it does not sufficiently prove that such em-

ployees are fully willing to adopt a foreign corporate language. It rather seems that they are

more open to the idea of using a foreign corporate language when it makes sense to them, as

showcased in the Language Ideologies section of the analysis. Moreover, this openness to using

a foreign corporate language in certain situations does not translate to the universal preference

among all of the employees to use the corporate language over other languages. (Lønsmann,

Forthcoming) The employees do not limit themselves to using only English for internal com-

munication. In fact, as demonstrated in the Linguistic Practices section, while the company’s

corporate language is the most widely known language and the only language that all of the

employees have in common, it is not the most widely used language.

The model still helped to see how English as a corporate language affected the hir-

ing process and employment requirements. All of the informants have experience studying or

working abroad which makes them also more comfortable and used to working in an interna-

tional environment. They also feel comfortable using English as a corporate language although

they most often opt for communicating in other languages if they have the choice. According

to Marschan-Piekkari et al. (1999a) the introduction of a common corporate language in a

company will have a significant impact on staff recruitment, career prospects and mobility of

employees. The analysis at AirHelp proves just how big an influence foreign corporate language
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has on a recruitment process not only in a well established multinational company, as asserted

in Marschan and Piekkari’s study (1999a), but also for a startup company such as AirHelp.

When it comes to career prospects and employee mobility, the language does not seem to play

as important a role because from the beginning AirHelp was a multinational company and so

everyone employed at the company has to be able to speak the corporate language. However,

as revealed in the Enhancement Seeking subsection of the analysis, fluency in English is valued

and respected among other employees.

The second section of the analysis took into consideration the language ideologies of

the informants in order to understand what their beliefs were when it comes to language use

in the company. The analysis exposes, in explicit terms, the company’s unstructured approach

to internal communication. Meaning that there are no documents nor written rules governing

the language use in the company. Moreover, a belief is expressed that such formal instructions

are not necessary in such a multinational environment as AirHelp because, as aforementioned,

English is the most widely known language in the company. Even though the approach to

language use is formally unstructured, there are unspoken, implicit rules and beliefs that guide

the communication practices in the company.

One of the most important ideologies expressed by all of the informants is “to make

myself understood”. The idea underpinning this belief are the understanding that communica-

tion is the overriding goal. The ideology is closely related to the one expressed by Lønsmann

(Forthcoming) that ’it has to make sense’. In her research, Lønsmann found that successful

adoption of communication policies and willingness to adopt a foreign corporate language are

closely related to the ideology that communication practices make sense to the employees.

Lønsmann argues (Forthcoming) that even though it might make strategic sense for a company

to introduce English as a corporate language, on an individual level, employees do not neces-

sarily see the relevance of introducing such a change into their daily routines. A similar belief

can be distinguished among the informants of this study in that the communication practices

have to make sense to them individually, more than on the company-level. At AirHelp the

belief that language choice has to make sense is underpinned by the ideology that one wants

to make oneself understood. This sense is seen in efficiency of communication and successful
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information transfer. As Lønsmann (Forthcoming) states, companies must take this ideology

into account when creating language policies.

This ideology of English being seen as the only choice in international communication

is very important due to its prevalence in MNCs. In many studies, authors point to the fact

that practitioners often see English as the only option. (Bellak, 2010) And while it is true in the

grand scheme of things because English is the most widely known language in the company and

the common denominator among all of the company’s employees, this fact is also misleading

because simultaneously it is not the most used language in the company, since many employees

admit that during their daily work they use mostly other languages than English. The ideology

seems to be similar to ’it has to be English’ expressed in another one of Lønsmann’s studies

(2015), where she concludes that even though the employees use languages other than Dan-

ish and English for internal and external communication, the other languages are completely

disregarded and omitted when talking about both internal and external international commu-

nication. At AirHelp the employees seem to hold two conflicting beliefs in this regard. On the

one hand, both management and the employees see English as the only option when it comes

to internal international communication and they recognize English as the company’s corpo-

rate language even though there are no documents explicitly stating that. On the other hand,

however, both sides also admit that, in practice, on a more individual or team level everyone

should choose a language that gives them the most efficiency in communicating successfully.

The beliefs conflict and yet all of the informants are very uniform in believing them. It is clear,

then, that practices are guided by unspoken set of rules and beliefs which in theory conflict.

This, yet again, emphasizes the company’s unstructured approach to internal communication

since there are no official rules guiding such communication, the management rather expects

the employees to follow a range of unspoken rules which are mainly based on common sense

and general courtesy.

In her article, Marschan-Piekkari et al. (1999a) recognized the intended benefits

of introducing a foreign corporate language, which included facilitating formal and informal

communication and information flow as well as developing a common culture in an international

environment. This theory, however, does not fully apply when it comes to AirHelp. While

employees point to English as the only common denominator, they also see language choice as
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one that is individual because they want to enhance the flow of information both internally

with their colleagues and externally with customers. Therefore, it is not only the corporate

language that facilitates formal and informal communication but all the other languages that

are used. This presents a rather complex image of different languages being used depending on

situational context. However, the employees also indicate some problems caused by a foreign

corporate language and more specifically by the amount of different languages that are employed

throughout the company. The problems include having to translate many things back and forth

from one language to the corporate language and back again. This causes employees to have

to perform translations on the spot, sometimes from a language they do not know. This is

reported to cause occasional confusion. The constant need to operate in foreign languages is

also reported to be tiring for some employees, who are, then, more prone to making mistakes.

The company does not indicate awareness that these problems exist and therefore does not

expresses a will to help employees solve them. The employees are left to deal with the problems

on their own, exposing the company’s non-proactive approach to foreign corporate language

and its management.

Finally, the final section of the analysis talks about how the aforementioned experi-

ences and ideologies drive practices. At AirHelp employees have the freedom to individually

choose a language that suits them most to communicate in. The communication efficiency is

extremely important to the employees as showcased through the ideologies they hold as well

as their practices which indicates that they are afforded a lot of freedom when it comes to

language choice. The awareness of the importance of communication practices is showcased in

the ideology that the communication is the overriding goal. Both management and employees

understand how important the communication is, likely due to the fact that it plays a crucial

role in their service. The company’s service is based on communicating and assisting customers

with problems that occurred during their air travels. In this context, it is understandable

why this communication efficiency and communication in it of itself are so important to the

company’s employees.

Marschan-Piekkari et al. (1999a) argue for actively managing a corporate language.

The authors suggest that one way of doing so is through appointing a language officer whose

role would be to develop language policies and oversee their application as well as conducting
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audits which would help understand the employees linguistic competences and needs. This

recommendation implies taking a very structured and proactive approach towards communica-

tion policies and practices in a company. It also implies a very top down approach towards

developing such policies since a language officer’s job would be to oversee implementation of

these policies. While such an approach might be beneficial for a well established company

which is introducing new language policies which would benefit the company in the long run,

it is not obvious that an approach this structured would be as beneficial for a startup. In fact,

at AirHelp the approach adopted by the management can be described as unstructured and

not particularly proactive. The company’s management has not introduced any formal rules or

regulations that would inform its employees which language is to be used in what circumstances

and no such policies are to be put in place any time soon. On the other hand, however, English

is clearly not the only solution and while it is the common denominator among all of the com-

pany’s employees, the staff individually chooses which language to employ in a given situation

as explained in the practices section of the analysis. What might be confusing here, however,

is the fact that the management does not seem to mind this individual choice of language, on

the contrary, it seems to embrace it itself, meaning that they also choose the language in which

to communicate in, depending on their interlocutor.

While the bigger and more diverse in terms of markets and departments, the group

of people involved in a conversation, the more likely it is that they will opt for using English.

Most internal communication foregoes within market teams and in smaller groups of people in

which case employees often prefer to communicate in another language such as their market

language. All this might seem confusing and extremely unstructured, however, there seems to

be a method to this chaos. Namely, while the approach is formally unstructured, it seems to

be based on a system of unspoken rules and norms present in the company and held by its

employees. The unstructured approach is seemingly also present in the the absence of audits

of employees’ linguistic competences, as suggested by Marschan-Piekkari et al. (1999a) and

Welch et al. (2005). At AirHelp linguistic competences of its employees are audited through

everyday practice and performance, showing a certain degree of structure even though it is not

explicit or formally stated.
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As aforementioned, in their argument in favour of adopting a single foreign corporate

language, Marschan-Piekkari et al. (1999a) focus on the fact that this would facilitate formal

and informal reporting, flow of information, as well as it would make it easier to access company

documents and operating procedures. When analyzing these advantages, it is clear that the

benefits focus on efficiency and accuracy of information transfer. It would seem, then, that

linguistic homogeneity brings most efficiency. That will be true if a company is a culturally,

ethnically and linguistically homogenous. However, in the case of most MNCs that seek to

introduce a single corporate language that is not the case. Marschan-Piekkari et al. (1999a)

also admit that even though companies introduce a foreign corporate language in order for

it to ease and improve internal communication, it also often acts as a communication barrier.

In fact, at AirHelp it seems that when employees are striving for most efficiency, they are

much more inclined to use all sorts of languages instead of opting for the corporate language.

Moreover, the management itself seems to promote linguistic diversity when it comes to efficient

information transfer. The ideology “make myself understood”, then, seems to drive the practice

of employing a language that will ensure most efficiency and accuracy in information transfer

based on the people on each end of the conversation. The analysis suggests, then, that in

a multinational company, it is not the monolingualism that ensures most efficiency, on the

contrary, it is rather linguistic diversity. The ability to choose a language according to one’s

own needs and situation makes internal communication a complex net of languages but also a

more efficient practice.

As explained in the Linguistic Practices section of the analysis, the HR department

is very aware of the advantages in hiring native speakers for customer service. The advantages

include not only the linguistic abilities but also the knowledge of the culture behind the language,

namely the way and mode of expression towards a customer, which according to the company’s

management positively influence the satisfaction levels among the company’s clients. In their

article, Dhir & Goke-Pariola (2002, p. 250) assert that the knowledge of the local language,

makes a company’s products and services more attractive because

“of the great symbolic value of language. Human beings tend to associate interest

in their language with interest in their being - and wellbeing(...)”.
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The connection between the two stances is visible at AirHelp. It is understood that the fluency

in the customer’s local language and culture positively influences his or her satisfaction with

the company’s service or product. While the authors assert that it is because of the customer’s

belief that the company does indeed have his or her wellbeing in heart. Therefore, while

greater diversity among the employees’ cultural and linguistic background is likely to complicate

internal communication (Piekkari et al. 2005), Dhir Goke-Pariola emphasize the importance

of cultural diversity in a modern multinational organization explaining that there are clear

benefits to be drawn from the culturally diverse employees’ knowledge and know-how for the

local markets and customers. This view is also in line with that of Wlech et al. (2005) who

emphasize that linguistic diversity should be viewed as an asset.

AirHelp, as demonstrated in the first section of the analysis, is a startup which from

the very beginning had a very international outreach and presence and consequently adopted

English as a corporate language. Researchers (Marschan-Piekkari et al. 1999a) point out

that one of the main implications of introducing a foreign corporate language in a company

is adjusting the policies to take into account the personnel’s (potential and present) linguistic

competences in the new operating language. As noticed by Marschan-Piekkari et al. (1999a),

the language competences do not always come with the technical skill required to perform the

job. When that is the case, companies prefer to employ a person with more technical expertise

at the expense of the knowledge of the corporate language. In the case of AirHelp, the technical

expertise is the knowledge of various languages that allows the employees to serve the company’s

customers. As previously discussed, among customer service department’s employees’ linguistic

competences, English is of second priority to the management. It can be argued, then, that

the company also prioritises the employees’ technical skill over the linguistic competence in the

company’s corporate language. However, the authors continue to argue that

“Competence in the common company language is clearly critical for effective knowl-

edge transfer and sharing within a multinational.”

(Marschan-Piekkari et al., 1999a, p.385) However, at AirHelp it is more the freedom to choose

the most convenient language to communicate in, that gives most efficiency in information

and knowledge transfer. English is used at company-wide or interdepartmental communication,
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therefore, a competence in it is important, however, it does not seem critical since a big portion

of knowledge transfer occurs in market languages.

Because of the fact that the company prioritises the technical expertise above linguis-

tic competence in the company’s corporate language, it took a somewhat proactive approach

and offers its employees both English and Polish language classes. In their article, Harzing

et al. (2011) explain that language training is one of the most common ways to overcome

language barriers and to enhance corporate communication. The English language class is an

example of the company’s strive to improve the employees’ command of the corporate language,

consequently improving the company-wide communication. Moreover, it is clear that by giving

its staff the possibility to improve their linguistic skills, they feel that they are also given an

opportunity for personal development. Which is something in return for their work which also

motivates them to work hard and get good results. The company, then, shows to some ex-

tent a proactive approach towards internal communication. However, this proactive approach

is seen in very limited initiatives, while many problems, such as having to perform constant

translations, that result from the presence of many languages stay ignored and unsolved by the

management. Coupled with lack of any further language initiatives, the company’s proactivity

seems limited and not a priority.

As discussed above, authors (Marschan-Piekkari et al., 1999a; Welch et al., 2005)

suggest that a structured approach to internal communication is beneficial for a company.

They recommend tools such as language audits or appointing a language officer. At AirHelp

corporate communication is guided by a set of unspoken norms and habits rather than explicitly

stated rules. Still, there are no significant problems when it comes to the amount and the

way in which foreign languages are employed throughout the company, as reported by the

company’s employees. This formally unstructured approach to internal communication seems

to be working, however, as pointed out in the practices section of the analysis, the company has

been growing at a significant rate. Some of the informants suggested problems with such a rapid

growth and the current approach towards internal communication. With a rapid expansion,

the company could suffer from such an unregulated approach towards internal communication.

Since it is mainly guided by unspoken rules and employees’ preferences, it will take longer for

a newcomer to understand these norms and adopt them. It is, therefore, argued here that
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employees in small startups can be given the freedom to develop their communication and

linguistic practices within a company. This structured approach does not, therefore, seem

critical at this point. As the startup expands, however, as seen at Airhelp, it seems beneficial

for a company to adopt a more formal approach towards internal communication.

When creating these policies, it is important to understand the value in the employees’

already established practices. Spolsky and Shohamy stated

“Successful language policy involves charting a feasible route from the existing socio-

linguistic repertoire taking into account existing users and their willingness to mod-

ify their repertoire.”

(Dhir & Goke-Pariola, 2002, p. 245) The authors emphasize that policy makers should take into

account employees’ existing practices and how much they will want to modify them. It seems

that practitioners in well established MNCs prefer a top down approach, whereby they introduce

language policies such as a common corporate language and wait until they are adopted. It is

shown in the analysis, however, that such an approach is flawed as showcased by Lønsmann

(2015) and here, language policies have to make sense to the employees. It seems, therefore,

that a bottom up approach would benefit such a linguistically rich work environment as AirHelp

much more, whereby it is the practices and habits that should drive corporate communication

policies.
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C O N C L U S I O N

The aim of this thesis has been to explore linguistic ideologies and practices in the

Customer Service department of a Danish multinational startup company based in Poland.

The language ideologies and practices helped to understand the company’s approach towards

corporate language. Having analyzed the employees’ past linguistic experiences and current

practices and language ideologies, it is clear that the company’s approach to corporate language

is formally unstructured as it does not provide any rules nor documents guiding language use in

the company. Moreover, the relative absence of language-related initiatives and the company’s

lack of awareness of problems caused by the amount of languages being in constant use, point

to a rather passive approach towards internal communication.

The data showed that since the company is a startup, its language requirements

have influenced the employee selection process significantly. Consequently, the data points to a

certain uniformity of the staff base in the department of Customer Service. All of the informants

are young people with experience of living abroad and some command of at least one foreign

language.

The company’s approach gives its employees a lot of freedom in relation to language

use in internal communication. Even though English is the official corporate language in the

company and it is the most known language throughout AirHelp, it is, at the same time, not

the most frequently used language at the Customer Service department. These results point

to a conflict in language ideologies held by the informants, where even though they seem to

74
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believe that English is the only option when it comes to international communication, they also

believe that everyone should be able to choose the language of a conversation depending on the

interlocutor and context.

The data points to the fact, then, that it is not formal rules that guide the internal

communication practices but a set of implicit rules. It seems, however, that contrary to well

established MNCs, a small startup company can afford to give its employees a lot of freedom

when it comes to internal communication and let the newcomers adapt to the environment over

time. AirHelp has, nonetheless, experienced a rapid growth in the last year and is expected to

grow even more. This unstructured approach to internal communication and a set of implicit

guidelines instead of formal rules guiding internal communication seem risky in such a rapidly

growing and international work environment.

Even though the company is only a startup, it has developed linguistic practices and

ideologies. When designing its internal communication practices and policies, the company

should, therefore, as pointed by Dhir & Goke-Pariola (2012, pp. 247-8),

“decide the point of balance at which the cumulative loss from a policy that re-

fuses to acknowledge the linguistic diversity of its stakeholders exceeds the benefits

derived from the purported efficiency and economy of effort and ”organizational

unity“ deriving from a corporate policy of linguistic assimilation or language stan-

dardization.”

The authors advocate that communication policies should not try to eliminate cultural and

linguistic diversity, as hypothesized by many practitioners. On the contrary, it should embrace

linguistic and cultural pluralism. Language planning should not, therefore, take place at the

top and be imposed on employees in the form of policies. The policies should, rather, encourage

efficient practices. However, first and foremost, they should be driven bottom up by the already

existing practices, since as revealed in this study, just like the management, the employees seek

efficiency of communication and information transfer. Most importantly, however, the language

practices must make sense to the language users.

This research has contributed to the existing literature in the field in several ways.

Firstly, instead focusing on a well established MNC, this research offers a look into how a
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multinational startup is approaching managing internal language use. Secondly, most previ-

ous studies have focused on inter-unit communication between subsidiaries based in different

countries. (Marschan-Piekkari et al. 1999 a & b; Piekkari et al., 2005; Harzing et al., 2011)

This thesis, however focuses on researching a single department, which proves linguistically and

culturally rich, and diverse. Thirdly, this research also offers a rare look into international com-

munication practices of a company based in Poland, a region with little international research

interest.
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A P P E N D I C E S

10.1 interview question sets

10.1.1 Interview Questions for HR specialist - English version

1. What is the official corporate language of the company?

2. Has English always been the company’s official language?

3. Could you explain to me the international structure of the company?

4. Could you explain to me the company’s local structure?

5. In what language does a majority of corporate communication (official internal

communication to do with company, however, both face-to-face and electronic)

occur in the company?

6. Are there documents which standardize the corporate communication in the com-

pany? Documents that state which language and in what situations is spoken in

the company?

7. How are new employees informed of the corporate language policy?

8. Are they trained in language?

9. In what language does the job interview take place?

81
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10. Have you been a part of any language related initiative? (Polish or English)

11. If yes, tell me about the initiative. Why did it take place and what was it?

12. Which languages do you use every day at work? In what circumstances?

13. How and in what language do you contact other employees of the company?

14. How do you think other employees contact one another in the company (what

language, what means)

15. Are there documents that introduce rules and policies about how means of elec-

tronic communication are to be used?

16. Do you do language audits? - do you check at any point how people speak English

and other languages?

17. Have you hired anyone who cannot speak English?

18. Do you translate into Polish / English any official documents, reports etc.?

19. Have you experienced any language problems (from employees or yourself)?

10.1.2 Interview Questions for HR specialist - Polish version

1. Jaki jest oficjalny jezyk firmy?

2. Czy moglaby mi Pani wytlumaczyc miedzynarodowa strukture firmy?

3. Czy moglaby mi Pani wytlumaczyc lokalna strukture firmy?

4. W jakim jezyku odbywa sie wiekszosc wewnetrznej komunikacji korporacyjnej?

(oficjalnej i nieoficjalnej)

5. Czy istnieja dokumenty, ktore ujednolicaja komunikacje wewnetrzna firmy? Na

przyklad czy istnieje dokument, ktory oficjalnie na pismie mowi o tym w jakim

jezyku nalezy sie komunikowac?
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6. Czy kiedykolwiek uzywa Pani jezyka polskiego przy rozmowie z ktoryms z pracown-

ikow? Jezeli TAK to w jakich sytuacjach? Czy rozmawia Pani po polsku rowniez

droga elektroniczna?

7. W jaki sposob nowi pracownicy sa wprowadzani i informowani o wewnetrznej ko-

munikacji firmy?

8. W jakim jezyku przeprowadzana jest rozmowa o prace? Czy sprawdzane sa kwali-

fikacje jezykowe pracownikow?

9. Czy miala miejsce jakas jezykowa inicjatywa? Czy moglaby mi Pani o niej opowiedziec?

Dlaczego miala miejsce i co to bylo?

10. W jaki sposob kontaktuje sie Pani z pracownikami firmy indywidualnie i grupowo?

11. Czy wedlug Pani inni pracownicy firmy korzystaja z tych samych narzedzi zeby sie

ze soba nawzajem skontaktowac?

12. Czy istnieja dokumenty ktore wskazuja i tlumacza w jaki sposob i w jakim jezyku

pracownicy powinni sie poslugiwac podczas uzywania wewnetrznych platform ko-

munikacji? (Skype, wewnetrzna platforma, email)

10.1.3 Interview Questions for Polish Employees

1. Jak dlugo pan/pani tutaj pracuje?

2. Jak opisalaby pan/pani swoj poziom znajomosci jezyka angielskiego?

3. Kiedy zaczela pani prace w airhelp, w jaki sposob dowiedziala sie pani o tym jakim

jezykiem posluguja sie pracownicy firmy?

4. Czy rozmowa kwalifikacyjna przeprowadzona byla po polsku czy po angielsku?

5. Czy zna pani zasady/regulamin, ktory wyjasnia w jakim jezyku i w jakich okolicznos-

ciach ktorym jezykiem powinna sie pani poslugiwac?
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6. Czy taki regulamin istnieje na pismie? / W jaki sposob zapoznala sie pani z takimi

zasadami?

7. Czy podczas pracy tutaj posluguje sie pani innymi jezykami (poza angielskim i

polskim)? W jakich okolicznosciach?

8. Czy porozumiewa sie pani tylko w jezyku angielskim? Cz zdarza sie polugiwac

rowniez jesykiem polskim? W jakich okolicznosciach?

9. Czy uzywa pani polskiego podczas oficjalnej komunikacji?

10. Czy miewa pani jakiekolwiek problemy podczas komunikowania sie w jezyku ang-

ielskim (np. Nie wie pani jak cos powiedziec? albo czegos pani nie rozumie, albo

druga strona czegos nie rozumie? ) Co robi pani w takich sytuacjach?

11. W jaki sposob kontaktuje sie pani z innymi pracownikami (oficjalnie i nieoficjalnie)?

12. Gdzie i kiedy zaczales sie uczyc angielskiego? I czy wciaz sie go uczysz?

13. W ktorym jezyku poza polskim czujesz sie najlepiej/ najpewniej?

14. Jaki kontakt z jezykiem angielskim miales do tej pory w zyciu? W pracy, w szkole?

15. Czy wczesniej juz pracowales w firmie gdzie mowiono w jezyku angielskim?

10.1.4 Interview Questions for Foreign Employees

1. Could you tell me about your job here at Airhelp? What do you do, your daily

tasks?

2. When you started to work here how did you find out what language was spoken in

the company?

3. Are you aware of any rules that inform you of what language and in what circum-

stances is to be spoken? If yes, in what circumstances and how were you informed

about them?
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4. Are there any other languages except for English that you use 5. while working

here? Were your competencies in these languages checked when you started working

here?

5. If yes, in what circumstances do you use them?

6. Does it ever happen that Polish people speak Polish in your presence in the com-

pany? If yes, what type of situations?

7. Do you ever have any problems while communicating in English to other employees?

(eg. you don’t know how to say something, or the other person doesn’t understand)

8. Can you think of some slang words that you use privately in the company that

your colleagues understand?

9. How (other than face-to-face) do you most often use to contact other employees?

10. Do you use different communication platform to contact your colleagues privately

and officially? Could you give examples?

11. How would you describe your level of English?

12. Where, how and when did you learn English? Do you still learn it?

13. Which language except for your mother tongue you prefer to speak most?

14. Contact with English?

15. Have you previously worked in an English speaking company?

10.2 transcribed interviews

Transcription Symbols

(.) a short pause

(.2) longer pause

[ one speaker’s talk overlapped by another speaker’s talk
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= there is no gap between two speakers’ talk

: the preceding sound is prolonged

(...) word not understood

() description of speaker’s action

10.2.1 Interview with Monika

marta Od jak dawna pracujesz w Airhelp?

monika yy: W Airhelpie pracuje troche ponad rok, rok i: miesiac, jakos tak.=

marta = mhm A na jakim stanowisku?

monika yy: Specjalista od spraw odszkodowan lotniczych.

marta mm czyli ten sam co claim [yy: assistant? Okej

monika [Tak, claim assistant, tak.=

marta = I na ktorym rynku jeszcze?

monika yy:(.) Portugalskim.

marta yy: Kiedy: zaczelas yy: prace w yy: Airhelp, w jaki sposob dowiedzialas
sie, ze to jest praca yy: ze w tej firmie posluguja sie jezykiem angiel-
skim?

monika yy: No: (.) wieszkosc tych firm ktore: gdzies tam wychodzi poza yy:
(.) powiedzmy rynek polski, no to: (.) no strona byla przetlumaczona
i tez jakby w ofercie akurat yy yy bylo napisane, ze wymagany jest
tam jezyk angielski plus na przyklad jakis tam jezyk dodatkowy. =

marta =[mhm

monika [Ja wczesniej pracowalam tez w Reutersie(.) , wiec yy: (.3) tam
bylam trzy lata, ponad trzy, cztery prawie. Wiec yy: wiec tam tez
jakby tym jezykiem: [yy podstawowym firmy

marta [mhm

monika komunikacji gdzie jest wiecej jakis tam obcokrajowcow to zawsze jest
angielski.

marta mhm A: w jakim jezyku zostala przeprowadzona: (.) rozmowa kwal-
ifikacyjna?
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monika Rozmowa byla po angielsku bo: jedna z rekrutujacych tez byla: Dunka
wtedy.

marta Aha. A czy podczas tego procesu rekrutacyjnego yy: sprawdzono
twoje kompetencje jezykowe?

monika yy: (.) Portugalskie na przyklad? [Czy angielskie?

marta [Na przyklad, [angielskie tez.

monika [Znaczy no angielski jezeli pod katem takim: mm rozmowy oczywi-
scie, czy jest wystarczajaco komunikatywny =

marta = [mhm mhm

monika [zeby sie dogadac, natomiast potem mialam jeszcze rozmowe z Por-
tugalka: yy na sprawdzenie jezyka portugalskiego.

marta Czyli tak naprawde (.) ten yy: (.4) zwracaja uwage czy ten, czy ten
rynkowy jezyk jest naprawde dobry natomiast angielski , jak mowisz,
musi byc komunikatywny ale nie: [jest jakis...

monika [No niekoniecznie angielski musi byc, zalezy jaka to jest praca. Tak?
Bylam tez na innych rozmowach, wiec (.) oo: o ile nie jest wymagany
jakis super, zalezy jaka to jest firma, tak?=

marta = mhm

monika Jezeli firma jest taka ze: bardzo wazne jest zeby ten angielski byl
akurat na tym stanowisku [danym wazny to...

marta [A tak jak zauwazylas, to:-to-to inni pracownicyn (.3) yy: ich angiel-
ski jest komunikatywny i na dobrym poziomie? Czy to sie... =

monika =No powiedzialabym, ze sa bardzo rozne, [zroznicowane.

marta [bardzo rozne, okej.

monika Tak. Bo sa ludzie, ktorzy naprawde mowia prawie jak native speak-
erzy, ktorzy byli gdzies za granica przez piec lat, to jest calkiem inny
poziom jezyka angielskiego niz ktos kto: (.) tutaj po prostu sie troche
uczyl, czy cos tam podlapal czy ma jakis jezyk z: liceum. Ja na przyk-
lad (.) jesli chodzi o angielski to nie jest moj naa:j (.) najlepszy z
moich jezykow, [bo

marta [Okej.

monika ja jezyka tego nie studiowalam. Skonczylam gdzies tam edukacje na:
mm: (.) na koncu liceum, tak.

marta mhm
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monika Wiec m:oj (.) na przyklad moj angielski ma duzo nalecialosci z hisz-
panskiego czy z portugalskiego, ktore sa moimi [pierwszymi jezykami.
=

marta [mhm. = Aha. Okej. ee: Ale to nie sprawdza/sprawia jakby prob-
lemu yy: (.) dogadac sie (.) po angielsku z tymi osobami, ktore
gdzies tam nie maja takiego..?

monika Tak. no ale to wlasnie tworzy taki/takie/taka troche nowowmowe
czasami, tak, ktora dla kogos z zewnatrz moze byc trudna do zrozu-
mienia, bo jakies tam zawsze sa skrot (.) duzo skrotow na przyklad
powstaje albo duzo jakis takich yy: uproszczen.

marta mhm ee: (.) Okej. (.) A czy wiesz moze czy istnieje jakis regulamin,
ktory (.) yy wyjasnia ktorymi jezykami (.) yy pracownicy powinni sie
poslugiwac i w jakich okolicznosciach? Czy jest to gdzies stwierdzone
(.3) bardziej oficjalnie?

monika mm: No nigdy o czyms takim nie slyszalam zeby: yy: (.2) no zeby: to
bylo gdzies:, no to jest jakby oczywiste, ze nadrzednym celem jest ko-
munikacja, tak, wiec jezeli pracujesz w firmie, w ktorej zdecydowana
wiekszosc to sa na przyklad obokrajowcy, tak, mm: to wtedy jakby
sila rzeczy wymusza na tobie znajomosc tego: (.) glownego jezyka.
Chociaz no: tutaj tez: no: tutaj na przyklad na codzien, tak, jezeli
pracuje wiecej Polakow albo jezeli tez tak bylo w Reutersie, ze jezeli
grupa byla zdecydowanie polska tak ii: (.) nie wiem nie bylo tego
dnia jakiegos obcokrajowca no to mowilismy po polsku, wiec (.) to
tez nie jest tak, ze-ze jest jakos ten. No ale wiadomo, ze:(.)ze ta
znajomosc pomaga, tak.

marta yy: czyli uzywasz na codzien tak naprawde portugalskiego, angiel-
skiego oczywiscie i polskiego.=

monika = Tak

marta A w jakich jak bys mogla (.) w jakich proporcjach?

monika yy: (.4) No to na pewno cos kolo 65-70% to jest portugalski w tym
momencie (.) 20 hiszpan-znaczy angielski ii: (.) moze nawet wiecej,
tak, powiedzialabym 20 20 angielski i polski ii: i 60 portugalski.

marta Aha. Czyli-czyli yy: czyli wlasciwie uwazasz (.) uwazasz ze polskiego
uzywasz tyle samo co angielskiego.

monika Podobnie. [Podobnie.=

marta = mhm yy: (.5) mhm (.4) A czy miewasz problemy (.) yy: z ko-
munikowaniem sie w obcych jezykach, zwlaszcza po angielsku czy na
przyklad yy: (.2) czy ktos czegos nie rozumie, czy ty czegos do konca
nie rozumiesz, czy nie wiesz dokladnie jak powiedziec, zdarzaja sie
takie sytuacje?
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monika yy: (.3) To sie zdarza yy: (.) albo jezeli: (.) bardzo jestes skupiona na
swoim jezyku, na przyklad jezeli ja pracuje z jezykiem portugalskim
i jestem (.) yy: (.) bardzo mysle w tym jezyku akurat w danym
momencie, tak, i ktos sie mnie nagle cos pyta: po angielsku czy po
polsku no to ja tez potrzebuje chwili: zeby jakby zostawic ten jeden
jezyk i sie przeniesc na nastepny, tak. To tez czasami moze wplywac
na to ze jezeli ja pisze jakas wypowiedz (.) nawet wewnetrzna, jakis
tam komunikat, to moge cos napisac, zmienic jakos szyk, powstaja
wtedy takie nakladki, [kalki jezykowe [pomiedzy jezykami,

marta [Aha. No tak. [Tak. Tak.

monika wiec czasami: yy: moj komentarz moze byc troche mylacy dla kogos:
kto po prostu patrzy na jakas tam komunikacje tylko nagle dostaje
jakas wewenetrzna komunikacje. My tutaj mamy takie narzedzie,
ktore (.) mm: ma jakby taka, gdzie-gdzie wpisujemy swoje komen-
tarze, tak. Wiec (.) yy te komentarze tez sa w jakis tam sposob
czesciowo ustandaryzowane=

marta =Komentarze na jaki temat?

monika No na przyklad jezeli prowadzimy sprawe to sprawa oprocz tego, ze
jest-ida jakies tam odpowiedzi do klienta [to

marta [Aha.

monika wewnetrzna jakby komunikacja przebiega po angielsku: (.) yy pomiedzy
nami, [tak? zeby ktokolwiek by nie wszedl...=

marta [mhm = zeby wiedziec na jakim [etapie

monika [Tak, na jakim etapie jest [tam

marta [mhm

monika wiec ktokolwiek jest tam nie wchodzi no to jakby (.) zawsze te ko-
mentarze wstawiamy po [angielsku, nie zeby: =

marta [Rozumiem. = Aha rozumiem.=

monika =yy nie na przyklad po polsku, no bo potem jak przyjdzie ktos: z
zewnatrz no to: pewnie nie bedzie wiedzial o co w sprawie chodzilo,
tak.

marta Czyli wlasciwie jak pracujecie nad taka (.) sprawa, to mimo ze to jest
yy: ze to jest sprawa z rynku portugalskiego czy od portugalskiego yy
klienta (.) to i tak ona jest tlumaczona pozniej na angielski w jakis
sposob

monika Tak, jest sporo takich tlumaczen. Albo jakis takich doraznych tlumaczen
czyli na przyklad co tam klient napisal no i jakos tam [skrot [notatka
z tego.
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marta [mhm[Czy myslisz, ze to jakos negatywnie moze wplynac na: yy: czy
moze sie pojawic jakis problem, na przyklad sa jakies? (.) Jak to sie
nazywa? Zgubione, lost in translation [tak zwane.?

monika [Aha. (.4) Cos na pewno zawsze przemyka, zalezy, to zalezy jak duzo
masz czasu na: zrobienie na przyklad takiej notatki, tak? (.) No a my
dlatego tez jakby pracujemy razem zeby jak ktos czegos nie zrozumie
albo cos jest nie: (.) niejasne no to wtedy jeszcze sa dodatkowe:
zapytania. My tez jak gdyby wszyscy znamy ta sama procedure (.)
wiec yy: (.3) wiec jakby: ja jak dostaje zapytanie od kogos, zeby cos
przetlumaczyc (.)

marta mhm

monika to ja tez wiem jakie: informacje z tej notatki, ktora mi klient na
przyklad wyslal (.) mam zamiescic zeby tej drugiej osobie, jakby by
[ulatwic

marta [Aha.

monika ten: yy to co ona powinna zrobic tak naprawde

marta aa:(.) [mhm

monika Ale [sa takie yy: sa takie momenty kiedy: yy: (.2) bo jeszcze czesc
osob pracuje tak ze troche uzywa jakiegos tam google tlumacza, tak?
Yy: pomagajac na przyklad mi, na przyklad w moich jakis tam
sprawach, ktore nie jest, ktos kto kompletnie nie zna portugalskiego,
wiec ta osoba na przyklad cos tam tylko tlumaczy i zrozumie no i wt-
edy na przyklad mnie dopytuje czy: czy cos tam bylo dobrze czy:-czy
[ten takze wiec

marta [Aha. Rozumiem.

monika wiec to juz jest takie: wtedy mozna juz wiecej rzeczy zgubic i auten-
tycznie [wiecej rzeczy juz [trzeba sie dopytac, nie.

marta [mhm [mhm (.) yy:(.) aa W jaki sposob komunikujesz sie z innymi
pracownikami (.) yy: jezeli nie jest to twarza w twarz? Jezeli sie nie
pytasz tak po prostu yy: (.) to w jaki sposob sie komunikujecie?

monika Znaczy, ja w ogole jestem zdania, ze jezeli znamy jakis jezyk (.) i
rozmawiamy z osoba yy: ktora: w tym jezyku [wlada

marta [mhm [mhm

monika [no to rozmawiam z nia w rodzimym jej jezyku czyli jezeli mam
kolezanke, ktora jest z Hiszpanii i ja tez mowie po hiszpansku dlaczego
mam sie do niej nie odezwac po hiszpansku, jezeli rozmawiam z kims
kto jest (.) Portugalczykiem, no to tez [jakby:
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marta [mhm

monika rozmawiam z nim po portugalsku, jak rozmawiam z kims kto przy-
jechal no nie wiem z jakiegos innego kraju, ktorego jezyka nie znam,
no to jednak angielski jest tym jezykiem, ktory nas jakos tam polaczy,
wiec [yy:

marta [mhm A jakiego-a jakiego medium uzywasz?

monika Czego?

marta yy: Medium. Czyli na przyklad elektronicznego?

monika Aha. No mamy Skype’a. Jezeli to nie jest twarza w twarz, to na-
jczesciej to jest Skype. Tylko ze czat taki na Skype’ie.

marta Aha. A: jak prywatnie chcesz, zupelnie prywatnie z kims innym (.)
[pogadac?

monika [Pogadac? No to Facebook najczesciej =((laughter))

marta =To Facebook Okej ((laughter))

monika (...) ewentualnie tam Google tam jeszcze, tak.

marta mhm yy: Teraz pare pytan o: twoje kompetencje. (.) Jak opisalabys
swoj poziom jezyka angielskiego?

monika yy: Musisz mi jakas skale jakos zawezic. Powiedzmy jeden do pieciu,
tak. Albo jeden do dziesieciu, nie wiem. Bo bedziemy inne umiejs-
cawiac wiec ((laughter))

marta A masz jakies certyfikaty?

monika No jestem po filologii yy: po iberystyce, czyli po filologii hiszpan-
skiej ale ze specjalizacja portugalskojezyczna, wiec (.) yy: na pewno
hiszpanski jezyk mam na najwyzszym poziomie. Wiec dziewiatke dal-
abym na jezyk hiszpanski, osemke na portugalski, mimo, ze caly czas
z nim pracuje, to jednak uwazam, ze: ze [jednak

marta [Okej

monika w porownaniu z tym jak przebiegaly moje studia i jakich kompetencji
nabywalam to hiszpanski jednak jest na troszke wyzszym poziomie
(.) yy: No i potem powiedzmy, ze szesc to jest gdzies angielski.

marta yy: Czyli to jest takie (.) intermediate? [Cos takiego? Moze upper
intermediate?

monika [tak no tak cos takiego

marta yy ale nie masz problemu z porozumieniem sie?
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monika o nie, no nie no czasami wiadomo czasami nie powiem nie wiem nie
uzyje tego (.) dokladnego slowka czy: czy nie mam takiego akcentu
jak wiadomo gdybym gdzies wyjechala na rok i bym go nabyla

marta mhm a gdzie sie nauczylas angielskiego?

monika yy: angielskiego? W szkole i potem jeszcze na studiach mialam w
Warszawie przez rok, ale potem juz nie mialam nic. Wlasciwie ang-
ielskiego uczylam sie bardziej tak sama =

marta =Okej.=

monika = na bazie tych jezykow, ktore znam. Te jezyki sa bardzo zblizone
do siebie i na przyklad baza jezykowa z hiszpanskiego to w 90% tez
jest baza z angielskiego.

marta i caly czas sie uczysz angielskiego?

monika mm: no wlasnie teraz nie, chociaz chcialabym troche: sobie: poprawic
ten-ten poziom tak zeby zwlaszcza: yy: jak mi przychodzi na przyk-
lad jakis artykul (.) wieksza jakas taka wypowiedz bardziej: (.) no
taka dopracowana, tak zeby naprawde ladnie wygladala, taka for-
malna, no to tak (.) tylko ze no ze jak jestes po filologii to juz
troszeczke jest tak ze (.)ee: wiekszosc tych metod takich klasycznych
cie nudzi szybko, wiec najczesciej, jak dla mnie najlepsze by byly
takie zajecia z anglika...

marta no tak (.) a mialas jakis kontaktyy: wlasnie z: native speakerami?
Chodzi mi tu zwlaszcza o angielski. Czy mieszkalas gdzies w jakims
kraju gdzie poslugiwalas sie wlasnie glownie angielskim?

monika Nie, wlasnie nie. Wlasnie nie, wlasnie nigdy. Troche mi tego szkoda.

marta Aha. Czyli mowilas, ze najlepiej czujesz sie zdecydowanie w hiszpan-
skim, portugalskim...

monika Tak, potem angielskim.

marta mhm yy: A czy..? Znaczy to tez juz wspominas, ze w Reutersie
pracowalasjako w miedzynarodowej firmie. A gdzies jeszcze?

monika yy (.) To znaczy pod katem takich jezykowych rzeczy, tak? Czy w
ogole?

marta W jakiejs takiej miedzynarodowej firmie gdzie trzeba bylo sie innymi
jezykami komunikowac niz po polsku.

monika mm: No kiedys przez krotki czas wspolpracowalysmy z taki biurem
polowan po lesie tam przyjezdzali na przyklad Hiszpanie i trzeba bylo
ich [przetlumaczyc,
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marta [Aha, Okej.

monika wiec bardziej tylko takie dorywcze ale fajne to bylo.

marta Okay. mm: No i jak sie czujesz w takim miedzynarodowym srodowisku
w pracy?

monika yy: Ja akurat sie czuje dobrze, bo ja jakby do tego moze to tez
wynika ze specyfikacji tam studiow, ze yy: (.3) po prostu ja wole na
ludzi patrzec tak jak, przez pryzmat czlowieka, tak? Niewazne jakim
on jezykiem mowi, w ogole, dla mnie troche jezyki to jest wogle, po
studiach, tak, to troche jest tak ze nie ma tak naprawde czegos takiego
jak jezyk, raczej sa dialekty czyli odmiany tego samego jezyka, ktore
(.) troche brzmia jak rozne melodie tego samego, wiec yy: (.3) wiec
mi to odpowiada, tak? Gdzies tam takie przelamywanie tych barier,
nawiazywaniem roznej wspolpracy (:) yy: (.3.) no mysle, ze tak
raczej chcialabym zeby zostalo.

marta Super. A: czy uwazasz, ze (.4) no tak to juz sie ciebie zapytalam. Okej
to wlasnie to, ostatnie takie pytanie. Czy uwazasz, ze w Airhelp sa
jakies slowa, jakis taki slang, ktorego uzywacie, a ktorego: na przyk-
lad nowo zaczynajacy pracownicy by nie rozumieli, ktos z zewnatrz?
Moglabys dac tutaj przyklady?

monika Sa, sa. Zwlaszcza to sa skroty roznego rodzaju, tak? Na przyklad
no: glowne nasze narzedzie, glowny produkt na ktoÂľym pracujemy
nazywa âĂŸCockpit’, tak? I mamy skrot CP do tego.

marta Cockpit czyli to jest jakas strona ktorej uzywacie?

monika To jest, tak, taka pilotazowa strona, w ktorej- w ktorej jakby wszystko
tam, taka baza danych, w ktorej znajdujemy rozne [informacje.

marta [Aha. Rozumiem.

monika No wlasnie na przyklad “updatowac’”, tak? To jak jest slowko, ktore
bardzo czesto sie jakos tam albo (.) yy: (.) nie wiem “forwardowac”
tak? To jest takie slowko, ktore sie pojawia, ktore akurat to akurat
jest zrozumiale, ale sa na przyklad (.) rozne skroty od roznych funkcju
ktore: sie pojawiaja w samym narzedziu na przyklad jakies “letter
before legal action” (.)tak? to jest jakies tam LBA (.) i ktos kto
przychodzi w firmie i widzi w komentarzu LBA (.) popros o LBA no
to nie wie o co chodzi (.) takze... Albe nie wiem, albo: yy: (.) albo
jakies POA mamy ’Power of Attorney’.POA. Wiec yy: (:) yy: wiec
co, to jest zwykle jakies slownictwo bardzo specyficzne dla danego
zagadnienia i osoba taka nowa ktora przychodzi to musi sie tego po
prostu nauczyc, co jeszcze.. No na paprzyklad “Claim” to w sensie
jako: roszczenie, tak? no to nikt nie mowi roszczenie tylko “claimy”
“claimy” “claimiki” (.) wiec (.) wiec to juz jest takie-takie slowko:
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((Somebody interrupts the interview saying Monika reminds him of
somebody)) yy: Sa jeszcze ale teraz mi nie przychodzi do glowy.

marta A jak yy jak je poznalas?

monika W jakim sensie? Jak ja poznawalam te slowa?

marta Tak.

monika yy: (.2) no jak ja przyszlam to jeszcze tych slow nie bylo tak duzo, bo
(.2) yy bylo mniej yy: tych roznych skrotow, bo procedury wygladaly
troche inaczej (.) czesc my sami sobie wprowadzilismy dla takiego
uproszczenia, tak? Bo w momencie jak duzo razy o cos prosisz to
po prostu nie chce ci sie caly czas pisac tego samego (.) yy: no ale
zazwyczaj jest tak, ze (.) jak widzisz u kogos w komentarzu ktos
konkretny wpisal jakis komentarz, ktorego nie rozumiesz to pytasz ta
osobe po to zeby ona ci wytlumaczyla, co to znaczy, nie?

marta A na treningu cos takiego daja? Moze jak ty zaczynalas to pewnie
jeszcze nie.

monika Nie jak ja zaczynalam to jeszcze nie, ale na przyklad z mojego doswiad-
czenia jeszcze w Reutersie, tam mielismy cala w ogole liste takich
roznych skrotow, ktore w firmie sa jakos tam uzywane (.) czy: czy
ten (.) Bo tam bylo bardzo duzo, poniewaz to byla bardzo duza firma
i tam bylo (.) bardzo duzo roznych skrotow, tak? Nie tylko do tej
bazy danych w ktorej my pracowalismy ale (.) tez do innych jakis
tam mm: procedur na przyklad tez nie

marta Okej (.) a jest jakas baza danych, ktora macie, ktora jakby yy:

monika ktora my edytujemy?

marta tak (.) tylko chodzi mi wlasnie z tymi slowkami.

monika nie (.) na razie jeszcze nie.

marta jeszcze do tego nie doszlo.

monika nie (.) nie doszlo.

marta ii:na poczatku bardziej po polsku rozmawialiscie? jak zaczelas?

monika yy: (.) na poczatku rozmawialismy duzo po polsku, bo zespol, w ze-
spole bylo wiecej ludzi samych polskojezycznych. Potem jakby zaczeli
dochodzic ludzie, ktorzy no...

marta jak bys opisala te sytuacje dwie? (.2) widzisz jak to jest teraz i jak
to bylo kiedys
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monika (.4) no na pewno zmienila sie troche: yy sposob zartow (.) tak? bo:
(.) humor to jest cos bardzo konkretnego dla: (.) kazdej kultury
i: i na pewno ee: (.) to sie na pewno zmienia, tak? poza tym
no ja na przyklad siedze w czesci zespolu, ktora jest tak glownie
hiszpanskojezyczna (.) wiec my czesto tez przechodzimy sobie na
hiszpanski (.) i czesc ludzi moze nas nie rozumiec z zewnatrz, nie
(.) w Reutersie na przyklad bylo tak ze mm: (.) ze troche:-ze troche
zwracali uwage na to zeby jednak mowic po angielsku (.) a nie zeby-
zeby mowic w tych jezykach, zeby ktos tam sie nie poczul urazony
tym, ze czegos nie rozumie na przyklad

marta tu tez jest taka presja?

monika a tu nie ma tej presji.

marta kazdy moze jak chce

monika dokladnie jak chce (.) Wiec jezeli ktos tam komus jest wygodniej
akurat skomunikowac sie w

marta i nikt sie nie obraza? Nie ma zadnych ze tak powiem konfliktow na
tym polu?

monika : nie (.) wydaje mi sie ze jeszcze jest za maly ten zespol, zeby takie
konflikty powstawaly

marta Okej

monika ale (.) tak tam czasami: (.) czasami sie to zdarzalo ze komus to
moglo po prostu przeszkadzac (.) zawsze bylby w mniejszosci tak?
takie to jest po prostu niegrzeczne

marta Okej

End of interview

10.2.2 Interview with Jesus

marta Okay (.) so (.) could you tell me about your job? (.) like what do
you do here?

jesus well (.) I’m actually airplane specialist and I’m dealing mostly: it’s
ehh, we receive a claim from a customer who suffered from a (.) can-
celled or delayed flight within the european union (.) and my mission
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is to assess that claim (.) and well according to different parameters
such as weather (.) ehh time of arrival to the destination Airport (.)
rejecting or accepting that claim.

marta Okay (.) and yy how long have you been working here?

jesus yy 9 months so far.

marta 9 months yeah Okay (.) so when you started working here how did
you find out about like (.) the fact that they would speak English?

jesus well like I (.) to me it was ehh better than obviously speaking Polish
cuz I don’t master it (.) I don’t master Polish language but I master
or like, at least I have an advanced knowledge of the English language

marta so you can speak Polish?

jesus Not that much (.) I mean I (.3) I can have a basic conversation [but

marta Okay.

jesus when it comes to- to, like, business (.)I definitely can’t=

marta =Okay.

jesus yeah. So: (.3) Yeah and now I am also working with Spanish cus-
tomers And half of the time is, like, the communication with ehh
(.) let’s say coworkers is in English, most of the time, but like with
customers it’s mostly in Spanish.

marta So, like (.2) in proportions (.) Could you give me proportions of how
much you speak Spanish how much you speak English on the daily
basis?

jesus So: with customers it will be a matter of 80 percent Spanish (.) 20
percent English.

marta Okay.

jesus And with ehh coworkers it will be around 70 percent English 30 per-
cent Spanish.

marta So you actually also speak English to yy customers?

jesus Yeah.

marta It happens?

jesus It happens cause I also have to process claims from all the groups
every now and then.

marta Okay.
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jesus And(.) I need to call them or even write an email to them, so (.2)
I’m using English with customers, yeah.

marta Okay. yy So are there any other languages that you speak? English
and Spanish...

jesus I speak Portuguese but I don’t deal with Portuguese, there’s an agent
for the [Portuguese market.

marta [Okay. Yeah. Yeah. Okay so does it ever happen that Polish people
speak Polish in your presence?

jesus Yeah it does. I mean it’s obvious I think. They speak ehh Polish in
my presence after all we’re in Poland right?

marta Yeah (.) so (.) in what, sort of, circumstances does it happen? (.2)
What situations?

jesus well it can be from formal to non-formal situations, like ehh let’s say
we need these documents for that case or: “ hey let’s have a beer
later on”, yeah.

marta mhm Yeah, so how do you feel when (.) ehh people speak a language
that you don’t speak?

jesus Yeah well if that would be like in Spain and they would be speaking
polish even in my presence And they wouldn’t try to (.) let’s say,
integrate me,I would be offended. But like taking into consideration
that I’m living ehh in Poland and they speak Polish,I try to integrate
within the (...), for me it’s normal. Nothing to worry about.

marta Okay, so you: You don’t (.) like (.) you don’t think that it’s anything
weird or:

jesus No, not at all, why should I. We’re in Poland, right?

marta Yeah. But then the company also has a corporate language yy which
everyone can use, so..

jesus Yeah, as well (.2) But, like, I understand that I can personally think
100 percent in English and there is some like natural instinct when
you have, like, someone that is of your nationality and speaks your
languages (.) you switch to Spanish, some, some language that you
can communicate better in, and you can have more efficiency (.) and
accuracy of what you’re actually [trying to say.

marta [Yeah, yeah. Eem, So do you actually ever have any problems when
communicating in English? Like, you’re not quite sure what to say
or you don’t understand something or the other person doesn’t un-
derstand something?
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jesus I think it’s mostly when I don’t understand what the other person
is saying (.) either because he’s talking ehh (.) he’s skipping the
subject or skipping the object or ehh it’s not clear sometimes (.) or
even he has poor grammar when communicating with me. That can
happen and that can lead to confusion.

marta Okay. So is it a ehh (.) consistent problem?

jesus Not-not something that happens on daily basis but definitely can
happen twice a week.

marta Okay so what do you do in such (.) situations?

jesus Well, I try to communicate, I try to tell the: the recipient to speak
ehh in other words or just to communicate, like, in another way so I
(.) so that I can understand better.

marta Yeah.

jesus Yeah but I never, like, I never remain silent or quiet. I always try to
say that I don’t understand, please repeat it to me or just say it in
another way.

marta mhm And ehh (.) how do you most often contact the other employ-
ees?

jesus Well, We have (.) Skype groups (.3) and when it comes to interde-
partmental stuff we communicate through Skype cuz it’s not really
ehh (.2) comfortable to go walking from one Department to [another
(.) on daily basis.

marta [Yeah, yeah.

jesus It has to be taken into consideration that we are taking care of 100
cases per minute.

marta Yeah (.) so do you like that?

jesus Well, It’s less personal but in the other case, like, otherwise, it would
be impossible to manage all those claims.=

marta =Yeah. Yeah. emm Do you use different communication platforms
when you contact your colleagues privately and when you contact
them about things to do with the company?

jesus we use We do have actually two different group chats ehh, one that
is called âĂŸclaim team’ and we deal only with, like, ehh things re-
garding ehh claims and job, then we have another one for social stuff,
let’s say (.) for more relaxed, more yeah laid back ehh conversations.

marta Is it an open chat, so, like when you write something, everyone can
see?
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jesus Not the whole company, but like (.) definitely the whole department.

marta How do you- how do you contact when your colleagues that you want
to target specifically, just talk to that person?

jesus Well, either I approach to him on Skype person to person (.) or let’s
say we create another group.

marta Okay, I see.

jesus Yeah.

marta emm (.) So where did you learn English?

jesus ehh I start I started learning English when I was 6 or 7 years old (.)
ehh My grandpa just signed me up for these English classes.

marta Okay.

jesus And: well since then like (.2) ehh

marta Just school?

jesus Well no, like later I (.) made an exchange with (...) and later I moved
to England for 9 months and 2 years later I move to Australia for two
mon ehh for 6 months.

marta So you have a lot of experience trying to learn English with native
speakers?

jesus Yeah, sort of, yeah yeah.

marta mhm (.) So do you still learn English?

jesus Well, I yy definitely read it every day but when it comes to learn
grammar or yy read books ehh not in that way. Not in an academic
sense.

marta So you don’t go to English classes?

jesus No no. Let’s say,like, non-formal education approach (.) rather than
like formal.

marta yy Okay so: is English the language that you feel most comfortable
in? ehh [Except for Spanish? Yeah.

jesus [Apart for my mother tongue? Yeah.

marta Right. yy So have you previously worked in an English speaking
company?

jesus Yeah, well emm:
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marta Was it in Poland or in another country?

jesus It was in Poland. I worked (.) well, I had like this casual job In
Australia but it wasn’t like a long-term contract. I was just showing
up like twice a week. (.) So it wasn’t like this carpet job. Previous to
that I used to work for an American company called emm “Monogram”
emm for a month and a half, later I just quit and moved to another
company.

marta Okay.

jesus And, yeah I used English on daily basis.

marta Okay and how they feel in like (.) ehh a Polish work environment?

jesus When it comes ehh (.) to ehh English or in general?

marta In general.

jesus Ohh ehh That’s a hard question to: emm (.2) particularly in this
company. (.) In the beginning we were like 15 people Right now in
our department only right now we are about 60.

marta Yeah.

jesus And that just happened in a matter of 9 months.

marta Okay.

jesus And there’s a huge, immense, massive (.) difference between (.) now
and 9 months ago. It was way more personal 9 months ago and right
now I don’t even know the names of some of the people who are
just sitting 5 meters away from me. And in that sense obviously the
company group bu:t we lost (.) in the sense of (.) personal contact.

marta Is there any difference that you can tell an approach in regard to
how Polish people work? Do you feel a difference between a Polish
the polish environment and what you did in Australia working there?
ehh

jesus Look (.) I don’t have any work experience when it comes to Spanish
companies. I only worked in Poland. I’m sorry that I can’t help you
out in this regard.

marta That’s fine, that’s fine. Okay so why did you choose to come to
Poland then?

jesus ehh It was mostly ehhh my girlfriend is Polish, I mean I was really
interested in this country and I came here before knowing her, just
for (.) touristic purposes. And: I think that apart from that if I
hadn’t had a girlfriend (.) I wouldn’t have stayed over here.
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marta So that was the deciding factor?

jesus Absolutely that was the game changing factor.

marta Cool, yeah (.) that’s it thank you so much.

jesus That’s it?

End of interview

10.2.3 Interview with Pablo

marta Okay (.) so: could you tell me what (.) what’s your position at
Airhelp?

pablo It’s ehh: junior, junior claimer.

marta Okay (.) and how long have you worked here?

pablo At this company I’m working one month.

marta One. Okay, so you’re a newcomer [sort of Okay.

pablo [Yeah.

marta : ehh are you aware of any rules that inform you how to (.2) in what
situations to use what language?

pablo : Yy: Well they: yy at the beginning they: took me to a Spanish
market so I: (.) I: (.)I have to focus on Spanish customer but (.) yy if
I have ehh a beginning process ehh one customer that, for example, I
have to talk in English I can (.) process but if I to: to do yy directly
contact this customer I can’t do by myself because it’s not my: (.)
we can say, department. =

marta = Okay.=

pablo = I can call to one person in United Kingdom yy [to

marta [Okay.

pablo talk to then in English.

marta Okay Okay (.) What about internally?
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pablo Internally? Yeah, with the rest of aa: the colleagues ehh: (.) I talk
in English. There’s Spanish people of course ehh I use with Polish
people or: (.) people from other countries in English.

marta Okay so: emm (.5) When you started working here how did you find
out what language (.) was of the company? Like corporate language.

pablo Mmm (.1) usually in this company the corporate language is English.
Usually:=

marta = How did you:? Like, when you were applying for the job, how did
you know that that was the case?

pablo ohh: The truth, I: I: didn’t know but the first when I apply for one
job here in Poland I think that (.) in many of the cases they put the
title of the: (.) job in English. =

marta =Okay.=

pablo = Yeah, [like in practice, yeah.

marta [That’s that.

pablo Maybe I (...) or: junior so I know if they want ehh someone that (.)
ehh, it’s not going to be a problem that I’m not Polish. That I’m
from another country that I’m:

marta And then the job interview? Was it in English?=

pablo = Yeah. Of course. In English everything.

marta ehh (.) did they check your ehh like (.) linguistic competencies?

pablo In English?

marta In English and in Spanish?

pablo ehh In English I suppose that they check when they’re doing the
interview because I did like a two [interviews (.) [here.

marta [mhm, [mhm.

pablo ehh in Spanish it’s not necessary because they saw that I was born
there [so.

marta [Right. So they assumed it was perfect.= [I mean as it is probably.

pablo =Yeah. [No problem, yeah.

marta But (.) with English they didn’t like, except for the: (.) sort of
interview being in English, that’s how they checked?
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pablo Yeah, I suppose that it was like this. I: (:) in these two interviews if
ehh: they understand me and I understood them, I [think, I [guess.

marta [Yeah. [That’s cool. Are there any other languages except for English
and Spanish that you use on daily basis [working here?

pablo [ehh No, usually for working here in our communication we talk in
English (.) but ehh there are people who: (.) are working with other
languages (...)like Norwegian, Scandinavian languages ehh French,
Italian (.) Romanian.=

marta = Yeah. And: ehh does it ever happen that Polish people speak
Polish in [your

pablo [Sorry?

marta Does it ever happen that Polish people speak Polish in your presence?

pablo ehh: Yeah. Sometimes but ehh: in the previous work I was in War-
saw working, it was more common, more usually that I heard Polish
people talking (.) in Polish. But here: (.) they: usually then for
example I need to ask sort of them when we come here to work we
come together maybe by bus or train mm: even they’re talking be-
tween them, if I’m pressing they are talking English. So usually if
ehh: they talk in English (.) if they know there’s one person from
other [country, even if I don’t pay attention.=

marta [Okay. = But do you have to tell them?

pablo No:, I never say this, here it’s not necessary to say [this.

marta [ohh: Cool. So: But Okay so how do you feel when people still speak
ehh another language that you don’t understand?

pablo mm: (.) It depends. In work aa: usually ehh as I said you, we talk in
English. There’s no problem. But (.) if I’m with friends or with my
girlfriend’s friends, actually they start to talk in Polish all the time,
sometimes I:(.) I: don’t like too much because aa: I-I would prefer
they talk in English but Okay (.) they don’t feel comfortable or they
think they don’t have enough knowledge so (.) that’s not [problem.

marta [Yeah. ehh (.3) So: (.) Do you have any problems communicating in
English? I mean, like sometimes, I don’t mean (.) like huge problems,
but sometimes, does it happened that you don’t know how to say
something or you don’t know what the other person said [or:?

pablo [mm: The truth is not, I: usually: (.) if I don’t know this word I or
if I have problem to explain to: (.)

marta mhm
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pablo in this not (.) In work, when I was working in Warsaw, sometimes I
had to call to: one hundred person from United Kingdom. =

marta =Okay.

pablo ehh I don’t know why they choose me. ehh I had few cases that it
was problem because (.) I understood nothing. They had [difficult
accent.

marta [Yeah. That happens.

pablo They said to me, ((laughter)) they said to me that they understood
nothing so: (.) but usually I have no problem. But here we are
working with one guy from United Kingdom and (.) I: (.) I: don’t
have problems. So: usually (.) maybe I don’t understand you repeat
and you repeat and it’s Okay.

marta Okay (.) Okay. So it’s just like that. Okay. So how (.) ehh do you
most often contact ehh other employees when you’re at work?

pablo ehh Usually yy (.) I: (.) Well, at the beginning (...) in small groups
ehh ehh divided for languages so people who are close to me, most of
them talk Spanish, even if they are Polish.=

marta = All right.=

pablo = Yeah (.) and the rest of people ehh I have some friends in other
departments and they know nothing of the Spanish so in English (.)
I talk to them, [no problem.

marta [mhm. ehh So how would you describe your level of English?

pablo Well, the truth is that I: (.) have like [diploma of B2 for my university
in Spain

marta [mhm

pablo but I: (.2) I think that it’s higher, I suppose because I can: talk with
people I mean: from I always talk to people working [here

marta [Yeah. Yeah

pablo in Poland so I need my English to: (.) to everything so: I think that
it’s higher level.

marta Okay mmm and where did you learn ehh (.) English?

pablo Well ehh I: (.) I: studied it from: (.) I can’t remember [school- higher
[school,

marta [Yeah.
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pablo later at university I had ehh a break because ehh we: don’t have to
do: (.) it’s not necessary to pass English. But (.) from I came here
the first time, I was Erasmus in 2013/2014 (.) [and after this I:

marta [Okay.

pablo all the time I: start to: (.) to be with people from other countries and
(.) talking, talking. And the truth is that ehh (.) the second year that
I was studying here I saw a little bit of perspective (.) Spanish people
who come here em (.) they have really big problems to talk and they
don’t try to open and talk and they [continue in their Spanish group.

marta [Okay. mhm. Mhm.

pablo So for this I try to: (.) not be so close to them [and increase.

marta [O:kay Right. So: do you still learn English?

pablo The truth’s that no. I: ((laughter)) I think to: (.) be with ehh to
maybe attend lessons that could be here at the company. But like
ehh (.) maybe: three, four ehh three parts of my day is talking
in English and when I come back home. Because I: don’t live with
Spanish people so (.) I think that I don’t need too much. Maybe I
should need to: know more, increase my vocabulary or [something
like this.

marta [Okay. Yeah. mm: (.4) So so what? (.) So you speak English and
Polish, are there any other? I mean English and [Spanish.

pablo [Yeah. Yeah. I have like B1 of French and ehh I: did course of Italian
that I have like A1. That is Okay nothing but it’s something (...)
In Polish I can:- sometimes I can, if I understand one word I can
understand the rest but for talking I have problems. But in Polish I
start to [study.

marta [Okay. Have you ever worked in a Spanish- English speaking company
before?

pablo : ehh in a Spanish? No I was working in Warsaw ehh at the beginning
they need people, Spanish speakers but the truth is that we didn’t
work as this (.)

marta Okay. =

pablo = So: all my experience is basically in English.

marta Okay, cool. Mm: (.3) Yeah and how do you feel in a:-in a Polish
working environment?
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pablo The truth that good because I: ehh I: I heard about Spanish compa-
nies and maybe your timetable is ehh that maybe you could finish not
at 5 maybe you should stay longer time and it’s not paid hours. So
at the moment I think that this is correctly I don’t know maybe it’s
because we’re working for multinational company and maybe they
have other poliltic about this but at the moment I: (.) I: feel Okay.

marta So (.) so you like the fact that you work in a: like precise schedule?

pablo ehh For the- if I compare with Spanish works, I think it’s good that
you know when you have to [come and you have to [leave

marta [Okay. [Okay.

pablo but aa: but for example sometimes it means that you can have a: that
maybe that aa: Okay I need one hour break because it will be good
for me to other thing or: you know, and in this case they are strict
but if I compare with the case of Spain, I think that it’s correctly.
But I mean that for example maybe will be in Spain or: I think it’ll
be the same that they don’t say that you have to stay longer time or
something like this.

marta mhm. Okay. And I have ehh pretty much my last question. ehh So
why did you choose to come to Poland to work?

pablo Because I was working in: (.) no I did Erasmus, later I did something
as Erasmus but (.)

marta Okay.

pablo I: start to know this and I saw that here (.) I could have opportunities
to: (.) ehh to find a good job ehh that later will give me: (.) good
experience ehh that later I could work in a: good company and that
for working in Spain that will be really hard that it will ask me fo:r
long experience, and here (.) it will be easier to find. And of course
because I have Polish girlfriend too. ((laughter))

End of interview

10.2.4 Interview with Marysia

marta A wiec tak, jak dlugo tutaj pracujesz i jakie masz stanowisko?

marysia Cztery miesiace (.4) mmm, [tak od grudnia czyli cztery miesiace.
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marta [mhm i jakie masz stanowisko?

marysia W claim teamie. Czyli: Claim Team Specialist.

marta Aha ii mowilas, ze na wloskim rynku.=

marysia =Tak na wloskim rynku.

marta Czyli obslugujesz [wloskich klientow.

marysia [dokladnie wloskich klientow.

marta mhm,(.) i: yy: Kiedy zaczelas tutaj pracowac, jak dowiedzialas sie o
tym, ze: (.) yy jezykiem korporacyjnym jest jezyk angielski wlasnie?

marysia (.3) mm: jeszcze raz? Moglabys powtorzyc?

marta yy: Jak dowiedzialas sie,ze jezykiem yy: (.) korporacyjnym jest
jezyk angielski?

marysia Znaczy domyslalam sie juz jakby od samego poczatku, bo wiedzialam,
ze to jest firma dunska=

marta =mhm, [ok

marysia [wiec wiedzialam, ze no musi to byc w jakis sposob ujednolicone,
dlatego tez ze pracuje tu duzo obcokrajowcow, wiedzialam, ze musi
byc jakis jezyk wspolny dla [wszystkich. No i domyslalam sie, ze to
bedzie jezyk angielski.

marta [mhm

marysia Co Zostalo mi zreszta potwierdzone podczas rozmowy kwalifikacyjnej,
ktora odbyla sie tez w glownej mierze w jezyku angielskim. yy no
i to rzeczywiscie dowiedzialam sie w trakcie tej rozmowy, ze jakby
jezyk wewnetrzny firmy jest to jezyk angielski.

marta Czyli tez po polsku byla rozmowa: (.) kwalifikacyjna?

marysia Powiedzmy trzy czwarte po angielsku i jedna czwarta po polsku.=

marta = [aha

marysia [Jakos tak mniej wiecej to wygladalo, [mhm.

marta [Aha, rozumiem yy: i: (.) W jakim jezyku:? No wlasnie to juz
sie wlasnie dowiedzialam. A czy yy wiesz o tym, czy istnieja jakies
zasad, jakis regulamin, ktory wyjasnia w jakim jezyku yy i w jakich
okolicznosciach yy macie sie komunikowac? Jakiego jezyka uzywac?
Czy jest taki regulamin?=

marysia = Znaczy chodzi o nasz regulamin wewnetrzny?
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marta Tak.

marysia yy: Nie, mysle, ze to jest po prostu cos bardziej umownego, [powiedzmy.
Takze w sytuacji, kiedy sa wsrod nas osoby, ktore moga nie zrozu-
miec polskiego, oczywiscie uzywamy jezyka angielskiego. Tak samo
(.) jezyk pisemny u nas jest zawsze jezyk to jest zawsze jezyk angiel-
ski. To znaczy na wszelkich (.) komunikatorach yy w systemach yy
piszemy w jezyku angielskim [wszystkie informacje,

marta [mhm

marysia ktore musza byc tez udostepniane dla (.) dla innych osob. Takze
wszystko (.) to, co musza zrozumiec osoby, ktore maja dostep do
danej informacji musi byc napisane w jezyku angielskim. Oczywiscie
miedzy soba na przerwach rozmawiamy (.) tez Polak z Polakiem
rozmawia z reguly w jezyku polskim, no ale to pod warunkiem, ze (.)
nie ma wsrod nas, tak, obcokrajowcow, bo taka jest zasada przyjeta,
ze rozmawiamy w jezyku angielskim, zeby wszyscy mogli zrozumiec,
[zeby tez nie bylo jakichs nieporozumien, na przyklad.=

marta [No wlasnie. = Czyli nic takiego na pismie nie istnieje, z tego co
wiesz, yy?

marysia Szczerze powiedziawszy (.) ja: nic na ten temat nie wiem. To sa
informacje, ktore ja wlasnie uzyskalam w trakcie rozmowy [kwali-
fikacyjnej

marta [mhm

marysia ktore jakby tez, ktore nabylam juz pracujac tutaj (.) yy i tez z
obserwacji. Natomiast nie wiem czy to jest gdzies zapisane czy nie.

marta Czyli, czyli to bardziej bylo yy wyjasnione w trakcie rozmowy kwal-
ifikacyjnej [i jakby przez

marysia [mhm

marta praktyke, [ze rozumiesz jak to dziala.=

marysia [Tak, dokladnie. =mhm.

marta yy A wiec, (.3) yy Tak jak powiedzialas, czyli w jezyku polskim
zdarza ci sie porozumiewac ale z Polakami.

marysia Tak, dokladnie. Jakies prywatne rozmowy, po prostu [(...).

marta [A czy zdarza sie ee mowic(.) na tematy (.) yy firmowe, ze tak to
nazwe, yy po polsku?

marysia (.) Tak oczywiscie, zdarza sie, pod warunkiem, tak jak mowie, ze to
nie jest cos co trzeba uzgadniac z osoba, ktora nie rozumie polskiego,
tylko rozmawiamy jakby miedzy [soba
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marta [mhm

marysia no to oczywiscie juz dla uproszczenia yy rozmawiamy w jezyku ang-
ielskim. Nie wiem jak jest z innymi osobami, ktore (.) pracuja tez na
rynku angielskim, bo to jest troszeczke inna sytuacja. Natomiast my
glownie zostalismy zatrudnieni z jezykiem wloskim (.) yy i jakby to
jest jakby moj mocny punkt. Dlatego tez mm jakby: moj angielski
tez nie jest doskonaly.(.) Oczywiscie jestem w stanie komunikowac
sie z innymi i wszystko rozumiec, wszystko tez napisac po angielsku.
Natomiast [oczywiscie

marta [mhm

marysia jest mi latwiej z kolezanka, ktora rowniez (.) jest Polka i pracuje na
rynku wloskim, jezeli rozmawiamy tylko miedzy soba, no to mowimy
to sobie po polsku (.) lub tez po wlosku, bo jest latwiej.

marta Okej, rozumiem. Czyli (.) czyli jest tak (.) jest (.) caly czas prze-
chodzisz mimo wszystko z jezyka polskiego na wloski, [oczywiscie i
na angielski...

marysia [Troche tak, troche tak, oczywiscie mhm.

marta yy (.4) yy (.2) Na przyklad, jest yy jest spotkanie (.) masz spotkanie
ze swoim [supervisorem, yy zeby dal ci feedback. Jest to dosc spotkanie
oficjalne. W jakim jezyku rozmawiacie?

marysia (.3) hmm: Chodzi o spotkanie sam na sam?

marta mhm

marysia hmm Nie mialam takiej sytuacji, aczkolwiek yy jezeli (.) to akurat
tak (.) moi supervisorzy, team leader i wlasnie, no osoby z ktorymi
powiedzmy takie spotkanie mogloby byc przeprowadzone akurat sa
Polakami, wiec mysle, ze gdyby bylo to spotkanie [sam

marta [Aha rozumiem.

marysia na sam to mimo wszystko byloby po polsku. Jezeli natomiast byloby
wiecej, i zdarzaja sie takie sytuacje, ze jest grupa i jest co najmniej
jeden obcokrajowiec no to jednak po angielsku.

marta I wtedy cala, cala komunikacja, z twojego [doswiadczenia cala, wszys-
tko idzie=

marysia [I wtedy cala komunikacja jest po angielsku.=Tak, jezeli chociaz
jedna osoba jest mmm: osoba, obcokrajowcem to: [po angielsku

marta [A jezeli ktos cos powie po polsku? (.) Zdarza sie cos takiego, ze
ktos cos powie [po polsku?
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marysia [Nie, to wtedy zmieniamy na jezyk angielski, zeby jednak wszyscy
mogli zrozumiec.=

marta =Aha.=

marysia = Sa wszystkie jakies tam nasze spotkania mm mm odbywaja sie po
angielsku.=

marta =mhm=

marysia =No chyba, ze tak jak mowie, no nie ma akurat zadnego, ale to sie
bardzo rzadko zdarza, [ze akurat no wszyscy

marta [No, rozumiem.

marysia sa Polakami. I to wtedy tylko po polsku.

marta yy (.2) A (.) czy yy miewasz jakies problemy podczas komunikowania
sie w jezyku angielskim? yy to znaczy czy na przklad yy (.) ktos
czegos do konca nie rozumie, albo ty czegos do konca nie rozumiesz,
albo nie, nie do konca wiesz jak cos powiedziec po angielsku?

marysia Znaczy, na pewno czasami sie zdarza. Tak jak mowie, moj angielski
akurat nie jest doskonaly.

marysia mhm

marysia yy Do tego czasami zdarza mi sie, raczej wszystko rozumiem, natomi-
ast yy czasami zeby napisac cos (.) moze wlasnie zeby nie popelnic
jakiegos bledu, na przyklad wprowadzajac jakas informacje do sys-
temu, czasami zdarza mi sie cos dopytac.=

marta =mhm. [Aha czyli (...)

marysia [Czasem zdarza sie, ze musze tez cos po angielsku do klienta napisac,
wiec tez wole sie zawsze upewnic czy to jest poprawne zdanie zanim
cos wyske (.) na przyklad.

marta yy A na przyklad, no wlasnie na spotkaniu czy cos, czegos ci sie
nie udaje zrozumiec to wtedy dopytujesz , [zeby byc na sto procent
pewnym. mhm, yy

marysia [mhm.

marta (.4) Jak bys opisala swoj poziom znajomosci angielskiego, jeszcze?

marysia mmm No mysle, ze (.4) tak zeby hm: (.2) to okreslenie, moze wyzszy
sredniozaawansowany.=

marta =mhm.=
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marysia =Nie wiem jak dokladnie okresla sie te poziomy (.) ale tak na pewno
nie:, cos takiego jak upper intermediate. [mhm [mhm. [Tak mi sie
wydaje.

marta [upper intermediate, [mhm. aa Gdzie sie zaczelas uczyc angielskiego?

marysia To jeszcze w szkole na samym poczatku.

marta mhm

marysia Jeszcze w podstawowce.

marta [mhm. I tylko w szkole sie uczylas czy tez na zajeciach dodatkowych?

marysia Kiedys chodzilam moze na jakies zajecia dodatkowe ale (.) generalnie
raczej: (.) raczej w szkole. Zawsze mialam do czynienia z jezykiem
[angielskim

marta [mhm

marysia tez na studiach. yy pamietam, ze mialam zajecia, z tym ze to (.)
czesto byly tez zajecia nieujednolicone i czesto zaczynalam od nowa
(.) od roznych poziomow.I tezdlatego uwazam, ze mam jakies tam
braki. Zreszta tutaj tez swoja droga mamy kurs angielskiego, dzisiaj
[zreszta.

marta [No wlasnie. I aha i korzystasz z tego kursu?=

marysia =mhm. [Tak.

marta [mhm. Super. yy (.2) W ktorym jezyku czujesz sie najpewniej, poza
polskim oczywiscie?

marysia Wloski.=

marta =Wloski. I dopiero potem [angielskim,mhm.

marysia [angielskim, tak.

marta yy (.) A mialas jakis kontakt z angielskim yy(.) jakby takim zywym
yy (.) to znaczy czy mieszkalas yy w angielskojezycznym kraju, czy
studiowalas, czy (.) yy mialas kontakt z native speakerami?

marysia mm: (.3) Raczej (.) nie. Przez jakis, ale tylko dwa tygodnie w
zasadzie. No nie, przez dluzszy czas nie. Na przyklad bylam w
Irlandii. Oprocz tego no jak bylam przez trzy miesiace w Grecji
musialam sie komunikowac po (.) angielsku natomiast to akurat tez
byla inna sytuacja, dlatego ze nikt z nas nie byl native’em, wiec [po
prostu to byl jezyk jakby jeden wspolny, ktory [moglismy

marta [mhm. [No tak.
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marysia wykorzystac. Takze mysle, ze raczej mozna powiedziec, ze nie. No je-
dyne co, to wlasnie ta Irlandia. A z native’ami chyba jakiegos takiego
blizszego kontaktu nie mialam. Mialam jakichs tam znajomych, ale
to nie sa jakies tam blizsze osoby, [wiec mozna powiedziec, ze nie.=

marta [mhm. =A czy wczesniej pracowalas w jakiejs firmie w ktorej tez
mowiono po angielsku?

marysia (.5) yy Nie. Raczej z reguly tylko po wlosku.=

marta = Aha, no wlasnie. I jeszcze tylko y: (.4) czy istnieje (.) czy potrafisz
yy wymyslec (.) jakies (.) pomyslec o jakims slowie albo slowach,
ktore wy tylko rozumiecie. Jakby (.) jakich uzywacie ze wzgledu
na: (.) na to w jakich warunkach pracujecie i tak dalej, ze akurat w
Airhelp, ale ktore tylko wy rozumiecie dokladnie co te slowa znacza,
a ktos kto przychodzi moglby nie do konca zrozumiec?

marysia Znaczy, wydaje mi sie, ze jako takich slow, takich, powiedzmy, tylko
do naszego uzytku moze nie mamy. Ale to jest to cale nasze slown-
ictwo typu wlasnie “claim”, “dashboard”, jakies tam tego typu rzeczy,
ktore sa zwiazane konkretnie z dzialalnoscia naszej firmy i obsluga
naszych klientow. yy Natomiast yy (.) no jakby rozmawiajac i
mowiac jakby uzywajac takiego jezyka czasami opowiadam na przyk-
lad cos komus, no to: (.) musi sie ten ktos na chwilke zastanowic
albo musze jakby doprecyzowac moze po polsku, o co wlasciwie mi
[chodzi.

marta [No wlasnie.

marysia Wiesz co, (.) teoretycznie jakby to sa slowa oczywiscie ktore kazdy
gdzies tam moze zna:, no ale jakby (.) w kontekscie jakby tej pracy
musze jakby je doprecyzowac, bo (.) no bo po prostu uzywamy je
tylko w jezyku angielskim a nie uzywa sie praktycznie po polsku. Pod
warunkiem, ze: no czasami ktos pracuje tez: z klientami polskimi, to
tez musi to jakby tlumaczyc, ale ze jako ja nie mam raczej stycznosci
jezykiem polskimi to uzywam ich tylko i wylacznie w zasadzie (.) po
angielsku. No i, tak jak mowie, dla kogos z zewnatrz moglyby byc
takie nie do konca zrozumiale.

marta No tak, czyli [po prostu

marysia [Czyli caly ten jezyk, ten nasz: (.2) no wlasnie zwiazany z obsluga
klienta i [z nasza dzialalnoscia.

marta [mhm. Rozumiem. A zdarzaja sie jakies nieporozumienia ze wzgledu
na to, ze tyle, tyle jezykow uzywacie w tym, tyle jest jakby tlumaczan
jakby na codzien? Nawet w glowie yy twojej wlasnej. yy Zdarzaja
sie jakies nieporozumienia czy problemy z komunikacja?
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marysia yy Wynikajacych z: (.3) mm: (.) z jakis tam: (.) wlasnie z: uzywania
kilku jezykow naraz, mysle, ze moze niekoniecznie. Jak juz to (.)
czasami moze przez takie zmeczenie [po

marta [mhm.

marysia prostu, bo: no: (.) jakby nie patrzec musimy uzywac wlasnie tych
trzech jezykow i po kilku godzinach, no mysle, ze kazdy [odczuwa
jakies takie: yy zmeczenie.

marta [mhm.

marysia mm:: no chyba ze jest ktos kto, nie wiem, pracuje tylko i wylacznie
w swoim jezyku, ale w zasadzie mamy tutaj tylko jednego native’a,
ktory pracuje po [angielsku, wiec w zasadzie on jest chyba w na-
jbardziej (.) komfortowej moze sytuacji.

marta [Aha.

marysia Natomiast my musimy, no caly czas zmieniac te jezyki. W zasadzie
uzywam trzech jezykow, tak, w ciagu dnia, [wiec

marta [Tak.

marysia no: w pewnym momencie czuje sie moze zmeczona i ta=

marta = mhm.=

marysia = zdolnosc koncentracji moze spada, wiec (.) wiec chyba to. Nato-
miast czy to jest tez mm (.) czy to powoduje jakies tam nieporozu-
mienia, mysle, ze nie. Ewentualnie moze, po prostu to powodowac
jakies ewentualnie nie wiem, moze bledy albo cos takiego juz w
pewnym [momencie

marta [mhm

marysia ale generalnie, mysle, ze, mysle ze nie mamy problemu z komu-
nikacja.=

marta =Aha rozumiem, dobra. yy i jeszcze ostatnie pytanie, jak sie czu-
jesz w takim wlasnie: srodowisku? yy angielsko-, wlosko-, polsko-
jezycznym? [W takim miksie? [W takiej firmie?

marysia [mm [Dobrze sie czuje, tez zawsze gdzies sie obracalam, jako ze moze
mieszkalam przez: no przez jakis czas tez za granica i tez (.) wczes-
niej pracowalam tez we wloskiej akurat firmie, ale tez yy: w:, w
obcej firmie, tak, z innego kraju. [W zwiazku z tym mysle ze zawsze
obracalam sie

marta [mhm.
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marysia w jakims takim srodowisku obcokrajowcow i zawsze musialam mowic
w roznych jezykach, [nawet

marta [Rozumiem.

marysia w takich ktorych moze niekoniecznie sie dobrze dogadywalismy, ale
trzeba bylo sobie jakos radzic, wiec (.) generalnie odnajduje sie do-
brze.

End of interview

10.2.5 Interview with Sabina

marta Okej, wiec od jak dawna tutaj pracujesz?

sabina Od roku (.) i czterech miesiecy, [dlugo. (laughter)

marta [O to najdluzej. Najdlulej spsrod tych osob, z ktorymi rozmawialam.

sabina Calkiem mozliwe.

marta yy I na jakim stanowisku?

sabina yy Claim specialist.

marta yy Na ktorym rynku?

sabina Wloskim.=

marta = Na wloskim. Okej. I kiedy zaczelas yy prace w Airhelp, w jaki
sposob dowiedzialas sie o tym w jaki: (.) w jakim jezyku komunikuja
sie tutaj pracownicy?

sabina Najpierw na rozmowie kwalifikacyjnej, a pozniej juz podczas pracy (.)
tutaj (.) Bo tak do konca tez nie wiedzialam jak to bedzie wygladalo,
poniewaz na poczatku to byla bardzo mala firma (.) ktora sie tak
rozrosla dopiero pozniej i: mielismy bardzo maly team wczesniej
(.) dlatego tez jakby w teamie rozmaiwalismy po polsku, bo nie
bylo wtedy obcokrajowcow z nami akurat wtedy. Ale ogolnie (.) z:
managementem i z jakby z cala, z kazdym innym jakby czlonkiem
firmy, rozmawialismy juz po angielsku. [Czyli to tak bylo...

marta [Czyli (.) czyli kiedy to sie zaczelo zmieniac, ze tylu obcokrajowcow
zaczelo...
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sabina ze pozniej kazde szkolenie bylo po angielsku. To juz wlasnie jak ja
przyszlam to juz zaczely sie jakby (.) ze zaczely przychodzic do-
datkowe osoby bo: (.) ten proces rekrutacyjny dopiero wtedy (.)
jakby wystartowal.

marta mhm

sabina Wiec od tamtego czasu powiedzmy, znaczy juz bylo wiadomo ze
bedzie to jezyk angielski, jakby (.) ze beda szkolenia przeprowad-
zone w takim jezyku. Ja mialam akurat szkolenie po polsku,

marta Aha

sabina bo wtedy mialam tylko ja to szkolenie z jeszcze jedna osoba tak
naprawde, tez z Polka wlasnie. Ale juz teraz to jest angielski tylko i
wylacznie.

marta Aha. Rozumiem. A yy w jakim jezyku: twoja rozmowa kwalifika-
cyjna zostala przeprowadzona?

sabina Polski, angielski i wloski.

marta Czyli we wszystkich trzech

sabina [Tak

marta [i oni jakby sprawdzali twoje kompetencje jezykowe?

sabina Znaczy to byla taka luzna konwersacja

marta mhm

sabina po angielsku i tak to tez po wlosku. Po wlosku tez musialam zdac
taki jakby (.) zdac taki mini test. Przetlumaczyc tekst z angielskiego
na wloski.

marta mhm A od tamtego czasu mialas jakies: yy sprawdzono twoje kom-
petencje? (.) Po tym jak juz zostalas zatrudniona? ,

sabina Nie, nie mialam zadnego testu, ktory jakby by mial potwierdzic moje:

marta mhm

sabina angielskie umiejetnosci. Takze dlatego, ze ja tez nie pracuje na
rynku angielskim tylko wloskim wiec bardziej jest ten wloski mi
sprawdzany.

marta Aha. A ten wloski jest sprawdzany twoj?

sabina Byl sprawdzany podczas rozmowy kwalifikacyjnej, prawdziwy Wloch
go jakby sprwdzal. =

marta =Aha
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sabina Wiec tutaj to bylo... =

marta =A pozniej [juz...

sabina [Pozniej to on juz zdecydowal, ze sie nadaje, wiec (laughter) mnie
zostawil.

marta Okej. Cz-cz (.)czy istnieje jakis regulamin oficjalny bardziej, ktory
wyjasni ktorymi jezykami i w jakich okolicznosciach powinni sie: pra-
cownicy [poslugiwac?

sabina hm: (.) hm: Znaczy mozliwe, ze w regulaminie firmy (.) jest cos
takiego napisane. Ja dokladnie nie pamietam, wiec tak nie potrafie
odpowiedziec na to pytanie, czy to jest gdzies- nie chce tez sklamac
(.) bo dokladnie nie wiem czy to jest napisane gdzies, ze to ma
byc angielski konkretnie. Znaczy przypuszczam (.) bo nasz prezes
jest Dunczykiem, tak, wiec-wiec-wiec... nie wiem czy to jest gdzies
zapisane.

marta Wiec to po prostu bylo tak, angielski przyszedl jako taki emm oczy-
wisty wybor?

sabina mhm (.3) Tak. Tak bo pozniej jak sa szkolenia nowych osob, to
zazwyczaj (.) oprocz Polakow sa tez obcokrajowcy, wiec sa u nas
szkoleni jakby wszyscy razem albo w takich grupkach, wiec zawsze
to musi byc po angielsku.

marta Rozumiem, aa: (.2) czyli poza polskim i angielskim uzywasz tez na
codzien wloskiego?

sabina mhm

marta A jakiegos jeszcze innego jezyka?

sabina Nie.

marta Ok. Super. yy i w jakich okolicznosciach poslugujesz sie roznymi
jezykami yy [podczas pracy tutaj? Poslugujesz sie tez polskim?

sabina [mhm aa: Tez sie zdarza bo na przyklad czasami jest tak, ze: znaczy
wczesniej bylo tak, ze: (.1) yy: jak juz powiedzialam wczesniej, firma
byla mala, wiec nie mielismy nawet jakby.. (interruption)

marta Przepraszam.

sabina Nic nie szkodzi.

marta Ok. W jakich okolicznosciach poslugujesz sie roznymi jezykami? Czy
po polsku?
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sabina Ogolnie na co dzien pracuje po wlosku. No i tez po angielsku. Mam
kontakt z klientem, bezposredni, powiedzmy, no i pisze maile, od-
bieram telefony, dzwonie...

marta A w jakich proporcjach, jakbys mogla...

sabina No to by bylo 80% wloski

marta Okej

sabina i 20% to by byl angielski. Tyle ze po polski,nie wiem wlasnie czy
teraz mam... Zdarza sie tak, ze (.) po polsku praktycznie nic nie
musze robic oprocz oczywiscie komunikacji z innymi pracownikami
pochodzenia polskiego, wiadomo. Ale tak to: ale tak tob(.) w pracy
(.) kiedys w przeszlosci zdarzalo sie, ze moze 5% z tego ze odejmijmy
powiedzmy 5% od tego 80, z wloskiego. ze 5% to byly rozmowy:
telefoniczne jesli agent na polski rynek byl niedostepny, wiec ktos
musial odebrac telefon, wiec czasami to bylam ja, czasami ktos inny,
wiec po polsku (.) jesli to byl klient polski oczywiscie.

marta mhm Rozumiem. i: yy a czy miewasz jakies problemy jesli chodzi
o jezyk? W sensie takim, czy (.) yy zwlaszcza po angielsku w ko-
munikacji z innymi pracownikami (.) yy ze ktos nie rozumie, albo
ty nie wiesz do konca jak cos powiedziec? Miewasz takie problemy
komunikacyjne?

sabina No: tak , miewam (smiech), bo tez no: nie wiem czy moj angielski
jest perfekcyjny, pewnie nie jest, wiec na pewno mialam na poczatku
taka bariere jezykowa rowniez (.) Pozniej to juz sie zmienilo. (.)
Emm no jakby kazdy ma swoj inny akcent, [jakby

marta [mhm

sabina jesli pochodzi z innego kraju to bedzie jeszcze bardziej widoczne. Na
przyklad (.2) inaczej by sie rozmawialo z native speakerem, tak? A
inaczej na przyklad z osoba z Finlandi, ktora ma az taki bardzo
mocny finski akcent no to (.) czy hiszpanski bardzo taki. Wiec
czasami mam problemy, ale: [to nie jest jakos tam...

marta [a w jaki sposob sobie radzisz z tymi problemami?

sabina Jesli na przyklad ja bym nie zrozumiala? =

marta = mhm=

sabina = no to po prostu zeby ktos powtorzyl i zeby jakos tam (.) chciala
zeby (.)no chcialabym sie doagadac, tak w jakis sposob.

marta A jezeli na spotkaniu yy: ktore jest w jezyku angielskim czegos nie
zrozumiesz do konca?
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sabina Ale oficjalnym bardziej spotkaniu czy nieoficjalnym?

marta Jakims takim powiedzmy bardziej oficjalnym.

sabina To: (.3) emm zalezy co to by bylo za spotkanie. [Jesli

marta [Aha.

sabina to by dotyczylo na przyklad mojej osoby i mojego stanowiska pracy
to bym sie zapytala raczej (.) jesli moze ten ktos wyjasnic. A jesli by
byla duza grupa osob, jakies szkolenie i bym czegos nie zrozumiala
to po prostu bym (.) pewnie chciala pozniej sobie sama juz kogos sie
dopytac o co chodzilo...

marta [Aha, czyli bardziej prywatnie. mhm

sabina [nie: tam aktywnie sie jakos udzielac, ze czegos nie rozumiem, to
chyba raczej nie.

marta yy I: w jaki sposob komunikujesz sie z innymi pracownikami yy (.)
oprocz twarza w twarz? Czy uzywasz jakichs elektronicznych..?

sabina emm Tak, mozemy: jakby rozmawiac na Skypie.

marta Aha, na Skypie macie i to sa grupowe: i to jest oficjalne?

sabina Mamy rozne oficjalne grupy mamy tez mniej oficjalne. Kazdy oczy-
wiscie moze zalozyc swoja grupe i: z niej korzystac.

marta Ok. aa a prywatnie jezeli chcesz po prostu sie zapytacâĂę?

sabina No to moge oczywiscie na [skypie,

marta [Tez na Skypie? [Okej

sabina [zamiast podejsc do osoby moge napisac, no roznie to bywa (laughter)

marta A jak opisalabys swoj poziom jezyka angielskiego?

sabina Nie wiem, nie mam pojecia. Naprawde. Hmm (.2) zaawansowany?
srednio zaawansowany. Znaczy nie wiem, bo ogolnie (.) yy mam
niekiedy problem z gramatyka ale tak naprawde wszystko rozumiem.,
wiec to jest takie troche: trzeba nad tym pracowac. Ale tez firma
nasza organizuje: kurs angielskiego, na ktory uczeszczam.

marta Uczeszczasz. Ok. A czy jest tam podzial na: (.) poziomy rozne?

sabina Znaczy w jakis sposob pewnie to bylo weryfikowane na samym pocza-
tku ale akurat mnie nie bylo wtedy, wiec zostalam przydzielona dosc
przypadkowo do grupy, ale mysle, ze poziom wszystkich uczestnikow
jest mniej wiecej taki sam.

marta Aha, okej. A gdzie nauczylas sie angielskiego?
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sabina No wlasnie, (laughter) tak jaby mm (.3) ja mialam w szkole caly czas
niemiecki i rosyjski.

marta Okej [a skad pochodzi?

sabina [Wiec ja: yy z Ostrody. To jest na Mazurach.

marta To dlatego tam byl rosyjski?

sabina Znaczy no: nie wiem akurat w moim liceum w mojej jakby klasie,
ja mialam do wyboru rosyjski albo niemiecki i: (.) chociaz z tego
niemieckiego juz teraz niewiele pamietam no ale to juz inna sprawa,
tak emm. Mialam ten (.) mialam tez rosyjski, ale angielskiego tak
jakby nie mielismy ani w gimnazjum, ani nigdzie (.) wiec ja sie ang-
ielskiego sama uczylam na wlasna reke i tyle. A pozniej na studiach
juz (.) pozniej jak bylam na pierwszym roku studiow, to mialam
obowiazkowy angielski na poziomie tam nie wiem B1 wiec musialam
sobie sama to nadrobic.

marta aa w szkole podstawowej mialas jezyk?

sabina Nie. Kiedys jak bylam mala uczeszczalam na taki kurs angielskiego
na ktory moi rodzice mnie zapisali, no i tyle, a tak to sama sie
uczylam angielskiego w sumie.

marta No tak, ale to tez jest bardzo ciekawe jak w ogole w Polsce kiedys
przynajmniej, bo teraz juz nie, ale kiedys sie jezykowo to roznilo,
dostep do jezyka obcego sie roznil.

sabina Trzeba bylo na wlasna reke.

marta yy no wlasnie. I w ktorym jezyku czujesz sie najlepiej oprocz pol-
skiego oczywiscie?

sabina Wloskim.

marta mhm yy Czy wczesniej pracowalas w miedzynarodowej jakiejs firmie
(.2) gdzie komunikowano sie w obcym jezyku?

sabina Ja mieszkalam piec lat we Wloszech wiec tak jakby

marta Okej.

sabina (.1) znaczy ja nie pracowalam wtedy w firmie gdzie angielski byl
obowiazkowy.

marta mhm yy A jakis kontakt z angielskim mialas? yy (.) poza ze tak
powiem wlasnie lekcjami? Czy na przyklad native speakerzy, czy:
[mieszkalas w jakims...

sabina [znaczy ja bylam:, wzielam udzial w programie Erasmus, wiec jak ja
pojechalam do Wloch
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marta mhm

sabina to jeszcze tego Wloskiego tak nie znalam wiec sie komunikowalam
po-po angielsku. [Egzaminy tez byly po angielsku wiec..

marta mhm mhm [Aha, ok, czyli byl moment kiedy ten angielski byl prze-
wodnim jezykiem.

sabina No tak mhm.

marta A jak sie czujesz w takim miedzynarodowym srodowisku?

sabina Dobrze, jak najbardziej mi to odpowiada.

marta Tak?

sabina Mozna poznac ciekawych ludzi i tez: no, znaczy na pewno to otwiera
horyzonty, o tak.

marta mhm

sabina Wiec (.) mi to jak najbardziej odpowiada.

marta mhm i: (.) czy uwazasz yy ze zdarzaja sie jakies problemy komu-
nikacyjne w firmie z powodu tego ze jest tak duzo (.) jezykow i caly
czas kazdy musi w glowie w jakis sposob tam: yy (.) tlumaczyc?

sabina mm Nie: chyba nie ma jakis takich wiekszych problemow komunika-
cyjnych. Nie wydaje mi sie. Moze to bardziej dotyczy tego akcentu
i zrozumienia o co moze, co ktos mial na mysli dokladnie mowiac to
co chcial powiedziec,

marta mhm

sabina bo czasami moze tlumaczyc bezposrednio ze swojego jezyka jakies
idiomy ktore tak naprawde, nie ma na przyklad takich, ale: - ale
nie:, nie sadze zeby: (.1) byly jakies problemy. Raczej kazdy (.) na
przyklad (.) znaczy kazdy posluguje sie tak swobodnie po angielsku,
wydaje mi sie. =

marta = A zdarza sie ze-ze na przyklad jak rozmawiasz po polsku z kims
(.) to przychodzi jakis yy czy musicie wlaczyc kogos z innego kraju
yy do tej rozmowy i wtedy (.) yy zmieniacie na angielski (.)

sabina Od razu

marta iii zeby wprowadzic ta osobe z zagranicy w jakies podsumowanie tego
o czym wlasnie rozmawiacie?

sabina Na przyklad jesli by ta osoba znalazla sie w takiej sytuacji gdzie juz
o czyms rozmawiamy, tak?
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marta mhm

sabina No to: staralibysmy sie pewnie wytlumaczyc o czym juz rozmawiamy:
ii po angielsku oczywiscie zeby no tak jakby ja zapoznac.

marta A jak (.) wracajac jeszcze do tego: spotkania powiedzmy, taki sce-
nariusz. Yy Jest spotkanie, i zdarza sie ze ktos cokolwiek, chociazby
zazartowal po polsku?

sabina (.) emm (.) Jesli jest duza grupa osob i sa tez (.) rozni obcokrajowcy,
tak? To zdarza sie ze kazdy cos powie w swoim jezyku,

marta [mhm

sabina [w pewnym a nie innym momencie i na przyklad Polacy czy Hiszpanie
czy Wlosi, tak roznie bywa.

marta mhm

sabina Jest miks roznych jezykow ja bym powiedziala.

marta Aha czyli jakos tak w miare:

sabina Ale jak by na przyklad sami Polacy i jedna osoba (.) z obcego kraju i
by ktos zazartowal po polsku, to pewnie (.) to zostaloby przetlumac-
zone tez na angielski zeby ta osoba [nie czula sie wykluczona.

marta [mhm rozumiem. Okej. yy Jeszcze ostatnie moje pytanie. Czy jak
yy (.3) czy sa jakies yy slowa, ktore uzywacie w Airhelp, yy z ktyroch
zrozumieniem inne osoby spoza Airhelp, mialyby problem?

sabina No tak.

sabina Albo new comers jak przychodza nowi pracownicy to musza sie troche
wdrozyc

sabina Mysle, ze tak. Znaczy mamy tam system ktory nazywamy w jakis
tam sposob. No na przyklad mamy: sprawe no to ta sprawe nazy-
wamy ’ticket’, nowy ’ticket’. Na przyklad tego raczej nie wiedzialaby
osoba co to znaczy, po prostu jakis bilet. Nie wiem co tam jeszcze.
Nie wiem dla mnie to stalo sie juz tak normalne, ze juz moze tego nie
zauwazam (laughter). Co tam takiego jeszcze... ale to sa bardziej z
angielskiego slowa wziete po prostu zywcem czyli ’claim’, na przyk-
lad tak? Nie wiem, ale to chyba ’ticket’ najbardziej, to byloby takie.
No nie wiem. Bo oczywiscie nawet jesli w naszym teamie sa osoby
(.) tak, innego kraju to tez nie zawsze komunikacja jest tylko po ang-
ielsku, tak? Bo na przyklad (.) jesli ja musze cos na przyklad zrobic
i nie wiem jak to zrobic no bo mamy na przyklad (.). albo mamy na
przyklad od kierowniczki jakies tam no dodatkowe zadanie do wyko-
nania, tak? No to mamy to po polsku oczywiscie, wiec powiem jej
na przyklad wez to na ’opena’. Ja tylko to zrozumiem, tak? A ktos
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kto by tutaj nie pracowal to by tego nie zrozumial. Sa takie moze
zapozyczone z angielskiego slowka jesli chodzi o polska komunikacje,
a po angielsku jak to wygladam, to (.) nie wiem raczej to jest (.)
tam podczas szkolen wyjasniane co to znaczy ’ticket’ tak? No: (.)
ale to jest taki jezyk jakby firmowy, kazda firma posiada takie cos,
tak?

marta mhm, dokladnie. Super dziekuje ci bardzo.

End of interview

10.2.6 Interview with Silvia

marta Okay (.) perfect (.) so (.) Could you tell me about your job here at
Airhelp? Like ehh what is your position? What do you do?

silvia I’m Italian junior claim analyst.

marta mhm

silvia So: I basically need to answer to: customers’ claims and questions.
Queries about their claims about the airlines. If they have any issue
they have to contact me. I’m the first person to get in touch with
them. And if they need to ask about documents, I don’t know, for
legal stages, they (.) the legal department will assign the ticket to
me and I’ll reply the documents which are asked.

marta Okay an:d just to ehh when have you started working here? How
long have you been workingâĂę

silvia ehh three months.

marta Three months. Okay (.) emm (.) and ehh (.) So English is the
corporate language, that’s officially known, right?

silvia Yes.

marta Ok, are you aware of any formal, any rules that inform you .) what
languages to be used? Like, is there any written sort of regulations,
rules ehh (.) that you’ve been given that state that this is how English
is to be used in the company?

silvia No, no. There’s no regulation, no rules but the fact is that we are
international people working with Polish people [and
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marta [Right.

silvia we work in different languages cause we have different markets. So
everybody has like (.2) its own language, like Italian is my market
but if I need to talk to someone from another market our common
language will be English because [everybody

marta [Yeah.

silvia can understand each other. So: even if you have some communica-
tions about (.) I don’t know, a procedure, a procedure changing, it
will always be in English. Because if the language will be for example
Polish, some part of the people will not understand, like me. I’m a
foreigner and there are other foreigners and we would not be able to
catch up with the changes in the procedure

marta Yeah. Of course. Mhm and ehh (.) does it ever happen that Polish
people speak Polish in your presence?

silvia Yes, of course, that is normal.

marta Yeah, and and but like does it happen when any sort of official, to
do with the company stuff is spoken about?

silvia It’s possible that they have like small talk but then a person would
do a translation.

marta Okay.

silvia Like with a sum up.

marta Okay.

silvia Especially if it is for example like for a procedure and we have a
meeting, everybody has ehh their own point of view. So for example
if an agent is a Polish speaker ehh wants to say something in Polish,
of course they can. (.) Because it’s not forbidden to speak [your
native language, yeah

marta [Okay so it’s ehh, so if you have a meeting, somebody can say some-
thing in Polish?

silvia Yes, of course. (.) Of course it’s possible and then the person will
also say it in English. So it will be used in double language. And it’s
the same if I say something for example with another agent (.) who
is responsible for the Italian market, in Italian I would also say it in
English.

marta Okay.

silvia So that everybody would understand.
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marta So as far as you know everyone can speak English?

silvia Yes, yes.

marta mhm and ehh (.) so: you: when you work here you use English and
Italian?

silvia Yes.

marta Is there any other languages that you use while working here?

silvia Yeah, I also use Finnish cause I can speak Finnish so sometimes I
also work with a Finnish agent or I also for example do some small
talk [which are not relevant [for work but

marta [yeah [yeah

silvia yeah sometimes I also use Finnish.

marta So it’s very multinational in a sense, multilingual in a sense that
ok this person speaks Finnish, I’m not Finnish but I speak Finnish,
we’ll talk Finnish and then we’ll talk English and then another person
comes, ok we’ll speak, I don’t know, Italian.

silvia Yes.

marta So ehh do you ever have any problems when communicating in En-
glish? Meaning (.) maybe you don’t understand what somebody else
has said or you you’re not quite sure how to say something (.) Or
the other person is not getting what you’re saying.

silvia Well, yeah sometimes because ehh even though I studied English, if I
work in Italian it sometimes is difficult because, you know when you
work in one language you have like your brain working in a certain
way and even some words are completely different so sometimes (.)
it’s a little bit complicated because I don’t know all the vocabulary
[related to this airline ehh (.) I don’t know background.=

marta [Okay. = industry =

silvia = Yeah

marta Yeah Okay =

silvia = So sometimes it’s difficult, especially if I have to talk, yy we have
a native speaker- English native speaker =

marta =mhm=

silvia = and when I have to talk to him I feel a little bit embarrassed
because I think my English is not good enough.
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marta How do you deal with it though? How do you: (.) how do you: (.)
convey what you mean?

silvia Ohh I just try to express it differently. Even sometimes I also have, I
don’t know, English customers can happen. Or any customer who’s
not Italian. And I have to write e-mail in English and I for example
ask our native speaker to check so that the e-mail sounds very pro-
fessional because even though I can write in English, I’m not sure if
it will be correct, completely one hundred percent.

marta mhm

silvia (...) then it can be changed [of course so (.) it’s it’s better. (laughter)

marta [Okay So you like to double check, [have it double checked.

silvia [Yeah.

marta Okay emm eh can you think of any slang words that you use inside
the company internally? That somebody who doesn’t work at Airhelp
wouldn’t (.) wouldn’t necessarily understand but something that you
use internally?

silvia Well:, let me think. Maybe, we use a lot of ’disruption’. I don’t know
if normally like eh an English speaker would know what ’disruption’
is, but before I came here to work=

marta = mhm =

silvia = or: before (.) I worked for another airline company but the word
that was always (...) is ’disruption’.

marta Okay. And -and as a newcomer, like when you start working here,
you don’t really know [what-...

silvia [Well, I think I worked before in an airline company so I already knew
partially the vocabulary but normally would be like ’e-ticket’ (.) for
example, or: what exactly a boarding pass is was the first time for
people who didn’t work in this kind of company can [be a little bit:

marta [so ’disruption’, what do you mean by ’disruption’, like cancellation
of the [flight, delays?

silvia [yes, yeah, exactly. If something happened during the travel, [yes.

marta [What the passengers can claim.

silvia Well, because if I think, like in when I also need to do sometimes
a small translation from English to Italian for our company just to
check and we don’t have such word (.) in Italian, for example, so it’s
very complicated because once I had- we had a new product
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marta Aha

silvia and I have to answer a call and we have like a small: a paper with a
summary in English

marta Aha

marta but I had to answer the phone in Italian so I had the paper in English
even though I perfectly understand I still had this word ’disruption’,
for example, and I wanted to say, like, yes if you have any kind of
problem and I wanted to say disruption but I can’t, [but I’m so used
to it that I

marta [right, right, right

silvia it was like a small moment but I was like, well how would I say it in
Italian even [though I’m a [native speaker.

marta [Okay. [Yeah, But of course, it’s

silvia Yeah, because I had the paper in [English but had to answer in Italian,
it was a little bit confusing. =

marta [Yeah, yeah = Ok.

silvia And it can happen to anyone. =

marta = Right.=

silvia = Because we have also to pick up phone calls, for example (.) and
the agent of the language is not present, we can offer our service in
English (.)

marta Okay.

silvia because everybody is capable of handling a phone call (.)

marta Yeah.

silvia but sometimes can be complicated if on the other side of the phone
there’s a native speaker (.) because (.) because, for example, my
pronunciation is not as one of the native speaker’s [so how do I spell
sometimes it can be [misunderstood.

marta [Okay. [Okay.

silvia So it’s, sometimes it’s catchy. (laughter)

marta Okay, yeah it sounds really interesting, you know, you have a lot of
translation going on. You have a lot of, like, going back and forth
from one language to another.

silvia mhm
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marta It’s really: it’s really interesting. Emm Okay so: Wh-what, can you
tell me what means do you use to:-to contact each other ehh on a
formal sort of (.) in the company? What do you use to contact each
other? What electronic, sort of, applications or:

silvia Ohh we use Skype [normally for internal communication.

marta [Skype. Okay.

silvia Because for example if I have to talk with someone from the legal
team, the legal department is on the other side of the building (.)

marta Okay.

silvia and we have this chat with Skype and we can communicate with each
other or I can go personally. =

marta [mhm

silvia [If an issue is very important I asked directly to the person and that
will be in English Unless it’s someone from my own team, like, if I
have to ask something about the: Italian market, [of course I will be
talking in Italian.

marta [Yeah. [Yeah.

silvia [But if I need an advice or just what another person would do in my
case, I can also ask to (.) other people in English. [Just translate it.

marta [Okay. Yeah.

silvia Because the fact is: since we have so many markets like Spanish
market, Danish market, Italian market, many, many (.)

marta mhm

silvia If we have some communication going on between other departments
and we know that it’s not a person that can understand the language
of the client, we need to translate everything into English because
it’s the common language.

marta Right.

silvia So every time, we have to do a small translation or even if we have
to call the client to make a small transcription (.) in English. And it
will not be in Italian, for example, even though the client is speaking
to me in Italian.

marta Okay. So what about privately? How would you contact people
privately? As in, privately I mean emm (.) when it’s not regarding
the company (.)
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silvia mhm

marta When you’re just like oh do you want to go for a coffee or something?
But with your colleague, how would you (clears throat) contact the
person? What medium would you use?

silvia What medium? Hmm (.) Skype.

marta Okay.

silvia Or: emm then what could I use? Then personally, like I would just
[ask because we are sitting as you can see rather [close to each other.

marta [Okay. [Yeah. It’s open space, so. Okay. emm (.4) Okay so how
would you describe your level of English?

silvia ohh I think I think B2.

marta B2. Okay.

silvia mhm

marta emm (.2) And wh-if you could tell me, like, when-how did you learn
English? Cause you speak really well.

silvia emm I studied at: of course in school [and then I:

marta [Yeah. wh-wh-what- ehh what age did you roughly start?

silvia At 8.

marta Okay.

silvia Cause, we start in Italy in Primary School. (.)

marta mhm

silvia It’s the first foreign language we learn, like, colo:rs, alphabet this
kind of stuff. Not really real language but then we continue and it’s
compulsory (.) Like, when you go to high school, it’s compulsory
to have English snd then I studied at the University in my bachelor,
English [philology [and literature.

marta [Okay. [Okay.

silvia And then (.) I lived in Finland and I did my Master’s in English but
it was very:, like, writing the thesis in English was very:, like, one of
the hardest things I’ve ever had to do (laughter) in my life.

marta Yeah, yeah, it is complicated. Emm (.2) Okay, so do you still learn
English or do you just, like
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silvia No, I do because Our company offered us a free English course (.)
and so I joined the course because it’s for free, it’s nice way for, like,
keep talking in English: [improve.

marta [Improve. yeah, perfect. So which-which-which language do you:
most (.) do you feel most comfortable in?

silvia Most comfortable? Well Italian of course. (laughter)

marta [Italian. And then?

silvia [Because it’s my native. then In the English because even though I
speak Finnish, it’s not at the same level as in English.

marta mhm

silvia Because it’s (.) I have studied it for less years so it’s more compli-
cated.

marta Yeah. emm When you were growing up did you have, like, contact
(.) you said that you went to study in Finland =

silvia = Yes.=

marta = yy English yy But have you ever sort of, like, lived in an English-
speaking country or? =

silvia = No. [No.

marta [Were you taught by English-speaking people? (.) as in native speak-
ers?

silvia mm Yes at the University, yes. Because we had these lecturers from
England mostly or from United States. Yes. No I have never lived in
an English-speaking country. (laughter)

marta Okay. Another question have you previously worked in an English
speaking company?

silvia Yes [I did, I did for: I was a financial analyst.

marta [Was it in:?

silvia And I was responsible for the Finnish market (.)

marta Okay.

marta but I was

marta was it also here in Poland?

silvia Yes, it was in Katowice.
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marta ohh [Cool

silvia [So yes.

marta Cool. So how long have you lived in Poland?

silvia ehh Since last June.

marta (.2) Okay. Since last June. Okay. Cool. Very nice and like Last
question, [sort of, ehh

silvia [mhm

marta At the start you got me thinking, like (.) do you think that there is
ever-because There’s so much translation going on [all the time. Is
there ever any communication problems?

silvia [mhm

marta Is there any, like (.) consistent problems that you can think of? Like,
misunderstandings that happen?

silvia Well, there are:, well not exactly misunderstandings sometimes if
ehh, for example we have to handle claims (.) you will have a small
description what happened to the client, that the client can fill in if
[he likes.

marta [mhm

silvia And: sometimes ehh not with English, most of the times, but with
other languages like in Italian. If the person doesn’t, for example
use Google Translator who doesn’t ask directly, it would miss the
opportunity to understand what is written and maybe they are useful
information.

marta Okay.

silvia Because when a person first deals, for example, with an Italian claim
and I can see that it asks for some documents, in reality in the de-
scription there is part of the needed information already required.

marta Okay.

silvia But it’s the same because even if I do, for example, some Danish
or Swedish or Dutch and I use Google Translator, I can see that
sometimes it doesn’t make any sense. (.) An-and if in that moment
I cannot ask to the agent because she’s busy or he’s busy, I have to
base my judgment on what I can understand.

marta Okay. And sometimes you have to use your (.) sort of judgement
and just be like, okay it must mean something like this.
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silvia mhm yes.

marta Okay. Without being really hundred percent sure.

silvia Yes because you can imagine Google Translator Is a great tool but
it’s not human

marta Of course, it’s not perfect.

silvia so: yes some word will just be translated without any sense, like out
of context. So of course the person can ask me on the words that are
Italian and

marta mhm Would you not say that, that in any way influences th-the-the
quality of work that you’re doing?

silvia No:t, not much because yy for example, if I have to handle some
claims from another market It will be only the initial stage then it
will (.) be assigned to the correct group. (.)

marta Okay.

silvia So anyway there will be no problem because the person who under-
stands the language and can contact yy the client will not even notice
there being a switch unless (.)

marta Okay.

silvia he looks at the name of the person sending the email. But it will be
automatically saying âĂŸkind regards’ in all the languages that we:
use.

marta All right.

silvia So he will think that everybody speaks the same language, I don’t
know. It’s automatic message, like, âĂŸkind regards’ and then it’s
our name.

marta Of course. Okay, great. Thank you so much.

silvia Okay. Thank you.

End of interview

10.2.7 Interview with Sini
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marta Okay (.) So (.) could you tell me about your job here at Airhelp?
Just like (.) what do you do? What is your (.) position?

sini I’m an airplane specialist and we are assessing (.) claims about
overbooked and emm ehh cancelled flights (.) Basically.

marta Yeah (.) so when did you when did you start working here? How
long have you been working here?

sini Actually three months. Three months now.

marta And how did you find out that the language was English? How did
you...

sini I searched for English positions, I read (...) that the corporate lan-
guage is English. So they may speak (.) English.

marta Right.

sini I was searching for an English-speaking position (...)

marta So even the job announcement was already in English?

sini Yeah the announcement was in English.

marta Okay. Okay so are you aware of any rules that inform you of what
language is to be spoken? Have they told you, have they informed
you how to speak English? In what circumstances?

sini ehh No, but it’s sort of a common rule that if you’re some people
who (.) ehh don’t speak Polish, you must speak English and it’s
like a (.) not told rule that our official language is English and all
communication regarding to our work (.) is in English.

marta Okay. So anything official at all is an English? And do you know,
if Polish people have a meeting, do they speak English? From your
perspective.

sini Polish, yes.

marta Polish, all right.

sini If there are two Polish speakers, they speak Polish and if there are two
Finnish speakers they speak Finnish. And So ehh you set language
according to people who you’re talking to. In my market there are
(.) Spanish speakers around so I speak Spanish to them. So I speak
language according to person. Yeah.

marta Okay. So you also speak Spanish?

sini Yes.
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marta But you work in Finnish?

sini mhm

marta As in you ehh serve Finnish customers?

sini Yes, I serve Finnish customers in Finnish language (.) but em yeah
but in the company the common language is English.

marta But you said that you also speak Spanish?

sini Yes because with Spanish people I can speak Spanish. it’s according
to a person if I can speak a language if for example I speak to a
Spanish person I speak Spanish but if there is for example a Polish
person who cannot speak Spanish then we all speak English.

marta But it’s like a (.) more like a reasonable rule.

sini Yes. It’s not stated. You can, it’s not stated.

marta Cool. It’s interesting that there’s so many languages.

sini Yeah. That’s true

marta And you sort of have to navigate between them.

sini yeah that’s true Is there is a Finnish speaker I speak Finnish with
her.

marta Yeah. Of course. Of course. So: you speak, just to- just to sum-
marize this, you speak on daily basis English, Finnish and Spanish?
Pretty much

sini Yes.

marta Any other languages?

sini No, no I’m not fluent in Polish yet. (laughter)

marta Okay. So, my next question is; does it ever happen that Polish people
speak yy Polish in your presence?

sini Yes, sometimes (.) but they usually apologize. Yes it happens but
not it’s not very often. I come into the room and the conversation
goes on but that’s just normal.

marta Okay. But if, for example, if they say something in Polish, do they
just summarize what they just said in Polish?

sini Yeah. Yes exactly so that I know what they’re talking about.

marta does it (.) like does ever make you feel irritated or are you patient
with that?
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sini I think it’s quite normal because most of the people here are Polish.
So I think it’s also pretty normal.

marta Yeah, yeah. But then again the company’s corporate language is
English.

sini Yeah but as I told you when I walk into the room they might finish
the conversation and switch into English.

marta Okay, ehh do you ever have any problems when communicating in
English to other employees? And I mean, like, you’re not sure how
to say something [or the other person

sini [Yes, it’s normal and my English is not the best (...) so

marta But what about the other people? What do you do in such situa-
tions? Do you:(.) try to work through it or do you: (coughs) I’m
sorry.

sini No, then I explain it.

marta Yeah. Did you ever have a situation There was some sort of a mis-
understanding that led to some sort of a bigger like issue?

sini No, No because we usually know even though you make a mistake
with the obvious meaning. Like for example somebody said ’mass’
and they meant ’miss’ but you understand the context. So we make
this kind of mistakes but nothing bigger.

marta So it’s not really a big issue.

sini No.

marta Okay. yy Can you think of some slang words that you use privately in
the company? That maybe outside of the company people wouldn’t
necessarily understand, something that you sort of very much use in
the Airhelp environment?

sini No, no.

marta Okay. So how do you communicate with other people other than
face to face? Cause you have conversations face to face, how do you
communicate, what medium do you use? Electronic medium, do you
use any:

sini Yes: but I don’t know if I can say so I won’t say.

marta Okay.

sini Yes, I’m not sure, so maybe, no comment.
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marta Okay. yy yy And what about privately, if you can say that, when
it comes to like private conversations, how do you contact your col-
leagues?

sini Well, I think everything is posted on social media nowadays.

marta So Facebook or:

sini Yes, Facebook. I’m not good with any other media so I use Facebook.

marta So, how would you describe your level of English?

sini ehh (.4) I’m not really good emm I don’t know if I’m even average
because when I came here for me it was very difficult. I searched for
a position since I wanted to get better in my English so I came here
to improve it. And maybe polish Poland is not the best destination
for that.

marta Okay.

sini But the truth is that I could not manage to do the job in my English
like from the first job it must be somewhere: I feel more comfortable
in Finnish than in English. So I searched for an entry level position,
maybe in the future when I’m better I can search for a job that
requires more English.

marta mhm And if you don’t mind telling me, how did you learn English?

sini ohh In Finland it’s compulsory from first no, from third grade of
primary school.

marta So how old were are you when you started?

sini emm Eight years.

marta 8 years. And do you still learn or you practice, learn by practice?

sini I learn now by practice. But I know that we have a course here in
English for free so I could participate but they’re in the mornings.

marta Okay. So is it given by the company as a benefit?

sini mhm

marta So what languages are you sort of most comfortable speaking in?

sini Spanish and Englisha and Finnish. I’m I have quite good level (...)

marta And have you previously worked in an English-speaking company in
Poland?

sini No, this is the first.
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marta Okay. I already asked you but just as a summary sort of thing,
do you see any problems in communication in the company? Like
anything at all? Any sort of consistent problems?

sini emm Not here. I think it’s really well-organized.

marta Okay, thank you.

End of interview

10.2.8 Interview with Olena

marta Jaki jest oficjalny jezyk firmy?

olena Generalnie to jest angielski, bo mamy duzo obcokrajowcow, tak? Ja
tez nie jestem Polka? no takze:

marta skad jestes?

olena Z Ukrainy. Takze: no juz dlugo tutaj jestem takze:

marta aha rozumiem.

olena Mamy tutaj firmie jakby w calej firmie na calym swiecie, tak, bo
mamy kilka biur w roznych miejscach i tez ludzie dla nas pracuja w
roznych miastach i w roznych krajach. Takze to nie jest tak Mamy
powiedzmy we Francji swoje biuro czy w szwecji swoje biuro, niek-
tore osoby pracuja w domu dla nas albo sobie pod wynajmuja jakies
powierzchnie biurowe Gdzies w innych miastach, krajach, tak. ale
generalnie w calej firmie Mamy dwadziescia yyyy jedna narodowosc.

marta okej.

olena Takze narodowosci mamy naprawde duzo, duzo roznych ludzi. na
przyklad sa tacy ludzie jak ja, na przyklad Ukraincy czy chorwaci albo
tez osoby:, mamy chlopaka Walijczyka. oni mowia po polsku, Moze
to nie jest jakis super perfect Polish ale no generalnie powiedzmy tu:
na korytarzu czy gdzies poslugujemy sie jezykiem angielskim, gdyz
jest to konieczne, tak?

marta no tak, oczywiscie. czyli generalnie bys powiedziala ze wiekszosc
komunikacji odbywa sie w jezyku angielskim?

olena Tak.
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marta ale powiedzialabys tej oficjalnej czy nieoficjalnej?

olena oficjalnej oficjalnej na pewno. oficjalna idzie raczej tylko i wylacznie
po angielsku bo nie ma mozliwosci inaczej. Teraz tez Tlumaczymy
wszystkie dokumenty po: na jezyk angielski. Bedziemy mieli wszys-
tko dwujezycznie.

marta czyli jeszcze nie ma wszystkiego po angielsku w dwoch jezykach?

olena Payrollowe dokumenty i takie kadry, nie mielismy jeszcze do tego
czasu. ale to dlatego ze po prostu: no raz ze zatrudnilismy Przez
ostatnie pol roku powyzej 120 osob no i ze nie bylo na to czasu po
prostu.

marta Teraz rozumiem ze jestescie na maksa zapracowani. Wlasnie slysza-
lam i czytalam tez ze firma sie na maksa rozwija.

olena no mamy teraz juz okolo gdzies: jeszcze brakuje nam 11 osob.

marta Ile osob zatrudniacie?

olena srednio miesiecznie zatrudniamy okolo 17- 20 osob.

marta Tylko tutaj czy globalnie?

olena Globalnie.

marta aaa a tutaj ile zatrudniacie ludzi.

olena W Gdanskim biurze jest okolo stu piecdziesieciu osob teraz. a gener-
alnie wszystkich nas jest prawie 200 na calym swiecie.

marta czyli tutaj to jest zdecydowanie najwieksza siedziba.

olena Jeszcze jest Krakow tam jest do 10 osob yy nowy Jork tez jest okolo
dziesieciu i tez sa osoby ktore pracuja wlasnie w roznych miastach
Jeszcze jest w lizbonie Barcelonie Paryzu Berlinie yy Kopenhadze.
Mielismy w Helsinkach jedna osobe, ale wlasnie chlopak odszedl i
szukamy zamiany.

marta I sztokholmie. To zdecydowanie taka glowna siedziba w Gdansku.

olena Tak, tak.

marta czy istnieja dokumenty ktore ujednolicaja komunikacje wewnetrzna
w firmie? To znaczy=

olena = czy mamy jakas procedure komunikacji w sensie takim?

marta czy na przyklad sa dokumenty ktore- ktore opisuja w jaki sposob i w
jakich okolicznosciach jezyk angielski powinien byc uzywany? czy w
jakis sposob jest to ustandaryzowane?
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olena nie, my jestesmy start up’em i nie mamy jeszcze zadnej standaryza-
cji. ale glownie staramy sie tak zeby wszystko co wychodzi na zew-
natrz, od nas lub od managementu, zeby wszystko bylo po angielsku,
poÅžniej po prostu trudniej sie tak dogadac. Bo management to
glownie sa Dunczycy i oni tez czasami miedzy soba pisza czy mowia
po dunsku. no my tutaj tez, jak rozmawiam z Polakiem to dziwne
zebym nie rozmawiala, tak, po polsku. Tak samo tez Hiszpan z Hisz-
panem rozmawiaja po hiszpansku. ale jezeli mowimy na zewnatrz i
jezeli to jest oficjalna komunikacja to mowimy po angielsku. Tutaj
nie ma jakiejs innej reguly.

marta ale nie ma zadnych oficjalnych dokumentow?

olena Jeszcze nie mamy i nie wiem czy w ogole bedzie to dla nas potrzebne,
bo jednak po prostu w tak miedzynarodowej firmie Z ktorej mamy 21,
w ogole obslugujemy 14 jezykow, tak. Jestesmy na rynku w roznych
miejscach, takze yy no nie ma innej opcji jak ten angielski, tak.

marta I-i: chcecie... to znaczy, ja rozumiem ze to ze oferujecie produkt,
jakby agentow,To obslugiwanie klientow w roznych jezykach jest po
to zeby zdobyc jak najwiecej tych klientow. zeby ci klienci se czuli:
jakby...

olena Tak, zeby:, dosc czesto jest tak ze agenci sa albo native’ami, jezeli
udaje nam sie znalezc osobe, ktora jest native’em, to raczej wlasnie
wolimy native’ow. Bo to tez jest pytanie mentalnosci, tak. no kul-
tury: komunikacji, sposobu wyrazania sie, tak, yy no wiele rzeczy,
tak. Takze dosc czesto jest tak, ze staramy sie po prostu dotrzec do:,
i zeby klienci byli zadowoleni, no bo teraz obecnie mamy (...) Poziom
powiedzmy satysfakcji, tak, klientow to jest 9,3 z 10. Takze to jest
bardzo wysoko, tak. no i zeby: im wyzej tym lepiej, tak?

marta Wiec jest jakby ta swiadomosc jak wazna jest komunikacja i jak wazne
jest rozumienie kultury.

olena Tak. Tez mamy procedury sprawdzania jezyka, to jest wazne.

marta a czy ty rozmawiasz po polsku z Polakami?

olena Tak. no raczej jezeli potrzebuje sie dogadac z Polakiem nie bede
uzywala jezyka angielskiego. no to by bylo raczej takie sztuczne.

marta Jezeli ktos przychodzi z innego kraju to przechodzicie na angielski?

olena Tak. Jezeli rozmawiam z kims z Ukrainy to rozmawiam po ukrainsku.

marta yy W jaki sposob nowi pracownicy sa wprowadzani w ta polityke
komunikacyjna firmy?
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olena My mamy taki wstepny to sie nazywa Induction Days, Podczas kto-
rych mowimy Jakie sa drogi komunikacyji, Jaki jest jezyk Komu-
nikacji w firmie no wiec takze induction Days, ze tak powiem w jezyku
angielskim, Takze jezeli mowimy drogi komunikacji sa powiedzmy
przez skype’a, wiadomosc email czy tez jakos inaczej, no to raczej
mowimy tez, ze warto uzywac jezyka angielskiego, dlatego ze pozniej
to moze zostac uzyte w jakiejs dalszej, gdzie, na przyklad, nie wiem,
bedzie: ktos dolaczony kto powiedzmy nie rozumie polskiego. I: dosc
czesto jest tak, no obecnie mamy tak, ze w jednym filmie jest tylko i
wylacznie jedno: narodowosciowe teamy. nie ma zadnego. W kazdym
teamie jest ktos z innego kraju:, co niektore teamy to po prostu sa:
no: Polacy sa w mniejszosci, tak, takze:.

marta aha, Rozumiem. Yy czyli rozumiem ze w jezyku yy, na przyklad roz-
mowa kwalifikacyjna nawet z Polakami jest zawsze przeprowadzana
w jezyku angielskim czy...?

olena Teraz probujemy tak zrobic, zeby od razu mowic po angielsku, bo to
jest tez dla nas takie sito. Jezeli rozmawiamy po angielsku i osoba
nie radzi sobie z prostymi pytaniami, to na pewno nie odpowie na
pytania klienta jezeli bedzie taka potrzeba albo, nie wiem, w sytuacji
stresowej pogubi sie, tak. Takze dla mnie to jest jakby tez, no i dla
nas, tak juz probujemy od razu po prostu podejsc, bo to dla nas, nam
naprawde. Teraz rekrutujemy po prostu masowo takze dla nas jest
to tez szybciej, tak. Zaczynasz rozmawiac po angielsku osoba albo
nie rozumie albo sie gubi, tak, no to niestety, tak.

marta yy czy sa sprawdzane kwalifikacje jezykowe pracownikow?

olena nie mamy ze tak powiem zadnych jakby testow takich, ale to raczej,
powiedzmy, zadajemy jakies pytanie i oczekujemy, ze osoba rozumie
i tak dalej.

marta Rozumiem, ze zatrudniacie native’ow, ale jezeli na przyklad jest Po-
lak, ktory pracuje dla-na rynku francuskim czy hiszpanskim, to sprawdza-
cie jego znajomosc hiszpanskiego czy francuskiego?

olena Tak, tak.

marta mhm I tez przez rozmowe po prostu?

olena Jest rozmowa z native’em zazwyczaj i tez jest taki pisemny test
jezykowy.

marta Rozumiem yy czy (.) czy macie jakies jezykowy inicjatywy?

olena no tak, mamy kurs jezyka angielskiego za darmo, dostepny dla wszys-
tkich tutaj. Planujemy jeszcze jeden kurs, ale jeszcze nie myslelismy
jaki, bo nie mielismy na to czasu po prostu. Tez co niektore os-
oby wlasnie obcokrajowcy pytaja sie na przyklad jak sie nauczyc,
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powiedzmy, polskiego, tak, to tez nawiazalismy wspolprace z taka
jedna fundacja dla migrantow w Gdansku i oni prowadza zajecia dla:
obcokrajowcow z polskiego. niektore osoby przechodza tam na zaje-
cia. mm no i jezeli chodzi o jakies jeszcze inne inicjatywy, poki co nie
robilismy, ale my tez, na przyklad szczerze powiem, taka duza grupa
jestesmy dopiero, nie wiem, od pol roku. a wczesniej, na przyklad w
zeszlym roku w tym czasie w firmie bylo 30 pracownikow. Takze:

marta no wlasnie innych pracownikow jak sie pytalam, dziewczyny mowily
ze tutaj pracuje po kilka miesiecy.

olena Tak albo kilka tygodni albo na przyklad 1 tydzien.

marta W jaki sposob yy (.) kontaktujesz sie z pracownikami firmy? To
znaczy jakiego medium uzywasz?

olena yy Jezeli potrzebuje sie skontaktowac na przyklad ze wszystkimi wszys-
tkimi to raczej to: mamy jednego wspolnego maila.

marta Okej.

olena I wysylam powiedzmy wiadomosc powiedzmy na tego maila. Oczywi-
scie jezeli chodzi o jezyk to: w jezyku angielskim. Jezeli potrzebuje sie
dowiedziec czegos od jednej osoby to raczej (.) probuje ja na skype’ie
uderzyc albo zlapac jezeli nie potrzebuje duzo tlumaczyc, tak. Ale
jezeli na przyklad chce cos wyjasnic to raczej (.) osobiscie.

marta [Aha

olena [No i tez jezeli to jest [osoba (.) powiedzmy nie wiem yy

marta [no wlasnie

olena z Hiszpanii albo z Wloch albo Finlandii to: raczejs ie do nich zwracam
po (.) angielsku, tak

marta mhm

olena Ale jezeli na przyklad nie wiem (.) wlasnie bo to tyle o ile znam
powiedzmy kilke jezykow tak (.) to: jest dostosowana komunikacja
(.) do kazdej osoby.

marta Aha czyli to jest troche takie indywidualne podejscie.

olena Tak, no bo to jest tez przeciez takie zdroworozsadkowe tak? Nie bede
mowic z Polakiem po angielsku, tak? To by bylo sztuczne. Jezeli
znam polski no to (.) tak samo jak po ukrainsku, [tak? Nie bede z
ukrainka mowic po polsku, [tak? Albo po angielsku no bo

marta [mhm [mhm

olena to tez takie smieszne troche.
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marta Rozumiem. Yy (.5) yy czy (.) czyli mowilas ze jestescie dopiero
w trakcie tlumaczenia wszystkich dokumentow czyli nie wszystkie
dokumenty sa (.) czyli

olena Z poczatku mielismy przetlumaczone: czesc dokumentow ale nie wszys-
tko i teraz obecnie chcemy zeby juz wszystko bylo przetlumaczone na
jezyk angielski bo: no jest to latwiej pozniej, po prostu.

marta A z jakiego wzgledu uzywacie Skype’a jezeli moge sie zapytac? [Dlaczego
nie macie platformy, powiedzmy.

olena [To jest taki komunikator, tak. Jeszcze nie mamy.

marta Jeszcze nie mamy, rozumiem. Czyli to jest taki start, [Aha

olena [Tak.

marta Ale (.) ale chcecie cos takiego stworzyc?

olena Probujemy intranet wdrozyc ale to jeszcze:

marta mhm

olena na pewno nie bedzie w najblizsze pol roku bo: (.) bo po prostu
robimy to co jest prio (.) priorytetowe na poczatku i pozniej [jakby

marta [mhm rozumiem. yy (.4) no tak to wszystko mam. Aha no i jeszcze
mm (.) czy sa przeprowadzane jakies audyty jezykowe? Rozumiem
ze yy (.) czy sprawdzacie (.2) jak jezyk (.) to znaczy tak jezeli
osoba jakas yy (.) przejdzie powiedzmy te testy czy ta rozmowe
kwalifikacyjna, czy potem podczas pracy czy sprawdzacie jak sobie
radzi? Czy sprawdzacie czy radzi sobie dosc dobrze: w danym jezyku
zeby podejmowac sie rzeczywiscie takiej komunikacji?

olena To widac od razu, tak?

marta Okej.

olena Bo: (.) generalnie ja nie pracuje jakby w dziale obslugi klienta, tak?
Yy czy tam w dziale wspolpracy z liniami lotniczymi ale (.) jezeli
powiedzmy, bo do tego manadzerowie maja wglad (.) do twoich
wszystkich zadan i do tego co robisz (.) no i na przyklad jezeli yy (.3)
obslugujesz powiedzmy klienta, tak i: (.) klient nie jest zadowolony
albo pisze ze tam cie nie rozumie albo cos takiego, nie albo czasami
sa tez takie mm (.) to nie jest takie cos ze my mamy system, tak.
My jestesmy wlasnie [startup’em, tak mloda firma

marta [no tak rozumiem

olena moze nie jest tak ze my mamy jakas [pocedure na cos tam tak

marta [mhm mhm
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olena to jest raczej dorywczo i powiedzmy ad hoc, tak ? Ze potrzebujemy
czegos na juz albo, tez bylo pamietam ze na przyklad wdrazalismy
nowy program yy to kilka osob (.) wlasnie zostaly sprawdzone (.)
raz ze jezyk swoj (.) no ale tez powiedzmy taka swoja (.) generalne
wiedze, tak? [Na temat tego co robimy i jak to robimy.

marta [mhm okej. yy czyli (.) mneij wiecej czesc [pracowni

olena [Tak ale (.) ale to nie jest tez takie (.) jakby to powiedziec to od razu
widac, tak? Jednak wszyscy sa na floorze, tak, w jednym:

marta mhm

olena w jednym pomieszczeniu tak? I jezeli (.) zawsze ktos musi odbierac
telefony, takze nie ma takiej osoby ktora by nie odebrala telefonu albo
nie rozmawiala takze to od razu slychac czy i: no

marta Rozumiem.

olena No my raczej tez staramy sie wyeliminowac cos takiego tak no bo
jednak (.) yy (.) emm (.) my nie mamy procesu rekrutacyjnego
ktory trwa piec minut tak? To jest kilka spotkan

marta Okej

olena przez ktore my mozemy juz na (.) no powiedzmy na dziewiecdziesiat
procent (.) dowiedziec sie tak? Czy osoba: pasuje nam ze wzgledow
swoich yy jezykowych umiejetnosci czy nie.

marta A czy (.) czy yy zatrudniliscie kogos kto nie potrafi mowic po angiel-
sku? Nie.

olena (.) Nie raczej angielski na przyklad tez jest tak czasami ze powiedzmy
osoba mowi dobrze w jakims jednym jezyku tak? =

marta = mhm =

olena = ktorego powiedzmy potrzebujemy (.)ale nie mowi po angielsku no
raczej no (.) pozniej tutaj u nas to komunikacja jest cala po angielsku
na przyklad tak? (.) Czy w jednym czy w drugim teamie i wszystko
idzie w jezyku [angielskim

marta [mhm

olena wetdy ona po prostu sie tutaj nie odnajdzie, tak? [Bedzie sie czula
wyobcowana.

marta [ No tak, no tak A czy zdarzaja sie jakies takie powtarzajace sie
problemy w komunikacji przez to ze jest tyle jezykow ze jest tyle:
narodowosci tyle (.) jakby temperamentow tak naprawde. yy
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olena Wiesz co ja nie zauwazylam przez te siedem miesiecy ile tutaj pracuje
zeby (.) byl jakis problem przez to ze: powiedzmy ktos mowi w innym
jezyku raczej nie no bo (.) pozniej i tak sie komunikujemy w jezyku
angielskim, tak? Takze: (.) no (.4) nie wiem szczerze mowiac ja moze
powiedzmy (.) jezeli (.) komunikuje sie tak (.) powiedzmy tak przez
caly czas a ja nie potrzebuje osob jakby na co dzien tak? =

marta = mhm =

olena = czasami (.) cos potrzebuje zrobic ale raczej ludzie mi wierza (laugh-
ter) i to co potrzebuje zrobic mi robia. Takze nie ma to tak (.) ze nie
wiem (.) Polacy tez potrafia zrobic rozne ciekawy rzeczy: (.) takze
nie ma tutaj zadnych problemow.

marta mhm super, dziekuje bardzo.

End of interview
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